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Foreword 

One of ,the movements we are currently witnessing in the 
criminal justice field is the trend toward the establishment of de
ternlinate or "fixed" sentencing of criminal offenders. Several 
states have~aln'!ady enacted legislation to provide for this, and a 
number of oth~rs have established study groups or legislative 
hearings. . 

In order to examine this trend and its implications, the Na
tional Institute and the Boalt Hall School of Law at the Univer
sity of California, Berkeley, co-sponsored a conference in June, 
1977, for more than 76 individuals involved in the current 
dialogue - judges, legislators •.. ; correctional administrators, re
searchers, and public interest group representatives. Experts in 
the field wrote position papers and conducted workshops on im
portant aspects of the issue. 

It is our belief that these proceedings should receive wide dis
tribution because of their implications. The proceedings include 
discussions of these issues related to determinate sentencing: the . 
historical roots of the movement; the impact on Judges, defense 
attorneys, prosecutors, and correctional systems; and long-range 
implications of the trend toward determinancy. ' 

We are hopeful that this conference and the publication ofits 
proceedings will foster an increased understanding of the fixed 
sentence concept, and its implications for the criminaljusticesys
tern. 

Blair G. Ewing 
Acting Director 

National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice 
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Introduction 

For Jlecades the theory that shaped our sentencing and cor~ 
rectionaUaws and held sway among the liberal and the progres~ 
sive was the theory that sentencing decisions and correctional ! 

dispositions should be adjusted to the particular circumstances 
of the individual. That way the chances of rehabilitating the of. 
fender 'Would be maximized~ as would the interest of the public 
in being protected against further criminal acts of the offender. 
Not that other interests and goals had no part to play in actual 
dispositional decisions. But individualization and rehabilitation 
were solidly provided for by the law. Hence the wide range of 
penalties for particular crimes offered to the judge and the 
capaci0l~s discretion given to administrative agencies to deter
mine wlien to release on parole. on what conditions and when to 
revoke. Neither the Model Penal Code of the early 1950s nor the 
President's Crime Commission'Report of the late 1960s) two of 
the most thoughtful and comprehensive re-examinations of the 
criminal law in recent times. cast doubt on the continued viability 
of this theory. The very improvements in practice tlley recom
mended only con6 rmed their basic acceptance of it. 

But now, with a precipitousness remarkable in social change. 
there has been a dramatic turning. Individualization. rehabilita
tion. sentence indeterminacy all seem on their way down, if not 
on their way out. The disappointments and resentments gener-., 
ated by the accepted,theory seemed t.o have grown to bursting 
within a few years - the failure of our correctional machi:nery to 
reduce the spiraling crime rate l our increasingly manifest impo .. ~:, 
teney to rehabilitate prisoners or to make predictive judgrnen~.:\" 
about their behavior, the felt injustice of disparity in sentendng' '.\,: 
among prisoners, the prisoners' despair of an unknown future 
once imprisoned, the increasing resentment of what was pef-' 
ceived as arbitrary and capricious action by judges and parole" 
agencies, as well as the hejghtened distrust of authority and of
ficial power generally. 

The turn toward determinacy in sentencing has already 
influenced l~gislation in several states, but nowhere more 
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dramatically than in the enactment of Senate Bill 42 in Cali
fornia. California pioneered early in the century with as 
thoroughgoing a scheme of sentencing indeterminacy as any
where, with nearly open prison terms to be imposed by thejudge 
and administered by an Adult Authority. But having been the 
first by which the new was tried, California now appears among 
the first to have laid the old aside. For under the new California 
law the choice of prison tenus is narrowly circumscribed for each 
offense, parole is relegated to a marginal role and the purpose of 
sentencing is straight-forwardly declared to be the protection of 
society and the imposition of punishment. And, of equal sig
nificance, the shift represents no defeat for those who march 
under the liberal and progressive banner, but rather their con
version to a different faith. 

The change is a momentous one for California and no less so 
for other jurisdictions which have moved or are moving i.n the 
same direction. The purpose of the Conference at Berkeley 
which yielded the papers and discussion contained in this vol
ume was to take due stock of this change by looking backward at 
how it came to pass and looking forward to what it might pro
duce. What were the forces, concerns and interests that pro
duced this new legislative direction? What are the problems that 
can 'be anticipated to arise in working with the new legislation? 
How may we expect the various agencies of criminal justice to 
respond to the new system and how, as a consequence, may we 
expect the new legiSlation to function in actuality? 

These and related issues are dealt with in the papers pre
sented. Dean Morris presents an overview of the movement 
toward determinacy; Professors Messinger and Johnson inquire 
into the forces and interests behind determinate"sentence legis
lation; Professor Alschuler addresses the effect deterniinate sen
tencing is likely to have on the actions of prosecutors, defense 
lawyers and judges, and Professo/c Conrad pursues a similar in
quiry for correctional. agencies; l~rofessor FOote directs our at
tention to the possible unintendled consequences of sentencing 
reform; and finally, ProfessorS! Kram~r and Hussey explore 
modes of monitoring and evahJating the working of the new 
legislation. 

I believe the papers and the discussions at the Berkeley Con
ference make a notable beginnin~~ in exploring the questions that 
compel attention as we take this new turn. One hopes that the 
process will corltinue.· For unles~\ it does we catl expect of this 
legislative innovation what has bei~et many others in the criminal 
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area - drift, random actions, dysfunctioning and finally aban
donment in favor of some other current of the day that seems 
appealing if only because it moves in the opposite direction. This 
may well happen anyway, but without critical attention to what 
we are doing and what is happening under the new laws, it is 
almost certain to. 

\::1 

(:! "1 

Sanford H. Kadish 
Dean, School o-£\Law, University 

of C~lifornia, Berkeley 
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CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW AND 
COMMENTARY ON THE MOVEMENT 
= 

TOWARD DETERMINACY 

by N orval Morris 

Morris is Dean of the School of Law, University ofGhicago. Thefollow
ing is an edited transcript of his keynote address to the Special Conference 
on Determinate Sentencing. ' 

y 

Sentencing is at present a fashionable topic, battered by a 
flurry of legislative proposals, federal and state, and a flood of 
commentary. It draws together very strange bedfellows. For 
example, last week's discussions on sentencing in the legislature 

, :in Springfield, Illinois, found several sensible sentencing pro
il .;, posals, with which most of you in this audience would agree, 

being enthusiastically supported by those mindless punishers in 
the legislature who were interested only in the prolongation of 
terms of imprisonment and were moved by the simple and silly 
belief that the crime problem will be substantially solved by a 
draconic restructuring of sentencing. 

T~ere are, as you know, igangers and difficulties in the sub
ject of our conference. Reformers have a history of insuffiCiently 
considering the possible abuse of their plans and this risk is cer
tainly great in sentencing reform where there are both intellec
tual difficulties and political risks aplenty. 

Having sounded that rather obvious warning; let me, in the 
rest of this address, offer some general and probably idiosyncra~ 
tic ideas on several of the themes to be later pur~ued with mote 

" precision in the papers and discussions at our conference. 
The trend If? determinacy in sentencing is fairly clear but 

even here unceitainty remains. What precisely is an indetermi
nate sentence? Does it, for example, preclude the exercise of dis
cretion by penal administrators about work-release, placement in 
a halfway house, graduated release procedures? How does it re
late to "good time"? 

I once set an exam question in Latin, straight out of Prosser, I 
think. My Latin is poor to the point of absurdity but I believe the 
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question read: Res Ipsa Loquitu?~ '(jere, sed quid in inferno vult dicere? 
The thing speaks for itself, but what the hell does it wish to say? 
The same point applies exactly to determinacy in sentencing. 

, What does it mean? And who should fix its terms - the legisla
. ture, or the judge, or an administrative board, or all or some of 

the above? Q 

But an even more preliminary point may be of importance. 
Why the sudden interest in sentencing reform? Why the bills, 
books, papers, conferenc~.s and seminars? Is it because we have 
at last recognized that unjust dispariw characterizes the anarchy 

'~~;.of unguided, unreviewed judicial sentencing? Surely not. 
. Twenty-five years ago, when I first approached the literature on 
sentencing. that point was clear: that sentencing was a lottery. Of 
course, recent studies have driven the point home, but we have 
known about urJust disparity for a long while. 

Is the answer that sentencing reform is essential to round out 
our sporadic efforts at reform of the substantive and procedural 
aspects of the criminal law; that this need is at last recognized; 
and that disturbed by the rather disappointing reformative 
exercises of the last decade we are now moved to a larger se
riousness of purpose and a more holistic approach? Possibly, 

. possibly, but it sounds un persuasive to me. 
1 don't have an answer to the question of why sentencing re

form is the current fad. I do have an idea that may be relevant to 
an answer. The problem of just sentencing has, 1 think, been 
long concealed by a false dichotomy in the literature. We too 
long conducted the debate in polar terms. One was either for 
punishment and deterrence or one was for treatment and re
form. And those who favored rehabilitative purposes in sentenc
ing tended to explain unjust disparities in judicial and parole 
board sentences as attributable to the incompetence or the in
efficiency of those who imposed sentence, to their failure fairly 
and wisely to individualize the sentences they imposed on con
vIcted criminals. That explanation will no longer suffice. 

Francis Allen's essayin 1964 orfthe rehabilitative ideal was a 
turning point in the debate. I find that in that same ye~ I was 
arguing that power over a criminal's life should not be taken in 
excess of dlat which would be taken were his reform not consid
ered as one of our purposes. I still happily rest on that proposi
tion., 

In 1964 that was not an obvious proposition. Why, even the 
wise chairman of our meeting today would not accept it then, In 
an otherwise generous review of the book where that submission 
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was made I he inquired, br~squely, "Why should the rehabilita
tive purposes be subordinated to the deterrent, vindicatory and 
incapacitative purposes?" He did not stop to answ,er his question, 
indicating rather a free-floating dissent. The fact of the matter is 
that such gentle uncertainties have been swept away by the inter
vening years. Many studies and a legion of commentators have 
forced a recognition of the injustice and ineptness of coerced re
formative processes under the aegis of the criminal law and have 
compelled a reconsideration of the traditional polar argument 
between the punishers and the treaters. 

But in the ;esult the purposes to be achieved by sentencing 
are not agreed upon nor are the ptocedures. A mixture of t;l;lo
dves has led us astray: an exaggerated belief by so;ne in the de
terrent efficacy of punishment; an excessive belief by others in 
the reformative capacity of the criminal law. 

The task of devising a fair and efficient sentencing system 
turns out to be more complex than we previously thought; but 
still there is a reaching for swift solutions. Currently, suggestions 
of a simple, legislatively-defined balance between harmencom
passed and deseryed punishment receive support; it is my sub
mission that they too misleadingly simplify the problem and will 
not achieve the larger equities we seek. 

The web of interrelationships between desert, deterrence, 
the community educative effects of punishment, a due respect 
for human 'rights and minimum dignities, the continuing con
straints of c1emencyand the continuing inadequacies in our un
derstanding of man and his place in society, the whole mesh in
terwoven with the diversities of ':Crime and criminals and the 
paucity of resources we allocate to crime control shape problems 
in punishment insoluble by simple remedies ,such as mandatory 
min;~,mum sentences or legislatively fixed sentences. 

The task of devising a fair and just system 6f sentencing be
comes more urgent as the serious impact crime has on life in this 
country .is appreciated. And together with this uI!derstanding 
comes the depressing perception that the criminal law is an inept ;', 
instrument either for coercing men to the good life or for coerc-
ing the criminal to social conformity. You can hardly doubt that I 
have cast a pall of in~wductory gloom over this confererlce! 

Can contemporarY governments deal more rationally with 
the sentencing of convicted criminals? That, I suppose, is the 
central question of our conference. Well, I have recently been 
advised of the three., great lies; you may even have used them. -
The first is: "Thank you for reminding me; the check is in the 
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maiL" The second: "I'm sorry; I gave at the office." The third: 
ieI'm from the Government and I've come to help you." It is a 
very serious question whether in the political realitie§::Df the day 
We can better handle the complexities o~sentencing practice than 
we do now, and this despite clear recognition of present gross 
injustices. 

Your response to the third great lie tells me that you recog
nize that government is not always beneficent, even when moved 
by the wish to achieve social good. Nowhere is this truth more 
evident than in the governmental task of sentencing convicted 
criminals. So much is expected of the criminal sentence - crime 
reduction, deterrence coupled with a parsimonious use of great 
and afflictive powers of punishment, a deserved punishment 
linked to a just weighing of the social and personal differences 
between criminals, suffering imposed for the social good but 
preferably without inhibiting the criminal's capacity for self
regeneration. The- sentencing decision is complex, difficult and 
of fundamental importance, the pivotal point of the criminal 
law. Yet we lack a Common Law of Sentencing. 

I suppose, if I had a message to submit to this conference it 
would be that there is no shortcut to a Common Law of Sentenc
ing and that the judicial role in achieving the fine-tuning of just 
sentencing should remain of central importance. 

It becomes clear to you by now that I am not going to solve 
these problems for you. Nor will this conference. But the basic 
issues are 'excellently raised in the papers prepared for discus
sion at our conference and my continuing task is to comment 
briefly on a few of them. 

A trite insight I would offer, unnecessary to submit to this 
audience but of great significance to the politics of sentencing re
form, is that sentencing reform is mOst unlikely substantially ,to 
reduce crime or juvenile delinquencyjupthis country. The press 

" and its willing acolytes, the politicians, frequently promise sub
stantial diminution of crime and delinquency through a harden
ing of., sentencing practice. I'm sure you are nO~i deceived but 
many people are. There is much wrong with the American crim-

- ~,-
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inal justice system but its leadiIig defect is not, as the tabloids 
suggest, the sentimentality of the judiciary. In many days .,. 
marches through the criminal courts of this country I have 
found ,few bleeding-hearted judges. Their tendency in terms of 
physiognomy is toward the prognathous jaw and the hard nose, 
Lombrosian stigmata not characteristic of the sentimental softies 
the press describe. 
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Though the allegation of excessive judicial leniency in sen
tencing is ill-founded, it remains politically important to senten~
ing reform, influencing the votes of those legislators who share 
or reflect the public view that the increase in crime oVer the past 
decade is in large part attributable to the failure of the judges to 
impose sufficiently' severe sentences. 

Tbe public has been led to .expectioo ml.lch from the crimi
nal jt.fstice system, and certainly too much from sentencing, The 
criminal justice system controls the largest power the govern
ment exercises over its citizens and is of essential Constitutional 
importance, but its reform., if consonant' with a due respect for 
human rights, will make no more than relatively small differ
ences to the incidence of crime and delinquency. Those phe
nomena respond to deeper social~ cultural, economic and politi~ 
cal currents beyond the substantial influence of the criminal jus
tice system. 

What, then, can properly be expected' from sentencing re
form? The journey will not be short and there may be unfortu
nate detours through legislatively fixed sentences, but in the 
longer run we can reasonably expect a small reduction of crime 
and juvenile delinquency and, of at least equal importance, we 
can also reasonably expect the emergence of a principled, even
handed, ~ffective yet merciful Common Law of Sentencing, 
consistent with human rights and freedoms,competent to the 
deterrence of crime, the adumbration of minimum standards of 
behavior and the better protection of soci~ty against its in-group '" 
predatprs. . 

Where dowe now stand in that movement? There seems to 
be agreement i,n the rejection of open indeterminacy in sentenc
ing on the California Adult or Youth Authority model. All the 
bill~ and commentaries move towa,:rds determinacy. But am
'biguities and uncertainties remain. Wh;tistheform of determi
nacy preferred and who is to pre5c(~J!be the more' precise 
punishment - the legislature, the judge, the administrative Q 

board? You will notice that Senate Bill 1437rp the proposed fed
eral criminal code, ret~~ns a role for t.he parole board. And, of 
course, executive clemency must properly remain. Then there is 
"good time." Will a residue of parole, the manipulation of good 
time and a larger use of executive clemency preserve a large 
measure of discretion in punishment fmm legislative and judi
cial c6htrol? And is that wise? And there is the further ambiguity 
in sentencing to prison. What,for this purpose, isa prison? Is ", 
placement of the prisoner by the Federal Bureau of Prisons in a 
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Community Treatment Center, when they believe such a place
ment appropriate, part of a judicially fixed term of "imprison
ment'l? At preseht it is, but is that within the concept of a legisla
tively and judicially fixed sentence if those agencies do not con-
trol it?" C 

Who sentences? When you ask the layman, he replies, "the 
judge." When you ask the more informed person, the reply is, 
"the legislature, the judge and the parole board, if a convicted 
criminal is sent to prison." But then one must add the point 
forcefully made in the Alschuler paper, that the role of charge 
and plea bargaining is of great practical importa:nce and that the 
prosecutor and defense tounsell'nust be included in the sentenc
ing team if sentencing is seen, as it should be, as the larger invo
cation of state power over the offender or suspected offender. 
Discretion in sentencing is thus widely distributed. And it is im
possible to eliminate and hard to control several of these inter
locking discretions. 

1 disagree with Alschuler's argument that sentencing reform 
should wait on the achievement of better C0l1ttoi of charge and 
plea bargaining, but I certainly agree with his view that such bar
gaining may well frustrate reforms in legislative and judicial sen
tencing. Certainly we should hesitate long before, by legislatively 
prescribed fixed sentencing, we shift discretion from the judge 
to the prosecutor, ~hich is the powerfuL tendency of such sen-Ii 
tences - achieving~ incig,r;ally, neither larger equalities nor 
more severe sentences."'-/ 

Should the indeterminacy of the" parole discretion be 
preserved? There is time only to skim over this argument, but le~ 
me do so. I hear six points made for parole. Let me offer them in 
summary form and then comment on each. As regards prison 
terms, it is said that the parole board rather than the judge 
should fix the precise release date because the board can: 

1) Find the optimum moment for release; 
2) Provide an incentive for rehabilitation; 
3) Facilitate prison control and discipline; 
4) Share sentencing responsibility to maximize deterrence 

while reducing time served; 
5) Control the size of the prison population; and 
6) Rectify unjust disparities in sentencing. 
The first claimed justification, prediction of the optimum 

moment of release, fails empirically. Behavior in a cage is not a 
guide to behavior in a community. You know these data well; I 
don't have to develop them. 
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The second justification, t:o provide an incentive tot the prii;
oner's rehabilitation, has as its net effect the reliance on compul
sory rehabilitation in the prison setting. This type of coerced cur
ing of crime is ineffective. It is wasteful of resources. It is silly to 
fill our limited ,treatment resources other than with volunteers. 
We don't J<now enough to make that second purpose of parole 
work. 

The third justification, to facilitate prison control and disci
pline l is an important, latent, pragmatic justificatioi?: of parole. 
But it is vulnerable to attack on grounds of injustice. I think it 
unjust to use the parole discretion in relation to disciplinary be-
havior. . 

The fourth claimed justification of parole is the sharing of 
sentencing responsibility between the court and the parole board 
in order to maximize deterence. It is a somewhat unreal claim. It 

" is true that parole allows for judicial announcements of larger 
punishments than are in fact served, but the charade is well 
known; it is compensated for. One would be gallant to answer 
the question, with confidence, whether the whole parole ex peri- 0 

ence has increased or reduced time served in America. 
The fifth justification, to facilitate the control of the size of 

the prison population, has occasionally been useful but, gener
ally speaking, in times of community anxiety about crime and of 
pressures for law and order there has also been. great pressure 
on the pa-role (boards to be more conservative in the grant of 
parole and thus to tend to compound rather than to solve the 
problem of prison overcrowding. At all events, pragmatism at 
this level lays bare our tolerance of unprincipled sentencing; it is 
surely unjust for the duration of imprisonment of one criminal 
to tUrn on the behavior of other criniinals. 

The last claimed justification of parole, to rectify unjust sen
tencing disparities, merits somewhat longer consideration. Let 
me give an example or two. In Illinois, and I believe the same is 
true in many states, crime for crime and criminal for criminal, 
sentenFes imposed by courts in Chicago are substantially less se
vere than those imposed in downstate, small town and rural 
areas. The Illinois Parole Board, not incorrectly in my view, 
exercises its releasing discretion so as to minimize the grass.er 
disparities - it moves towards a regression to the mean. Similar 
disparities are to be found between judicial circuits in the federal 
system and the federal parole board also works to minimize un
just sentencing disparities. This exercise of the parole discretion 
seems sound to me, but the question arises, should we not de~ 
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\) velop other mechanisms Yather than parole for that purpose. I 
'think we should. 
\, Does this analysis .Iea~ inexorably to ~he abolition of parole? 
H~ the long run, I thmk It does; but untIl we have nluch better 
d6~t;ed and te.st~d relationships betwe~n the legislature, the sen
ten,~mg commISSIon (as recommended In several current reform 
prOl)osals, including the California legislation and the proposed 
fedei~al criminal code), and the judge, there is a great deal to be ') 
said 'ltr the retention of the parole board's releasing discretion to 
achieve more equitable and just sentences. 

Th~ extreme opposite of this sharing of sentencing discretion 
between the legislature, the sentencing commission, the judge 
and the parole board is to be found in current unsound recom
mendations for mandatory minimum and legislatively fixed term 
sentenci~g. Mandatory minima are still to be found, even in the 
propose4 federal criminal code, and there has been extensive 
experimc:;ntationwith them in many states. Legislation of this 
type is, in my view, unprincipled and morally insensitive; it can
not encompass the factual an~ moral distinctions between crimes 
essential to ajust and rational sentencing policy. Nevertheless, it 
is politically popular. Whenever mandatory minima are pre
scribed, tht~ same results follow - they meet with nonenforce
ment and nullification. This is neither surprising nor deplorable. 

,\ It is not surprising because. the pervasive influence of charge 
bargaining insures the frequent reduction of charges for of
fenses carrying severe mandatory penalties. It is not deplorable 
because,.persistent confusion about the goals of criminal law en
forcement and indefiniteness regarding the purpose.s of 
punishment make sentencing discrotion essential. The enforce
ment of arbitrary penal equations i~~joth irrational and ineql,lit
able. And in the overcrowded coUd: systems of the cities of 
America, as in the case of the New York experiment with man
datory minimum sentences for certain drug offenses, nonen
forcement and nullification will follow. 

Remington recently wrote a nice piece on sentencing in which 
he reports (2~IVanderbilt Law Review 1315) that "in Detroit dur
ing the 1950s;''state statutes prohibited probation for burglary in 
the nighttime and imposed a significant, mandatory minimum 
sentence for armed robbery. In practice, ... burglaries commit
ted after dark resulted in pleas to daytime burglary, and ... rob
beries committed?with a gun ended up as pleas of guilty to un
armed robbery. So common was the practice that the Michigan 
Parole Board would often start the interview with 'I see you were 
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convicted of unarmed robbery in Detroit. What caliber of gun 
did you use?' Without even a smile, the inmate would respond 'A 
.38 caliber revolver.' II 

Overall mandatory minima probably tend to ~.n increase in 
the prison population, bringing larger pressures to bear on the 
accused to plead guilty to the lesser included offense than that 
for which the mandatory minimum is prescribed. It is a devious, 
unprincipled sentencing practice: 

The legislatively fixed term will, no doubt, figure promi
nently in our later discussions. Let me offer only a few com
ments. In my view, the statute books of the states and certainly 
current federal crimes are insufficiently graded in their defini
tion adequately to support such a system. Guides to a just and 
principled sentencing system have to be more principled than 
can be built on what my colleague Zimring has called "the in
coherence of the criminallaw.H Judicial discretion seems to me 
essential to the fine-tuning requirfrd for morally necessary dis
tinctions between crimes and criminals for just sentencing. I am 
not, of course, arguing against legislative guidance to the judge 
in the definition of the crime and its appropriate maximum 
punishment. And further, the legislature should phrase the 
purposes the judge is to serve in his sentencing function "'>- the 
Model Penal Code, limiting the categories of crime and defining 
the criteria of sentencing purpose, gave a wise lead. But the 
judge's discretion, legislatively guided and subject to appellate 
review, will, it seems to me, prove essential to the fashioning of a 
Common Law. of Sentencing if basic principles of justice are to be 
served. 

Legislators are under such political pressures to inflate sen
tences, a process currently perceptibly in the debates sUf:round
ing the California Senate Bil142, that they cannot be eXl?ected in 
the Statute Book of Punishment to encompass the near infinite 
diversities of crime and criminals, the squalor and miseries of 
life, necessarily relevant to degrees of guilt @nd

c 
deserved 

punishments. " 
. In ~y ~yw, t~e best present ,Proposal encompassing these 

dlfficuitles and laymg the foundatlOn for a Common Law of Sen
tencing is Senate Bill 1437, the proposed federal criminal code. 

The bill comes under powerful auspices. Much of it was 
shaped by the previous Department of Justice and it is supported 
by the presentDepartment of Justice. It was introduced in .the 
Senate by Senators Kennedy and McClellaI)., which portends 
broad political support. In its sentencing pr6vis~ons, S. 1437 
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strikes, in my view I a wise balance between the overlapping and 
sometimes conflicting discretions of the legislator, the sentencing 

.. commission, the judge~ the parole board and the prison adminis
trator. The requirement that the sentencing commission and the 
sentencing judge give reasons for the sentence imposed will 
make for mor~ effective appellate review when those reasons are 
in conflict. Overall, the bill provides for more open and princi
pled sentencing and seems to me capable, OVer time, of produc
ing a reasoned andjust sentencing system. There are, of course, 
many points of detail to be argued as the legislative processes 
move forward, but the broad strategy in S. 1437 is sound. 

Let me conclude my keynote invocation. The past decade of 
criminal law reform has been disappointing. Reformers have to 
learn to be less opportunistic and more long-winded - not 
perhaps as long-winded as I have been, but they must become 
steady and determined over time. And the prognosis is not 
bleak: there is now a reasonable hope for the launching of a sen
tencing system which could move us towards a more principled 
criminal justice system. 

DISCUSSION 

.. , 
Conference participant Andrew von Hirsch began the dis

cussion of Dean Morris's presentation by saying that there 
seemed to be a widely held misconception that those who favor 
determinate sentencing must favor having the legislature set 
precise terms. There are other methods available, he said, in
cluding the sentencing commission approach of the proposed 
Kennedy-McClellan federal criminal code, and the parole board 
reforms recently adopted by Oregon, which require the parole 
board to set release dates early in the term according to strict 
guidelines. 

In his response, Professor Morris began to try to articulate a 
consensus position, but he soon hit upon a point where he knew 
he differed from many in the audience. This key point was 
whether like cases need always be sentenced alike. Morris felt 
they need not. ''In the last resort," he concluded, "I believe that 
judicial disc~.etion is necessary for just sentencing." 
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This brought a rebuttal from an ex-prisoner in the audience. 
Equal crimes must always be sentenc,ed equally, said Prisoner's 
Union President Willie Holder. Non-legislative approaches, he 
continued - such as guidelines determined by quasi-judicial 
bodies - could not be trusted to fulfill this goal. 

Another participant said he agreed with most of what he had 
heard at the conference, but he remained uneasy about some of 
the absolute positions being taken on the vnrtues of determinate 
sentencing. Such certainty, he said, led to the extremes of inde
terminacy that the participants were united to redress. Current 
thinking in the field, he said, show.ed "uncertainty andJ}ux," and 
the present time represents "a period of real empirical uncer
tainty." New laws, he said, should not impose rigid new struc
tures for sentencing as an overreaction against an excessive de .. ) 
pendence on rehabilitation as"a goal of sentencing. 

A legislator took exception to some of Dean Morris's com
ments about politicians. Academics, he noted, were frequently 
the despair of legislators. Many legislators, he said, felt they 
could do as well in formulating sentencing policy as academics 
who advocate indeterminate sentencing structures one year and 
denounce them the next. The participant also wondered why 
scholars so frequently disagreed about predidtions of the effects 
of sentencing proposals on prison popUlations. 

Dean Morris reiterated his reason for opposing legislative 
term-setting: inevitable "inflation of term lengths.1t He said pre
dictions of prison popUlations had to be tentative because CIa 
minority of prisoners are in prisons for what they have done. 

°The majority are in for what they have pleaded to." Thus, he 
said, the impact of a new sentencing structure depends not so 
much on term lengths "as it does on the attitudes of the judges 
and prosecutors implementing it. 

One participant pointed to the proposed federal criminal 
code as "a middle ground" between those calling for legislatively 
fixed sentences and those who fear that route. He also noted that 
there were currently 61 bilJs pending b~fore the U.S. Congress 
calling for mandatory minimum sentences. The new approach 
represented by the K:ennedy-McClellan bill, he said, might well 
be the only alternative to that kind of legislation, 0 
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CALIFORNIA'S DETERMINATE 
SENTENCING STATUTE: 

HISTORY AND ISSUES .. 

by Sheldon L. Messinger and Phillip E. J04\fsoq 

Messinger and Johnson an] Professors of Law at· the University of 
California, Berkeley. 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

'Jhe law is constantly changing, but the change is usually evo- \'\ 
lutionary and incremental. Occasionally, a statute or judicial de
cision breaks abruptly with the P3st, announcing riot only a s~,t of 
new rules but also a new philosophical approach, indicating a 
ohange in the way the opinion leaders of a society are thinking 
about a longstanding problem. The paradigm of such a chang~ it 
the opinion of the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board a/Education, 
replacing the concept of "sep~rate ,but equal" with the revolu
tionary idea that~ in racial matters, separate is inherently un-
equal. ,. ,.". 

.. • California's cYeterminate sentencing act is in no way comp[;lr
able to the B,·own decision in importance, but it too indicates that 
ideas about a Pttrennial problem are undergoing radical change. 
Like Brown, it may also show it to be one thing to see that funda- 0 

mental change is necessary: quite another, to make that change 
come about. 

Before 1976, California was famous or notorious as the state 
whose ,laws seemed most thoroughly committed to the idea that 
sentences should be indetermh)ate.1;:he laws implied or said that 
the length of imprisonment should depen.~ more on the incfi
vidual characteristics of the criminal tllan.qn the nature of the 

(I ." 

"'A preliminary draft of this paper was ptep~!."ed in April, 1977. 'this draft ;;;;
prepared in JUly, 1977, after California's [Deterplinate SentencirfB' Act was 
amended and, as amended, :went into effect. We have left our discussion of the 
original act, in Parts IIX artd IV, largely unchanged. We have, however, con· 
siderably modifIed the discussion in Part V to take account of those amendments 
actuaBy made in June, 1977. And we have enlarged the concluding section, Part 
VI, to hldude so~e tiloughts generated hy dialogue at the conference for which 
the preliminary draft ,.fas prepared. Batts I and II remain substantially as they 
were in the preliminary draft. :PhiHp E, Johnson was tillable to particip~te in 
revision oLthe preliminary drait. Sheldon L. Me~~inger made the revisions, and 
will accept such credit or opprobium as is. due. 
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cdme; maximum discretion over length of sentences should be 
given to an administrative agency shielded from public accoun
tability; the purpose of impris9nment is to rehabilitate the of
fender an<;l to protect society from his further misdeeds; and the 
released prisoner should be subjected to a lengthy period of 
parole supervison to protect the public and to insure his rehabili
tation. The U:oiform Determinate Sentencing Act of 1976, 
commonly known in the state as S.B. (Senate Bill) 42, seems to be 
based on the opposite assumptions in every respect. As otiginally 
passed, it provided a relatively narrow range of fixed penalties,; 
for each crime; replaced Adult Authority discretion over release 
with a complex system of "good time" credits; greatly lessened 
the period of parole and the importance of parole supervision; 
and, perhaps most signir-.?IDtly, stated flat out that the purpose of 
imprisonment is punishment. 

The California sentencing reform is an event of national 
significance. If other jurisdictions did not go as far as California 
in endorsing indeterminacy, they llonetheless went very far;~n
deed. Unchecked discretion is a fe~ture of criminal sentencing 
law everywhere, whether the discretion is lodged primarily with 
the courts or the parole boards. Reforms based on the consid
erations which inspired the California innovations are in the air 
in many states. 

This paper assumes thatknowledge of the California expeti~ 
ence will be instructive to a national audience. Our disadvantage 
in writing about that experience is that our research is in a prelimi
nary state, and our conclusions must therefore be extremely tentative. We 
have only begun tel understand the cmnplicated history of the'at
tempt to abolis;h or radically alter the indeterminate sentencing 
system. The new statute itself only recently went into effect, and 
before it did it was substantially amended. Even if we knewlJmuch 
more than we do, we could not begin to predict the effect which 
the new statutory scheme will have as it is put into practice in a 
system of criminal justice accustomed to applying very different 
rules. This paper sholJ.ld thus be viewed a~a preliminary effort 
desig~~d to set the stage for discussion, not as a definitive ac
count of the events it relates - or even of our own views. 

The paper is divided into sections for the convenience of the 
reader. Section Two briefly describes the system which the de
terminate sentence scheme has supplanted. Section Three de
scribes the political and legal situation in 1976 which made it 
possible and perhaps necessary to replace the Adult Authority 
system with an entirely dif~erent sentencing method. Section 
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Four describes the. principal features of the resulting statute, 
S.B. 42. Section Five briefly describes the amendment struggle, 
the forces and issues involved, and the thrust of the amendments 
finally adopted by the California legislature. Section Six offers 
some tentative conclusions. 

II 

THE CALIFORNIA INDETERMINATE 
SENTENCE SYSTEM 

First introduced in California in 1917, indeterminate felony 
sentencing existed until recently in approximately the same form 
ever since the creation of the Adult Authority in 1944. The sys
tem is simple to describe in broad outline, although piecemeal 
amendments over the years made the specific sections governing 
such vital matters as parole eligibility incredibly complex and 
confusing. 

Under the indeterminate system, California judges did not 
fix the sentence for convicted felons committed to prison; in
stead, they sentenced the offender to "the term prescribed by 
law." An administrative agency known as .the"Adult Authority" 
determined the amount of time a convict actually served by 
"fixing" the sentence at some point between the statutory 
minimum and maximum. ,-

The 'sentence so fixed was the total amount of time to be 
served before absolute discharge. Convicts normally served part 
of this time on parole, a matter also determined br the Adult Au
thority by setting a parole date to take effect some time before 
the fixed sentence terminated. With some exceptions, prisoners 0 

serving a rriinimum statutory· sentence of more than one year 
were eligible for release on parole after serving one~thitd of the 
minimum term. First-degree murderers and others sentenced to 
statutory sentence of life imprisonment 'Yere eligible for ps-role'" 
after seven wiars; habItual criminals with three previous convic
tions were eligible after twelve years. Train wreckers and kid
nappers who'inflic'1.id b?dily har.m upon the~r victims in~~~Ted a 
statutory sentence of hfe ImprISOnment WIthout pOSSIbIlIty of 
parole. 

Throughout mpst of its history the Adult Authority followed 
a practice of delaying fixing a prisoner's sentence until he had 
been in confinement for a considerable period of time and was 
considered "ready" or nearly "ready" for parole. Until it acted, 
the prisoner was considered to be serving the maximum sen-
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tence provided by statute, frequently life. Even after a sentence 
was fixed by the Authority, it could be "refixed" for cause such as 
violation of prison regulations or of the terms and conditions of ~ 
parole. The Authority could also refix that portion of the sen-
tence the inmate would serve on parole. Until quite recently the ~ 
California courts consistently held that the Authority could fix 
and refix sentences and parole dates, and revoke paroles, with-
out notice or heating, although the Authority provided he,~E.i!lgs 
as a matter of policy. The decisions of the Adult A~dhority, 
finally, were practically immune from judicial review. 

To appreciate the full extent of Adult Authority discretion, 
one must realize that the statutory maxima were extremely long 
in relation to the time normally served in practice. Such common 
felonies as second-degree murder, robbery, rape, and burglary 
of a dwelling each carried a maximum term of life in prison. Yet 
in 1965, the median time served' in prison by prisoners released 
on parole for these offenses ranged from a high of 5.4 years 
(second-degree murder) to a low oK·three years (burglary). Of 
522 armed robbers released on parole in that year, 439 had 
served five years or less and only three had s~rved more than ten 
years. The situation forIess serious felonies wa$ similar: Forgery, 
for example, carried . .a maximum sentence of 14 years. Of 432 
forgers released on parole in 1965,337 had served two years or 
les.s. Only one had served more tha.n five-and-a-half years, 

In short, the California indeterminate sentence: system left 
the determination bf the length of imprisonment apd the parole 
period to an appointed board which was given an almost awe
'some freedom from legislative or judicial control. For years this 
system was satisfactory to a wide spectrum of opinion, and even 
when it came under heavy attack it seemed likely to endure be
cause of the difficulty of agreeing on a replacement. The inde- 0 

terminate sentence appeased liberal sensitivities by purporting to 
reject such "primitive" notions as retribution and deterrence, 
and by provi9ing the possibility of speedy .,release of offenders 
amenable to rehabilitation. Judges were happy to be relieved of 
much of the responsibility and pressure inherent in sentencing. 
Prison administrators considered a flexible date of release an 
jmportant u)ol in contrQlling hostile inmate populations. Politi
cians<were free to be irresponsible: statutory penalties could be 
raised to grossly unrealistic levels to appease public passions 
without necessarily affecting the exercise of Adult Authority dis
cretion. Law enforcement officials took comfort because Adult 
Authority sentences were among the longest in the nation, be-
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cause it was possible to confine a "dangerous" prisoner for a very 
long tim~even if he could not be proved guilty in court"of an 
exceptiomllly serious crime, and because many Adult Authority 
members came from law enforcement backgrounds. 

None of these satisfactions was unalloyed, however, and cdt.,. 
icism of the indeterminate sentence system did develop, most . 
visibly at first from groups concerned with civil liberties and 
prisoners' rights. Such critics charged that the system gave too 
much unchecked discretion to a board which overrepresented 
law enforcement interests; was based on false assumptions about 
the predictability of human behavior; resulted in overlong 
prison terms on the average and especially for prisoners guilty of 
displeasing their guardians for failing to conform to middle class 
behavioral norms; and, above all, was cruel and frustrating for 
prisoners who had no clear idea of how long they might have to 
serve or what they could do to shorten their sentences. 

These criticisms were sufficiently. well-founded so that many 
legislators and influential rri~p1bers of the legal and correctional 
professions came to agree MI;h them. )" et in themselves such ar
guments were not enough to' force a change as long as me inde
terminate sentence system retained its usefulness in other re
spects. Furthermore, the legislature could not abolish'indeter
minacy without general agreement on a replacement. One of the 
most useful features of delegating sentencing atlLhorityc.t~.t.qe 
Adult Authority was that it made it possible for the legislature to 
avoid making hard decisions about How severely crime s!;lould or 
could be punished. Basic reform could come about only if the 
desire for change were strong enough to cGmpel group~ with 
very different ideas about the appropriate levels of ' penalties to 
compromise their differences. . 

III 

" THE P0LITICAL AND LEGAL SITUAT)ON 
"I',., PRIOR TO 1975'\ ". 

,>~ 

During 1974, Senator John A. Nejedly,'c Chairman, pf the 
Senate Select Committee on Penal Institutions, Hired Michael 
Salerno, then an aide to another legislator, to work on someju
venile justice matters and, more generally, to survey the justice 
situation in California in search of matters possibly ripe for legis
lative remedy. Salerno's observations soon led him to the. cpn
clusion that there was considerable dissatisfaction with the inde
terminate sentencing system and that some change might be 
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possible. He consulted with Raymond Parnas, a law professor at 
Davis, who confirmed his belief and expressed interest in work
ing on the matter. Parnas was hired as a consultant to Nejedly's 
committee after Salerno and Parnas sought and received the 
senator's approval to .. begin more determined inquiry into the 
area with a view to drawing up legislation. 

During October and November 1974, Salerno and Parnas 
consulted with the legislative lobbyists for the district attorneys, 
police, correctional officers, and the Department of Corrections, 
other law professors at Davis, and a Corrections Department re
s~archer, among others. There was a meeting with Raymond 
Prdcunier, theh ~Director of Corrections, and his staff, and 

" another with five Los Angeles. Superior Court judges. Only the 
last meeting, apparently, resulted in expressions of opposition to 
plans to move toward greater determinacy in sentencing, and in 
Salerno's and Parnas' jud~ent this opposition was, to say the 
least, uninstructed.-- , 

. By late Novembet 1974, a working paper had been prepared 
suggesting cut-down ranges of penalties for offenses and giving 
judges discretion to fix a maximum prison term witllin those 
ranges; the Adult Authority would continue to decide if and 
when a prisoner m~ght be paroled. This paper was made the 
basis for discussion at open hearings held on December 5 and 6. 
Some two dozen witnesses testified at the hearings, including: 
representatives of various prison reform groups; Richard 
McGee, former Director of Corrections in California and a re~, 
cent-proponent of more determinacy in sentencing; a delegation 
of Superior Court judges; and representatives from the 
California Correctional Officers Association, the Attorney Gen
eral's Office, and the District Attorney's Association. The burden 
of testimony was strol}gly supportive of more determinacy; in
deed, strong sentiment was expressed for legislatively fixed, 
"flat" sentences. Only the judges' representatives took a strongly 
negativ~ position. " 

From that point until passage ofS.B. 42 on August 31,1976, 
activities became ve-ry complicated. In this section we present, 
first, a tentative outline of some of the main activities and events, 
with dates, to provide a set of guideposts; and,.second, equa.11y . 
tentatively, what we take to be some of the major issues of con- . 
cern to those forces helping to shape S.BA2. 

(J 

Main Activities and Events 
After the public hearings in December 1974, the working 
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paper was abandoned. During the early months of 197.5, new 
drafts were prepared and widely circulated; a version"of what 
was to become the final bill was introduced in the Senate on 
March 4, 1975. Ate the same time, Raymond Procuniet;j who had 
resigned his post as Director of Corrections, be~' ~ Chairman 
of the A?ult AuthoritYcand h~stituted by dire~tiv a plan fot' early 
term-fixmg based on the senousness of a>pnson r's offense and 
past criminal record. This move by Procunier was widely inter
preted as an effort to undermine S.B. 42. 

Notwithstanding Procunie,;r's gambit, work on S.B. 42 con
tinued. The bill was heard and passed by the Senate Judiciary 
Committee in April 1975, and by thttSenate Finance Committee 
in May. It was passed by the Senate 36 to 1 on May 15, 1975. 

The bill was then consid~red by relevant Assembly commit
tees. There was great difficulty in getting the Assembly Commit
tee on Criminal Justice, headed by Alan Sierot}" who was de
veloping competing legislation, to schedule a hearing. It was 
heard by this committee on August;\)6, 1975. No definitive vote 
was achieved in the face of negative testimony from the ACLU 
and the District Attorney's "AssoCiation: wh,pse representatives 
held, respectively, that the penalty provislons,~ere too harsh and " 
too mild. Th~ bill was tablep. to be reheard a year later. 

This testimony and action apparently dispirited" Senator 
Nejedlyand his staff; the senator announced tl:lat he would not" 
push the" bill further. But within--rhe next l'nol1th or tW6 me"' 
ACLU changed its posj;tion, moving to gupport' the bill, a~ did 
portions of the State Bar Association. By the er,id of 1975, it 
began to appear as if the bill might have a chan~ce of approval 
when reconsidered. ' 

Judicial opinions helped change the tide of sentiment. Only 
two of the most'impo,Jtant opinions will be" noted here. In RodM 
riguez, 14 C. 3d 639, which appeared in mid-summer 1975, the 
California Supreme Court found that 22 years of imprisonment, 
even under a statute providing a possible life sentence, was un
constitutionally excessive given the facts of this particular case ~r 
nonviolent Sondling of a six-year-old child. In the course ofJhe 
opinion, th~ Court mad~ clear that it was prepared J0 find the 
Adult Authority re~ponsible to fix all sentences proportionately 
to the culpability of the ind.ividual offender, and that, once fixed, 
sentences could not be refixed upwards - the routine practice in 
the past in the case Q£-parole violations. The Court also said that 
tocontinue to imprison'an offender "sblely because he was not 
cqm petent to care for' himself in the free society t o"Qce -a seIt~ 
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tence was fixed, "would thereafter constitute punishment for 
status which is also constitutionally proscribed." "Adequate non
punitive means of caring for such persons are available," the 
Court said, under existing civil legislation. This provided the 
Nejedly staff with grounds for amending out of S.B. 42 a provi
sion for e~tended terms for "dangerous" offenders, a matter of 
great concern to prison reform and civil liberties forces. 

In re Stanley (and In re Reed), 54 C.A. 3d 1030, caIhe down in 
January 1976. Two prisoners challenged the Adult Authority's 
right, under the Procunier directive noted earlier, to postpone 
their parole dates on the basis of concurrent sentences imposed 
for lesser offenses. The California Court of Appeals expanded 
the issue to include the validity of the whole Procunier directive. 
Its opinion appeared to many to cut the ground from under the 
directive by holding that the directive's table of fi~ed time incre
ments, based primarily on the nature of the offense and prior 
criminal history, militated against taking adequate account of 
such matters as acceptable in-prison conduct, reclamation po
tential, postrelease social safety, and premonitions gf danger not 
revel~led by overt misbehavior. According to the Court, all of 
these matters should form part of the "individualized" consid
eration due prisoners in the fixing of parole dates under the 
existing Indeterminate Sentence Law. 

Our interviews suggest that these opinions were among the 
. most influential factors moving the Governor and his advisors, 

and some of the more influential district attorneys, to take a pos
itive interest inchanging the sentencing statute. Some district at
totneys apparently conduded that the opil1:ipns h?d created a 
situation in which the courts would take an increasing and un
predictable role in de terming "appropriate" sentences; a system 
more responsive to "public opinion" was wanted. The Gov
ernor's office, encouraged by Senator Nejedly's staff,lflPparently 
found Stanley the last straw in sU'ggesting the unworkability of 
administrative reform without new legislation, In any event, 
early in 1976 the Governor and some of his top aides met with 
Adult Authority Chain;nan Procunier and Senator Nejedly and 
his staff. The Governor indicated his readiness to support a re
worked version of S.B. 42 more acceptable to "law enforcement." 
He instructed his aides to spend whatever time waS necessary to 
accomplish this goal. 

1'he bill was reworked during the first., months of 1976, re
sulting in an amended version introduced in April 1976. Law en
forcement groups, with some reservations, supported this ver-
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sion which, compared to earlier versions, qualified the tetroac
tive provisions of the bill by mt'iking it possible selectively to keep 
certain offenders i:o custody notwithstanding what the court had 
explicitly taken into account when sentencing such offenders 
under the old law. The April version also ipserted a three-year 
"enhancement" possibility for each violent offense resulting in 
imprisomnent;;:in the record of a person currently convicted of a 
violent offense. Prison reform. groups, on the other hand l had 
serious objections to these and other specific features of the bill 
and worked over the summer of 1976 (to have them modified. 
The Department of Corrections entered the fray more actively at 
this time as well. 0 

The April version of S.B. 42 was amended four times mor~, 
but it is clear that it contained the essence of the bill as finally 

°passed; amendments appear to have "softened" some of its pen
alty provisions. The bill was reheard and passed by the Assembly 
Committee on Criminal Justice in August 1976. That same 
month it passed the Assembly Ways,and Means Committee and 
the Assembly as a whole, 60 to 17, and brought concurrence 
from the Senate. The Governor signed the billqn September 20, 
1976. 

Too simply, events in 1975 and early 1976, including increas
ing evidence that under existing legislation .continued interven
tion by the courts cOlIld be expected, moved the Governor's 
office from an officially neutral to an officially supportive posi
tion on the bill. All these events moved law enforcement to think 
some legislation would pass, and laW enforcement seized the op
portunity to shape that legislation in ways conforming to its no
tions of what was needed. Prison reform groups, supportive of 
the bill in principle throughout, worked to modify various as
pects of the bill. They particularly tried to insure limited discre
tion focused on acts, not persons, with tlrms as short as possible 
in light of the contending forces. Civil Iibertie3 groups w'ere 
more ambivalent. The corre.ctional bureaucracy, hampered by 
the Governor's support of the bill, also worked to modify certain 
provisions. 

, 
Major Forces and Issues 

The Correctional Bureaucracy 

Legislative changes beginning in 1944 had created a bifur
cated correctional bureaucracy, with the Director of Corrections 

o , 
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with respohsibility for prisons and the parole organization, and 
the Adult Authority with wide discretion" to grant and revoke 
paroles and to fix and discharge prisoners and parolees from 
sentence. The Authority's exercise of its discretion wa~ suqject to 

"attack from 1944 ont but during the 1970's, particularly, the at
tacks mounted. It is important to appreciate that such attacks 
came from all segments of the community, not only from prison 
reform groups as was sometimes supposed, although, as noted, 
attacks by these groups were the most visible. Police and prose
cutors found parole release dates uncertain and frequently too 
early; civil libertarians found them arbitrary, capricious, biased, 
and frequently too late; prisoners found them anxiety-inducing 
and irrational; a whole series of Governors had been embarassed 
from time to time by particular decisions. And -, a fact seldom 
appreciated - prison officials were in almost daily battle with the, 
Authority, finding its practice of fixing terms late a block to ra
tional planning, its terms unpredictable, its release and parole 
revocation actions subject to whim and political influence. 

These matters and others had led to a move within the 
bureaucracy during the early 1970's, headed by Raymond Pro
cunier, then Director of Corrections, to get the Authority to fix 
parole dates and sentences early on, at the first hearing in most 
cases, and to a more diffuse press,ure for the Authority to articu- ' 
late and make known to staff and prisoners the baSes for its re
leasin'g, sentence setting, and parole revocation decisions. At 
best, this move was only mildly successful, meeting the resistance 
of Authority members committed to the view that such decisions 
were very much a matter for case-by-case decision on the basis of 
factors too complicated to ,articulate (but heavily influenced by 
the "expert" views of members about future dangerousness), 
and that such decisions were best made late rather than early in 
prisoners' careers. Even the mild success was ended in 1972 
when pressure from Governor Reagan's office, responsive to 
police complaints about "leniency," moved the Authority back to 
its former ways of acting. 

When Governor Brown took office in 1974, the bureaucracy 
was pervaded by vague feelings that some changes were in store, 
probably in the direction of more determinacy; the preference 
was to make such changes as necessary by administrative, rather 
than judicial, or, especially, legislative action. Raymond Pro::' 
cunier became head of the Adult Authority in early 1975, as 
noted, and pursued this goal with vigor. He issued orders mak
ing sentence- and term-fixing on the basis of articulated stan- , 
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dards, as early as possible, the operating rule for the Authority. 
The move, as we know, did not stave off legislative change. 

Preliminary inquiry suggests several reasons for this fact. First, it 
appears that Authority members and representatives, especially 
those carried over from the Reagan administration, were reluc
tant to follow Procunier's administrative directive. Eady term
fixes, guided by the norms also in the directive, rose for a while, 
then declined. Exceptions were increasingly frequent. And, for 
reasons unimpOltant here, in late 1975 Procunier, in the words 
of one informant, "withdrew from the battle." The acting chair
man to follow, Ray Brown, was l.ihable - whatever his willing
ness - to implement the Prbcunier directive. To sum it up: it 
became increasingly apparent that sufficien.t reform could 110t be 
accomplished by administrative directive alone. 

Further, the administrative route to change carried\)its"own 
troubles. The",Authority could, but did not have to, fix terms 
early or at any particular length by law. If an ex-convict who 
could have been imprisoned longer g~t into trouble, this could 
be seen - and was se~p - as a matter of undue "leniency" on 
the part of gubernatorial appointees who might - and should 
- have acted differently. Some ex-convicts always get into trou
ble, almost needless to say, and some forces in the state are ever
ready to publicize such trouble. Some "sensational" cases during 
1975 clearly affected the sentiments of Adult Authoutymem
bers and, presumably, the Governor's office. 

The final blow seems to have been delivered by the Stanley 
decision in January 1976, which said, in effect, that so long as the 
indeterminate sentence law remained on the books, the Author
ity had to take "rehabilitative factors" into account,in determining 
release, dates. This '''las directly contradictory to the logic, if not 
the fact, of the Procunier directive, which had moved to fit actual 
prison terms to the seriousness of the offense, the prisoner's cul~ o. .. 
pability, and the past criminal record, with little more than glanc~ 
ing attention to "rehabilitation:' 

The Governor's Office 

This complex of factors appears to have changed the position 
of the Governor and his advisors. Some participants have 
suggested that there waS/'panic" in the"office following the Stan-
ley decision, the assessment being that a sentencing scheme more 
acceptable to contending forces could'not be fashioned without ,) " 
legislative change: (At, least three participants, all lawyers, feel 
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this was an overreaction, and that further administrative adjust
mentS could have produced a satisfactory outcome without legis. 
lative intervention.) 
, We have noted the conferences initiated by the Governor 
which began in January 1976 and resulted in the amended ver
sion of S.B. 42, acceptable to law enforcement, introduced in 
April. Without more detailed information, it is difficult to be cer
tain of the interest of the Governor's office in the ensuing 
negotiations - except to say that the ofijce was pervaded with a 
sense that legislative change was needed, and that a bill was 

,wanted that would, to the extent possible, satisfy contending 
, forces among both law enforcement and prison reform groups. 

Less attention was given, so far as we can see, to the particular 
needs being expressed by the correctional bureaucracy. The 
Adult Authority and Women's Parole Board were apparently 
considered expendable. At least one conference was held be
tween top prison officials and Senator Nejedly's staff; this re
sulted in procedures for revoking "good time" more acceptable 

. to prison officials. Other requests from prison officials Were 
mainly filtered through Mario Obledo, head of the larger agency 
of which corrections is part, and Obledo seems to have differed 
with prison officials about the advisability of certain changes, 
e.g., lengthening the proposed parole period. Obledo appears to 
have prevailed on, this issue, although prison officials did get a 
promi!le from the Governor'&offiee to introduce further changGs 
for consideration by the Assembly Criminal Justice Committee. 
This was done, but some or all of the proposals were defeated. 

Law Enforcement 

At the first hearing of S.B. 42 before the Assembly Criminal 
Justice Committee, in August 1975, representatives of the dis
trict attorneys and the police opposed the bill- although it ap
pear.s that the district attorneys, at least, were for more determi
nacy in principle. Proposed prison terms were held to be too 
short. The Attorney General's Office, on the other hand, sup
ported the bill,even though some officials had reservations 
about specific provisions. 

The Attorney General's supportive position was the outcome 
of discussion of a position paper prepared in 1975 by Jack Wink
ler of the office. In that paper, Winkler argued that the inde
terminate system had proved to be a failure in controlling re
cidivism, and he questioned deterrence and isolation as plausible 
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aims of imprisonment. He suggested that punishment to uphold 
societal values could be an appropriate aim, and that the sentenc
ing system should be designed to fulfill that aim ~ without 
completely abandoning the other aims. He proposed a move to a 
new system which would mete out penalties based on the se~ 
riousness of the offense; mitigating and aggravating circum
stances; prior criminal history; and the postconfinement be
havior of prisoners, which should affect parole eligibility 
through a "good time" credit systeifn. It should be remarked that, " 
although the paper does not provide details, the principles pro
nounced are v~ry close to those embodied in S.B. 42. 

We do not 'know what specific provisions, if any, were pro
posed by the Attorney Gene:ral's office, e~cept that the office 
threatened later to withdraw support if lienhancement" of terms 
on the basis of fac.ts pleaded and proved with respect to carrying 
or using arms, great bodily injury, arid past criminal record, 
were made discretionary ratherthan m~pdatory. A compromise 
was reached whereby enhanc:ements wet'e made "presumptive," 
leaving it to the judge to deCide and rationalize not increasing 
the sentence. 0 

The same issue troubled the district attorneys, who agreed to 
the same compromise. And it seems clear --- although again We 
do not have fult detail- that all law enforcement organizations 
suppOlted longer terms thah those originally provided. It is n9!_ 
dear that the April version of the chill iIi fact inchided longer
terms than earlier versions, - but it is clear that it provided ~he 
possibility of longer terms, especially for persons convicted of a 
selected set of "violent" offenses, known as the "dirty eight." 
And, as noted, law enforcement supported changes limiting the 
retroactive provisions of the bill, making it possible to hold 
already-sentenced offenders longer than would have been pos
sible otherwise. ", 

The police, too, seemed to have moved to support the April 
1976 version of S.B. 42. Chief Ed~ard Davis of Los Angeles 
provided' a salient exception. His opposition both before and 
after passage of the bill was variously interpreted as a political 
gamqit to muster conservative support for some future office' 
se~king~ and as due to his failure to understand the likely conse
quenc~s of the legislation. These were not nece.ssarily 'incoJlsis-
tent accounts. ~, 

o (l • {J) • 
Two further comments seem germane. First, many provI~ 

sions of S.B, 42, presumably sought by prosecutors, appeared to 
strengthen enormously the say of prosecutors over the sentences 
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actually to be sel'ved by prisoners. S.B. 42 provided that judges 
could not mitigate or ,aggravate sentences, nor "enhance" them, 
without all express motion in court. Defense attorneys were ex- . '~ 
peeted seldom, to move for aggravation or enhancement. These, 

" among other features of the bill, considerably strengthened the 

-0 

prosectors' already great powers in plea bargaining. ~ 
Second, it was clear when they were expressed, and became I 

clearer later, that the positions outlined for law enforcement 
(and other groups, for th~lt matter) represented, at best, a tenu-
ous consensus among the members of these groupings. Bureau- 4 
cracies are not organizations committed to generating consensus I 
among their members; and, in the case of multiple bureaucracies 
(like prosectors' offices or police departments), even the means 
fOJ.' valid opinion gathering are not present. Bureaucratic leader-
ship, as well as access to legislators and their staffs, appears to 
play an(~specially important role in articulating the effective po-
sitions of such groupings. 

Judges 

This last point is especially relevant to a discussion of the role, 
of judges, since they appear to be especially poorly organized for 
the generation of consensus or concerted expressions of opinion. 
What we know suggests relatively little input from judges, a?d 

A4lhat there was generally resisted the mOvecto give: them the:! LUi-" 
de'n of choosing a determinate sentence for convicted felons. We 
can only speculate about the variety of reasons that tpose few 
judges who expressed opinions had for them, but prominent 
among these reasons appeared to be the belief that "protection 
of the community" is better served by a later, rather than an ear
lier, release decision. Unkinder critics also suggested that judges 
simply do not want to shoulder responsibility for the kind of de
cision certain almost always t(f5'~satisfactory to some. 

This matter needs further study, dearly. But the preponder
ant reSpOl'lSe of judges was resistam:e, and this throws some light 
on the history of the struggle over determinacy generally. It has 
often been speculated that judges must have opposed the moves 
toward indeterminacy earlier in this century, since they lost dis
cretion as a result. There is little evidence on record that thfs was 
so. The recent experience suggested that judges might have wel- ' 
comed relief from an unpleasant burden and actively supported 
these moves. In California, it may be noted, the 1917 indetermi
nate sentence statute was written by a judge. 
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'The courtdoes\pave some means for organized expressions 
of opinion. The Cal~fornia Association of Judges -.. a voluntary 
association in which\n1ost judges hold membet~hip ....... consis
tently opposed S.B. 4~, but with little effect. The California Ju
dicial Council is an o~gan of court government, under the, State 
Supreme Court. S.B. 42 charged the Council with developing 
sentencing standards for application by the courts,and with 
gathering and analyzing information on sentencing. 1~hat we 
know suggests that the Council did not actively enter the bill- "0 

shaping process until late in 1976, and it then had 'little effect on 
the bill's provisions.,,:::=c;"_"~"'::-';G 

Generally, and with some salient individual exceptions, 
judges appear net to' hav.~ believed that a deterroinat~ sentelJce 
bill would pass the legislature until it was to'o late to negotiate 
provisiens in which seme 0'1' many might have been interested. 
Having often spent much time werking en legislative preposals 
that came to naught, mestjudges were apparently not excited by 
the pessibility ef legislative chan,ge, a possibility they thought 
slight. ., 

Penal Rq[ol1n Groups 
.. 

rr 
A wide variety ef greups interested in reforming penal law 

and practice exists in California. We speke with representatives 
of only"' t\'Io of those most active in helping shape S.B. 42,; the 
local chapter ef the American Civil Liberties Union and the 
Priseners Unien. The ACLU is well knewn as a "liberal" greup 
cencerned with the pretectien ef civil liberties, broadly con
strued .. 'The Priseners Bnion is a mere recently fermed group of 
ex-prisoners, attorneys, and others interested in penal reform; it 
is based in San Frand~50> 

What we shall say about the positiQJls ef these"groups is ten
tative in t~\re senses. First1 we need to' know mere about their po.-:- " 
sitiens, including internal divisiens of opinion. Second, it is only 
a guess tha,t the issues dividing these twO' specific groups from 
each ether - and they were divided - are representative of the 
main lines ef interest and cleavage ameng pri~n reform groups 
generally. ". 

California ACLU executives testified again~ S.B. 42 in ~the 
public hearings during December 1975. In the minds"of tpany 
observers, tJ1is .testimony Il.l,oved or permitted the several "lib_ 
eral" members of the Assembly Criminal Justice Committee to' .. 
table the bill £br a year, rath~r than vete fer it. The explicit issue 
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raised by the ACLU was the result of S.B. 4;2 for lengths of 
prison terms; its representatives felt terms w,:buld be too long, 
both as the bill then stood and in prospect. ACLU staff attorneys 
- ,(:1S well as many others - were fearful that the legislature 
would continue to raise statutory sentences, and that, under S.B. 
42, prisoners would actually have to serve thetbnger sentences. 
Another issue ...-: although it is unclear if this\was raised in tes
thnony - was pre~er",,\g administrativcrA.didretion to release 
"deserving" prisoners pHor to some fixed date. 

~he latter point, particularly, troubled - indeed, incensed 
-.. Prisoners Union repJi'esentatives. From" their point of view, 
although briefer prison terms were ':it legitimate objective, the 
crucial issue was curbing the discretidp of members of the cor
rectional bureaucracy - parole boar/d pIembers or prison of
ficials - to determine or redetermine the period of imprison
ment. Prisoners Union representatives preferred legislatively
fixed; "flat" terms geared to the acts,'7not the persons, of those 
convicted. Ideally, they wanted to eliminate judicial discretion to 
grant probation, and they wanted to eliminate parole with its 
continuing threat of reimprisonment without trial. Indeed, the 
Union wanted to eliminate "good time;" instead reducing all sen
ten'Ces through the legislative process by the amount now given 
to "good time." And, most fervent1y~ they sought to eliminate 
any provision for the extension of terms for prisoners classified 
as "dangerous" - a provision of early versions of S.B. 42 that the 
Prisoners Union, among other forces, helped to remove. 

Soon after the ACLU testimony mentioned above, represen
tatives of the Prisoners Union picketed the San Francisco ACLU 
office and managed to promote a confrontation between ACLU 
executives and ACLU board members, the latter being "liberals" 
from a wide spectrum. We have heard that both sides stated their 
cases verbally aIid in writing to the board. The board by large 
m<.Uority SIded with the Prisoners Union and instructed its 

" executives to take no action henceforth, that would impede pas
sage of S.B. ~2. 

Our impression - apd, again, it is only an impres::sion - is 
that other penal reform forces in California tended to support 
the Prisoners Union position, not that of the executives of the 
ACLU. This is not to say that they, or the Prisoners Union, were 
for the lengthy terms that may and likely will result from S.B. 42; 

) they worked" and continue to work to reduce the lengths of 
terms. It is to say, however, that they seem firmly committed to 
deprivingQ the correctional bureaucracy of its powers over 
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lengths of terms; apparently they would rather contest such mat~ 
ters in the legislative arena, or in prosecutors' offices and the 
courts on a daily basis. . 

One further matter needs to be mentioned. The "consti~ 
tuency" of the Prisoners Union is often said to be clirre'ht pr.~&.on" 
erS; ex··prisoners are conceived to be working in the interest of 
these inside prisons. In a sense this is correct, although it is 
difficult to know how much active support the Prisoners Union 
receives from those in prison. In any case, it has been said by 
some that the Union traded retroactive provision~) in the bill 
- which called for fixing terms, of current prisoners in line with 
the new norms provided when'i:~~l1 became effective July 1, 
1977 - for possibly much longer terIh~crJ.uture prisoners. We . 
strongly doubt that this kind of thinking informed the actions of 
Union representatives. They were interested and pushed hard 
for retroactivity, and partially succeeded in incorporating it into 
the passed version of the bill. But their willingness to accept po" 
tentiallengths of prison terms unacceptable to ACLU represen.: 
tatives probably stemmed more from "differing judgments of 
what was politically possible in 1976 than from any excessive 
concern with retroactivity. That, plus their commitment to dry 
up the discretion of penal officials to the extent possible, was 
probably their motivation. 

IV 

THE RESULTING STATUTE: S.B. 42 

What was the result of all this tugging and hauling? Briefly, 
~n place of prison tenns fixed at a time of, its choosing by an ad~ 
ministrative board from within very wide, statutorily defined 
ranges, S.B. 42 provides, with few exceptions, that persons sen~ 
tenced to state prison will receive terms fixed by the courts prior 
to service of sentence from within relatively narrow ranges set 
out in the statute for each offense. Such termS can be mitigated 
or aggravated within these naIrow ranges; they can also be "en" 
hanced," ie., increased, upon motion of counsel for prior terms 
of imprisonment under certain 'circumstances; for carrying or 
using a weapon; for inflicting ,~'great bodily inJpryi" and for caus
ing a property .loss over a certain amount, "'if these facts are 
pleaded and proved. Judges retain discretion to treat sentences 
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for multiple charges concurrently or consecutively. The result
ant determinate terJ.\1.s can be reduced by one-third for "good 

,i' time" and participation in prison programs. The terms also carry 
a parole peri~d of up to one year in place of formerly very long 
periods of supervision in the community. 

Prisoners 6sentenced for the very few crimes carrying life 
penaltie~ (the estimate is fewer than five per cent of admissions) 
will~gl1 be subject to indeterminate terms '[0:"te fixed by a newly 
estaBlIshed board. Such prisoners may be paroled for a period of 
up to"three years. 

The main provisions may be examined singly in somewhat 
more detail and certain ambiguities and problems identified. 

The Penalty Structure 

A major ambiguity and problem is whether the new statute 
will result in longer prison terms for most offenders; a related 
problem is whether it will result in the imprisonment of a greater 
proportion of convicted felons. The weight of opinion, after pas
sage of the bill, was "yes" on both counts. 

It is not difficult to discern the reasons why many believe 
prison terms will be lengthened., S.B. 42 provides three prison 
terms for all felonies except those calling for the death penalty or 
life imprisonment: 16 months, two or three years; two, three or 

" four years; three, four or five years; and five, six and seven years. 
'The judge must select the middle term unless a motion is made 
and evidence presented to mitigate or aggravate the term. Now, 
by and large, these ranges encompass the actual terms meted out 
in recent years to about 80 per cent of the prisoners formerly 
sentenced by the Adult Authority. 

So faJ;', it all seems reascmable, assuming one thinks the Adult 
Authority issued "reasonable" terms on the average. 

The Adult Authority ranges, however, reflected the agency's 
practice of taking into account such matters as multiple cparges, 
the offender's record even if not pleaded and proved, and 
whether the prisoner was armed, used a weapon, created great 
havoc, or stole large amounts of money or property. Put differ
ently, Adult Authority terms routinely included "enhancements" 
on the basis of the record - not to mention performance in 
prison --- both official and unofficial. This is not the case under 
S.B. 42, at least to the extent formerly possible and practiced. 
Instead, thejudge selects a l<base term" on the basis of the instant 
offense. He then adds on to tl1at term, if he so chooses, periods of 
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imprisonment for multiple charges, prior record, arming, bodily 
injury, and property loss. Some limits are provided in the statute 
for these add-ons arid for the total sentence, but it is clear 
eRough that if they are added on to many terms, terms, on the 
average, will increase. 0 

Whether this will happen in fact is problematic, since it is un
clear how often prosecutors will feel the aeed to move for en-·· 
hancements, or what other pressures may be brought onjudges 
to find reasons not to grant them if requested. One pressure may 
come from an escalating prison population, for another expec
tation, as noted, is that henceforth a larger proportion of c()n
victed felons will be committed to prison. And the increase could 
easily be very large indeed in view of the fact that currently only 
ten per cent or so of those the court could imprison are sent to 
state prison! 

The reasoning behind the belief that imprisonment will in .. 
crease is roughly this: judges have been thought to "be reluctant 
to imprison marginal offenders when they co~ld not guarantee a 
reasonably briefoterm. In~~ead, they placed them on probation 
or, increasingly, in jail and on probation. Now, however, 16~ 
month prison terms, to be'reduced through "good time" to about 
11 months, will be available, to pe followed by a relatively brief 
period of parole. Judges, it is said, will q~J!l0re willing to commit 
marginal offenders for this and other refatively brief periods of 
time and they may be encouraged to do so by county officials 
who would rather, have the state pay for incarceration and 
supervision than the county. Additionally, many police and 
many prosecutors simply believe that too few offenders are im
prisoned; they will press for more imprisonment. 

If penal reform groups were mainly interested in shortening 
periods of imprisonment, they probably lost the contest, at least 
temporarily. They lost, also, if they were mainly interested in rew 
dueing imprisonment. But, as noted, this was but one, and not. 
necessarily the main, interest of most such groups. 

Control of Discretion 

A maJor aipI of many of the bill's proponents was both to 
limit and to structure discretion in the interest of justice and 
equity. Justice, it is said, calls for terms proportionate to the 
present and past criminal activities of those convicted, not}o 
their prospects for "rehabilitation;" equity, for similar terms for 
those with similar criminal records. Statutor~ provisions' de .. 
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'Signed to accomplish these ends include a much-narrowed range 
of possible prison terms; partial articulation of the bases of 
,mitigating or aggravating, orllenhancing/' these terms, plus the 
requirement that judges state reaSons for reductions or in .. 
d.-eases; C11]d a limited parole period with limits on periods of 
reimj)ris31iment for parole violation. Further, the statut~ directs i 
the Judicial Councjl to prepare mandatory guidelines for the I 

exercise of judicial discretion in granting probation, for dealing I 
with ,muldple charges consecutively rather than concurrently,l, 
for mitigating or agg~:avating "base terms," or for "enhancing" ~ 
terms. The Council is also called upon to collect, analyze, and 
disseminate data on the workings of the new law with a view, ap-
parently, to future changes in the intel'est of justice and equity. 
Finally, the newly created administrative board is to review the 
terms meted out and can refer cases ba~)k to court for resentenc-
ing. The courts may also resentence prisoners during a limited 
time period. and the Dltector of Corr~ctions may at any time re-
quest re~~!pg. 'l 

Will flU thitresult in a narrower range of sentences, more " 
finely graded by offense and record, and more equitably distri-
buted? We think'it will, butwe also believe that certain problems 
are apparent. 

The most obvious problem, perhaps, and also the one likely 
to affect the largest number of defendantl~, is that the court's dis
cretionnrgraut probation (or to suspend 'sentence, fine, or mete 
out u year or less in jail) shows little sign of having been limited 
or structured. The guidelines prepared by the Judicial Council 
probably indicate the character of Council guidelines-to-be, un-
less there IS further legislation. These call upon the court to 
consider a list of lie rite ria" whkh were said to be "non-inclusive," 
j,e., the court could find still other reasons for granting, or not 
granting, probation. Further, among these criteria ct,re some 
directly contrary to the spirit many propollents hoped was built 
into S.B. 42, namely, criteria which permit the court to decide 
the issue on the basis of .its judgment of the offender's "danger
ousness." III a nutshell, the statute does not appear to deal ade
<Itlately with the propensity of different judges, to use probation, 
and other alternatives to state prison, in widely varying propor-
tions of their felony dispositions. 

Nor is that aU. Although the new administrative board will c 

not have discretion to fix terms, it can be argued. that its discre
don has merely been transferred to prosecutors, with the courts 
having some residual discretion to reject plea bargains. Formerly 
. , 0 



an admitlistrative board, the Adult Authority, decided how 
much weight to give to the crime or crimes pleaded and proved 
vs. the balance of the record, and to whether an offender was 
armed, used a weapon, created bodily injury, or stole a' great 
amount. Now it is the prosecutor who will decide, for what he 
does not spread on the record formally will likely have small ef ... 
feet. It can be argued, of course, that this does in fact limit dis
cretion insofar as it makes deciders more accountable than for
merly. We agree with this, but also believe that while ranges will 
narrow and disparities decrease, there will continue to be a wide 
range of terms and disparities unacceptable to many. 

It is even more difficult tq tell what might result from the 
data gathering and analysis of the Council, or from the power of 
the new board and the Director of Corrections to refer cases 
back to court for resentencing. The result might be the reduc
tion of undesirable disparities. 

Penal reform groups appear to have been partially sutcessful 
in reducing discretion and ambiguously successful in structuring 
it to focus more clearly on acts rather than personal characteris
tics. Only certain "liberals" among them had any strong reser
vations about this move, and they did not seem to have lost ev
erything, for, as noted, the discretionary power of the court to 
take "goodness" into account in granting probation seems to re
main entirely unimpeded. Law enforcement also supported 
some limits on and structuring of discretion l and prosecutors, in 
particular, seem to have gained discretion as, in a sense,. did 
judges insofar as they will be able to determine the actual time 
served within the range of choices opened to them by prose-. 
eutorial, or defense, motions. The correctional bureaucracy, on 
the other hand, has clearly lost discretion. But, as noted earlier, 
prison officials may have lost little thatthey cared about, and no
body seemed to care much that the Adult Authority faded into 
the past. " 

"Good Time" 

The bureaucracy did not lose all discretion. Indeed, it may be 
argued that certain portions of it gained some. Under indeter
minate sentencing, "good time" credit provisions felH:g.to disuse 
and were eventually repealed; This made prison officials heavily 
dependent on the Adult" Authority which, alone, could decide 
whether to defer a parole hearing or date. Under the new stat
ute, prison officials decide, within limits, when most offenders ' , 
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are paroled, subject to appeal to the newly created administrative 
board,' The statute ptovides four months "good time" for each 
eight months served, and a list of penalties that may be imposed 
during each eight~month petiod for groups of prison rule 
violations. One of the four months is for participating in prison, 
programs: the other three, for refraining from rule violations. .~ 

S.B. 42 provided "good time" from the start. There was ar- I' 

gumcnt over whether there should be "good time" -, with some 
pris6n reform q:roups arguing against it -. how much, and pro- J 
visions for taking it away. Prison officials want "good time" and 1 
have argued to increase th<Ydmount, to increase allowable penal- .j 

tics for particular rule violations, to increase penalizable 
violations, to soften vesting provisions, and to reduce the burden 
of "due process" protections afforded prisoners caught IJ-p in 
disciplinary proceedings. It does not appear that there w~ ever 
any argument about who should decide whether the one-month 
participation credit should be awarded, or who should decide 
about the imposition of penalties; nor is it Clear the prison of-
ficials objected to the appeal powers of the new board. 

The Prisoners Union, on the other hand, opposed all of these 
features. It appeared, understandably, to have lost, although the 
result of this "loss" seemed likely to be reduced terms for most 
offenders. Over the course of amendments to S.B. 42, "good 
time" was increased from one-fourth to one-third of the term, 
the number of penalizable provisions was increased, and proce- ::;""" 
dures for removing "good time" were changed to rnake them. 
conform more closely to those already in force in the prisons 
- they werc arguably "softened." At the same time, however, 
allowable pcnalties for particular violations were reduced, and 
the provision which effectively vests "good time" each eight 
months remained tlll,changed. One' 'consequence of the new 
provisions seems \:~ely to be a gteater readiness on the part of 
prison officials to press for formal prosecution of crimes commit-
ted by prisoners; whether it will reduce prosecutorial reluctance 
to take such cases to court remains to be seen. Certainly the 
difliculty of prOSeC\lting such cases will not be reduced. 

Historically, "good time" provisions were the first way in, 
which discretion to shorten prison terms was allocated to the cor
rectional bureaucracy; they were seen as an extension of the 
executive's pardoning power. It is understandable that such 
provisions reappear with a move to determinacy since, in the 
Judgment of prison officials, they provide the only reliable 
inccntive, with detcrmined sentences, to conformance. Frankly, 
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we do not know if this is the case ~ although, historically, the 
introduction of"good time" appears to have been associated with 
reduced use of much less acceptable measures for motivating 
conformance and penalizing deviancy, measures like the strait
Jacket and the whip. If we have prisons, presumably we must 
supply those responsible for managing theIn with some discipli
nary tools. And, on balance, the Hgood time" tools provided in 
the new statUte will probably prove acceptable to most of those 
persons exposed to them. 

will "good time" increase variation in actual prison terms? 
Doubtless. But no more than 50 per cent of the terro. Is such vat
iation within the boundaries of reason? That, like the lengths of 
terms more generally, is debatable. 

Parole 

Under the indeterminate sentence statute, the Adult Au
thority decided whether a prisoner would be paroled, when., and 
for what period. The Authority also set out the conditions of 
parole, "tried" parole violators, and refixed prison terms for 
those whose paroles were revoked. Paroles were often for very 
long periods determined by consideration of the seriousness of 
the offense, prior record, expectations of renewed criminality t: 

plus fear of what the newspapers might make of such new" 
crimes, and parole officers' assessments of progress toward "re
habilitation." 

All this has been changed under the provisions of S.B. 42. 
For almost~l1 prisoners, parole is one year or less (the exceptions 
being the few percent sentenced for life, who may have up to 
three yeats parole). Parole occurs when the judicially-fixed 
prison term, less "good time;'" has been served. £The parole or
ganization, administered by the Director of Codections, will set 
conditions and discharge parolees from sentence. "the new 
board still "tries" parole violators (and this may be expected to 
lead to conflict, if past experience be a guide), but it can "sen~ 
tence" a violator to no more than six mont.hs further impl'ison .. 
ment. Parole time under S.B. 42 "ran" during any such impris~ 
onment so that, except:' fo1' periods when a violator has 
absconded; prisoners are discharged from sentence no later than 
one year after release on parole. (This was later changed.) The 
new board, too, will act as an appeals resource relative to condi .. 
tions of parole and length. Its role in all these respects has been 
increased relative to life-sentence prisoners. 
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Some penal reform groups - e.g.; the Prisoners Union -
object to the whole conception of parole, arguing that it debili
tates rather than helps ex-prisoners. Law enforcement appears 
more ambivalent, partly, perhaps, because some representatives 
continue to see parole as lI}eniency" - they would extend prison 
terms through the period now given over to parole. Other ele
ments of law enforcement appear to endorse the new plan, see
ing parole -- correctly; we think - as a period of possible close 
surveillance tacked on to a period of imprisonment potentially as 
long as morality, or public protection (given our poor predictive 
powers)) or, especially, the fiscal capacities of the state will per
mit. During that period, the ex-prisoner can be "helped" if re
sources are available, but in any case he or she can be held to 
closer account than other citizens. And this, in the view of many, 
is desirable. 

The parole provisions of S.B, 42 are not only of concern to 
some prison reformers and some members of law enforcement, 
they are of considerable cohcern to theo parole establishment 
which envisions, probably realistically, that future years will 
bring .a reduction in its numbers. The establishment moved, un
successfully, to extend parole terms for most prisoners to two 
years, but it did 11.0t give up this effort. .". 

~,.\~:,.i 

Rettoaptivity 

S.B. 42 provided thot within a relatively brief period follow
ing July 1, 1977, when the bill took effect, the terms of all pris
oners committed under the indeterminate sentence law must h,e 
fixed or refixed in accordance with the' terms that would have 
been fixed, in the light of court actions; under the provisions of 
th~ bill. A large escape clause was provided - and it was pro
vided at the behest of law enforcement, apparently, during th~ 
uegotiations in early 1976 - whereby, on a vote of the majority 
ofthc Board, exceptions can be made, and a prisoner can be sen
tenced to the term possible under S.B. 42 without respect to the 
sentence actually imposed by the COUrt under the old law. Argu
ably, too, if the Board votes to impose a term longer than the one 
that would be issued under S.B. 42, it may justify its action by 
citing tlfactsll in the record whether or not they were pleaded and 
proved iJl court. . 

This provision reflects the features of the indeterminate sen
tCI1.Ce law'and the past practices of the Adult Authority, as well as 
the response of prosecutors and courts to botb. The old law, as (, 
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noted, provided lengthy maximum sentences for mrtnyoffenses, 
often life "tops." With such maximums t the Authority could hold 
prisoners as long as it felt justified without respect, for example, 
to whether multiple convictions had l'esulted in concurrent or 
consecutive sentences. As part of the plea bargainIng process; Or 
as a result of judicial practice, many offenders received concur
rent sentences' when consecutive sentences could have been im
posed - a small matter under the old law, but large under the 
new. Presumably, the provision would permit the Board to treat 
concurrent sentences consecutively, resulting in a longer term 
than would be the case~ere concurrent sentences issued under 
the new law. 

Moreover, the Adult Authority w~s: not bound to take into 
account only matters on the official couA record; indeed, it con
sidered its mandate to go beyond these "facts" to the Utrue facts." 
Responsively; prosecutors and courts frequently failed to press 
charges and priors or "enhancing" elements of situations" know
ing that the Authority would in any case take them into account. 
This practice of the Authority was one of those that prisoners 
and penal reformers found most objectionable since, in their 
view, it often resulted in imprisonmtl!nt without fair trial. 

Retroactivity Was a feature of the bill from the start, appar
ently motivated by considerations of simple justice and equity. It 
was not, apparently, a matter of great contention, althQugh the 
change in the provision,j;noted above, suggests that there was 
early interest to see that more "serious" offepders would not re
ceive a windfall shortening of deserved terms due to the 'shift in 
the rules. " 

After passage of the bill, however, retroactivity became an 
issue of considerable" contention, wittI fuel for dispute being 
provided mainly by':Oss Angeles Police Chief Edward Davis who 
argued that the bill would result in the immediate release to the 
community of a large number - 7,500 - of dangerous ex~ 
convicts. His numbers, frankly, seem grossly exaggerated; it is 
difficult to discern the basis for his estimate. And his prediction 
disregards entirely the escape hatch provided by tqe bill, as ex-"'; 
plained above. 

A more serious objection· carne from the correctional 
bureaucracy, namely, that insufficient time was provided by the 
bill to do the careful sort of job expected. Providing more time 
would not only result, presumablyJthough one may doubt it), in 
a more carefuljob of term-fixing; it would alsQ provide a greater 
period over which to spread such releases as would result from 
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application of the terms of the bill. 
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AMENDMENTS 
1,1 

C;itidsm began to mount even before S.B. 42 had passed, 
and it continued to crescendo thereafter; as one informant said, 
the "fragile coalition" of law enforcement and prison reformers 
supporting the bill "collapsed" almost immediately. The reasons 
arc complex and further inquiry would be required fully to 
identify and disentangle them. 

But this much can be said: many of the provisions of S.B. 42 
. were, at best, the result of working agreements between a very 

few people, "representin&," manY",others, in the interests of get
ting a new law on the books. Even the "representatives" appear 
to have considered these agreements temporary, though some 
felt that the agreement ptobably induded.some period during 
which an effort would be made to implement the prov3sions of 
S.B. 42. Even they, hO\vever, felt that many provisions were 
badly written and were proper targets for "technical" amend
ments before S.B. 42 took effect. 

Those they "represented," on the other hand, appear to have 
felt no such constraints. Many seem 'to have read or "discussed 
S.B. 42 carefully for the first time after it was passed; this seems 
to have becn particularly the case for judges and district attor
neys. Ambiguities led them to fear the. worst, and many" 
"clarities;" as well, moved them to want to amend S.B. 42. Other 
inf.erested parties - especially within the correctional bureauc
racy - felt that they had not had a sufficient say in S.B. 42, and 
they now loudly wanted to be heard. 

About the only interested parties who did not strongly move 
for amendments were the prison reform groups. Their efforts 
between August 1976, when S.B. '42 was pass~p, and June 1977, 
when it was amended, appear largely to hav~ consisted of op
position to changes. Not that they agreed with all the provisions 
.of S.B. ·12; far from it. Instead, they felt that S.B. 42 probably 
cmbodied the best provisions, from their point of view, that 
('{)uld be hoped for in the situation~ and that the problem was to 
preserve them. 

In this section. we shall outline the main activities and events 
I) 
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that took place between passage of S.B. 42 mld its am~ndme'ht, 
the major forces and issues that seemed to be inVolved, and the 
central thl'ust of the amendmentsc that finally wetf:'made by A.B. 
476, the "Boatwright bil1." This bill was introduced by Assem
blyman Daniel Boatwright, passed, and$ig'bed into law in late 
June, 1977. Our discussion will be evewiuore selective and ten
tative thal1 that presented for S.B. 42-; scarcity of time to conduct 
interview.s, read documents, and write dictates such selectLvity 
and uncertainty. 

Main Activities and Events 

Many believed from the start that, like many complex 
statutes, S.B. 42 would require some "technical" i'evisions, pos
sibly bef:bre the bill took effect. This seems, indeed, to have been 
one major reason for its delayed effective date. Ostensibly to 
consider such "technical" amendments, as well as to consider 
what to do to pi'epare for the transition to the new law, the De
partment of Corrections and the Adult Authority fm7med a "task 
force" almost as soon as the bill was passed. ' '-l~ 

A broader coml1'1ittee - mainly representatives of law en~ 
forcement and correctional bureaucracy, but also including a 
representative from the State Public Defender's Office and one 
from the State }i'ar Association - was set up for apparently simi- 0 

lar purposes in the late fall of 1976, under the aegis of Mario Ob
ledo, head of the state'5i Bealth and Welfare Agency. Represen
tatives of prison reform groups, while permitted to attend,cdid 
not have a vote. 

Interviews suggest that both the task force and the Obledo 
committee q:uickly began to discuss possible amendments that 
went beyond the "technical," and that both soon became aware 
that the Governor'slbffice might support su~b,amendments.Jt 
also became apparent to at least one participant on the Obledo 
committee that a coalition to support amendments largely 
confined to "technicaY' changes could not be formed; too many \ 
prosecutors and judgesr particularly, as well as_, the Attorney 
General,.wanted more substantial changes, and prison reform
ers, almost needless to S~ly, Were committed to opposin'g them. 
The Obledo committee appears to have ceased to function even 
as a discussion group after December 1976. 

A third group com:posed of law enforcement representatives 
from Los Angeles and certain state correctional officials, which 
had been meeting informally since 1973 to compose differences. 
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before they became public issues, also dis.cussed possible 
amendments. It is reported that Govenor Jerry Brown attended 
a meeting of this group in late 1976 and let it be known that he 
would support amendments Jh-at would "mollify law enforce
ment." 

A fourth group composed of district attorneys, mainly from 
California's southern counties, appears to have been important 
once Boatwright w.as imroduced; this group helped to shape its 
final provisioll;1J,. And further inquiry would certainly reveal still 
other groupings that formed, ifonly briefly, to press for changes 
in S.BI 42 before it went into effect. 

In a nutshell, within a few months after passage of S.B. 42, 
several groups had formed to consider ~'technicallt or other 
changes to be made in S.B. 42 before it went into effect on July I, 
1977, It was quite clear by Christmas 1976, at the latest, that 
some changes would be made, probably substantial changes, and 
the remaining question was which ones. 

During the latter part of 1976 and the early days of 1977, 
Brian Taugher, a Deputy Attorney General assigned to the 
Adult Authority, and Nelson Kempsky, a lawyer then worI~ing in 
the Department of Corrections, working closely with one or 
,morc of the Governor's top aides, were busy preparing amend
ing legislation. Taugher and Kempsky were members of or had 
access to the Corrections/Authority task force, the Obledo 
committee, and the Los Al~geles group, and they appear to have· 
tried to take account of what they had heard in these groups in 
shaphlg what became Boatwright. They also appear to have 
considered what the Assembly Criminal Justice Committee 
migh't "buy,1I reasoning, according tb one informant, that "what-
ever we can get from them we ~an get through the legislature." 
For this reason, perhaps, among othersr Michael Ullman, consul-
tant to the committee, was also heavily involved in early drafts 
and revisions. (Taughel' and Ullman remained principal archi-
tects of Boatwright to the end. Kel.1)psky changedjobs during the 
amending p~riod and apparen.tly became less involved.) 

During lanmu-y 1977, the initial version of Boatwright was 
being dmfted, and the Governor's office was seeking a legislative 
sponsor. Senator Ne.;jedly was first approached, but in the face of \~~" 
his h~~~al1lce (reportedly engendered by the efforts of the prison \l, 
reform ~;roups), Assemblyman Boatwright was asked to sponsor 
the bill. This may have been partly a tactIcal decision, so that the 
bill wo~tld first be considered bX the As~embly:Crimina~ Jus.?ce 
Commtttee (rather than a Senate commIttee) for the reason Im-
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plied above; in recent years, this committee has been reputed to 
be a "liberalll stronghold. 

The first version of Boatwright - called the "negotiating 
version" by one informant - was introduced in the state As
sembly February 7, 1977. Other bills that would have affected" 
S.B. 42 were also introduced or threatened. These bills would, 
among other things, simply have repealed S.B. 42 or delayed its 
effective'date considerably, revised penalty ranges directly or, by 
removing all limits on "enhancemen;i;l' made "enhancementsU 

mandatory i and made it possible to extend the prison term&, of 
selected inmates on the grounds that they are "mentally disor
dered violent offenders" (MDVOs). We shall not discuss these 
bills since they did not pass, although some of the provisio~~ of 
certain alternative bills were eventually incorporated intq Boat~ 
wright. Neither shall we discuss the bill embodying "technicaH' 
changes introduced by Senator NejedlYl although some of its 
provisions, too, were apparently embodied in Boatwright. 

Nor, finally, shall we attempt to describe the vicissitudes of 
Boatwright in any detail, for the reason stated above. Suffice it to 
say here that the Boatwright bill suffered - or benefited from 
- many changes between February 7 andJune 24,1977, when it 
was put into final shape by a conference committee of the As
sembly lU;ld Senate; it then easily passed into law. During this 
period, th~ effective date ofS.B. 42 was preserved; amendments 
that woUM have radically increased penalties were adopted but 

. then removed; court discretion to "enhance" base term penalties 
was preserved, even increased; changes in the "good timeH and 
parole provisions of S.B. 42, a part of the "negotiating version" 
of Boatwright, were largely eliminated; and the move to permit 
e,hended terms for "MDVOs" was delayed for consid~ration in 
1978. 

These and other proposed and actual changes both to S.B. 42 
and the initial and ensuing versions of Boatwright (there were 
seven versions, including the one finally adopted) deserve ex .. 
tended analysis, for they reveal much about the wants of those 
who operate the criminal justice system, particularly, and what 
legislators will and will not support, For our purposes, it seems 
fair to say that, with some "softening" of the penalty provisions 
and some other give and take on "good tim~;~ parole andjudicial 
discretion, some of, which will be Ci no~~d below.· the initial, 
"negotiating version" of Boatwright survived fo the en~,. Boat
wright may be summarized as a bill embodying changes wanted 
mainly by prosecutors,judges, an~) the correctional bureaucracy, 
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filtered through what it was believed. or known the Assembly 
Criminal Justice Committee and the Governor would accept. 

Main Forces and Issues 

The Governor's Office - As indicated, clearly by December 
IH76, and probably earlier, key participants understood that the 
Governor wasprepated to support more than "technical" 
amcndm'iiits to S.B. 42 prior to its effective date. Apparently, he 
personally spent mat%y hours considering the implications of the 
various provision§ of S.B. 42 and the amendments being pro
posed." , 

tBy mi,<1-january at the latest, he was prepared to support 
chunges in the provisions for "good time" to increase the penal
ties for violations ·of prison rules and parole conditions and add 
to the grounds for imposing such penalties; to convert time 
sp~nt in prison for a parole violation to "dead time," thereby in
creasing the period an off'Cnder might have to serve on parole; 
and to.,lIclarify" the retroactive provisions of S.B. 42, to make cer
tain that the Community Release Board would not be bound by 
sentences flnpo~ed by the courts under the Indeterminate'Sen
tence Law. He was also ready to suppOrt changes to make it 
easier administratively to impo§e such exceptional-sentences by 
reducing the number of Board members that could initiate such 
an e~ception, and by extending the time for a final determina
tion of such exceptional sentences. He apparently was'also ready 
to SUPPOl't legislation to permit the new Board to commit 
"MDVOs" to a mental institution for an observation period at the 
end of their determinate prison terms, af~er which a one-year 
renewable COl11m itment could be ordered by a jury. 

/Y On the 'Other hand, at lhis point at least, the Governor ap
// pears to have been OPP~:ged to changes which would h"we in" 

. creousccl p~naltie~. Withh \days or 'yee~s, ?owever, \Ie appeared 
to have shIfted ground so newhat, mdlcatmg that he would sup
pmt some changes in the various "enhancement" provisions of 
S.B. 42, chhnges that would make much longer te.rrp.s possible 
f()r some and p6ssibl~ many defendants. This shift of position 
resulted in ulJurst of drafting activity just prior to the introduc
tion of the Hnegotiating versionil of Boatwright. 

In smn. the Governor's office appears to have supported 
"technical" amendmenfs from the start, and quickly to have indi
cated readiness to support more substantial amendments, par
ticularly those of interest to the correctional bureaucracy. At 
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first, he opposed changes that would increase penalties for those 
convicted of "violent" offenses who were about to be released 
from prison and then were held to be,I'mentally disordei~d,," 
Taugher and Kempsky, at anx rate, seem to have worked with 
this understanding. As it became clear that many in law en
forcement and judges wanted greater possible penalties, how
ever, the office seems to have become ready to accWlmodate 
them. Most or: all of the changes the Goven'nor's office wanted or 
supported were made. The one exception, apparently a matter 
of considerable importance to the Governor and his aides, was 
the provision to extend the terms of "mentally, .. disordered violent 
offenders." 

I) 

Law Enforcement - Generally speaking, law enforcement Was 
dissatisfied with the penalty provisions of S.B. 42; it wanted 
higher possible penalties. The most radical change would have 
been to intrease the base term penalty ranges, e.g., to increase 
the unenhanced penalties for burglary in the first degree from 
S.B. 42's two, three or four years, to three, five or seven years. 
This kind of change would mean increased prison terms across 
the board, which, as one informant said, would quickly "bank.,.. 
tupe' the state by increasing its prison popUlation enormously.' 
Although, as noted, such a change was amended into Boatwright 
at one point, it was promptly removed. It is not clear whether 
many law enforcement people (or judges, some of whom also 
~;i·anted this. kind of change) feel they lost much. 

A emore effective concern of law enforcement, especially 
prosecutors, was to increase possible penalties for particular of- c 

fenders, especially those possessing or using weapons, and those " 
with long .criminal histories. S.B. 42 placed certain "caps" or" 
limits on the amounts of time that might be added to base terl11S 
for armed offenders who also inflicted physical injuries, or had 
prior prison sentences, or were convicted of multiple current of
fenseso• Law enforcement - :partkularly prosecutors 2- moved 
selectively to remove or raise such "caps." They also wanted cer
tain language changes that would change the application of 
many enhancement provisions, making the definitions of certain", 
matters, like a Hviolent" felony, "deadly" weapons, and IIgreat 
bodily injury," broader and more consistent with past case law. 
Some wanted to make enhancements mandatory for the court, 
but it iii not clear how strongly this was supported. There was 
general support for making certain that the .new Board would 
I1~ve time and resoUrces to apply the retroactive provisiovs of 
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S.B. 42 in a way that would permit all justified exc~ptions. Fi
nally, law enforcement appears strongly to have supported some 
legislation to permit extended terms for IIMDVOs." 

Prosecutors had an important hand in shaping S.B. 42; they 
had an equal or more important hand in l1haping its amend
ments. l~terviews suggest that many more prosecutors partici
pated in the amendment process, and that the composition of 
the active prosecutors' group was more heavily weighted to the 
llright" than earlier. The exphlnation seems to be that, after S.B. 
42 passed, many prosecutors read it carefully since they shortly 
would have to be guided by its provisions; no use, one might say, 
carefuHy to 'consider a statute that mig.h:t not become law. Those 
pn the'l}lright" appear to have been more concerned with these 
provisions and determined to do what they could about them. 

The Attorney General's office seems to have been quite active 
from start to finish, though perhaps less effectively so relative to 
amendments. We do not know what specific effects the police 
had in either case I except that part of the -intent behind the Gov
ernor's moves, and perhaps the moves of oihers, was to head off 
or modify provisions Chief Edward Davis and his Colleagues 
would have built into S.B. 42 or its amendments. 

judgt'S -- Jud'ges, generally, appear to have supported great
er penalties, both across the board and for selected offenders; 
they also supported "clarification" of the provisions for retroac
tive application of the new law. How judges felt or what they did 
specifically about the move for extended terms for IIMDVOs," we 
do not know. But the brunt of their sentiments and activities was 
clearly supportive of mOfc .. severe penalties for, or "protections" 
against, those convicted of "violent" crimeS-jmd repeaters. " 

More especially I however, judges appear to have been con
cerned that S.B. 42 be amended in ways that would increase their 
discretion to mitigate or aggravate the base term penalty, i.e., to 
impose the lower or upper base term, by removint'the require
ment that a motion to mitigate or aggravate be made, and by 
explh;itly freeing-judges to consider a wider range of sources for 
I'facts\! justifying mitigation or aggra:vation than S.B. 42 seemed 
to permit. Most of all, judges wanted to eliminate the require
ment for asepal'ate sentencing hearing, arguably imposed by 
s,n. ·12, nvmy holding that s\lch hearings would further clog the 
cOltrts. 

It seems elect!' that judges in particular were more active in 
tr:P,\~ to ~lmend S.B~ 42 than they were in fashioning it; many 
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more became involved. It is reported that the judges' annual sen
tencing seminar, held in February 1977, was'much more hecwily 
attended than usual (one informant said, "they were all therel ll

), 

and that at this seminar they applauded a presentation of the 
main outlines of the first version of Boatwright. The incre,!se in 
interest on the part of judges probably occurred for the same 
reason as the increased interest of prosecutors: becoming more 
familiar with S.B. 42 in preparation to being governed by, and 
with it, many found parts unsatisfactory and moved to change 
them. So far as we can tell, their support o~ harsher possible 
penalties for certain offend~rs; for more discretion for them
selves, given their responsibilities under a determinate sentence 
law; and for court procedures that would continue to permit 
relatively rapid disposition of cases, represents no change in the 
sentiments of many or most judges. They were only a bit late in 
~ffectively proclaiming them . 

.. 
The Correctional Bureaucracy - The correctional adminis':' 

trators responsible for prisons and parole apparently wanted a 
long list of changes in S.B. 42, many of which, if not all, were 
embodied in Y1 first version of Boatwright. Prominent among 
their concerns~as "good time," particuJarly provisions limiting 
the conditions under which it could be revoked, the time avail
able for revocation, and the amount of "good time" that could. be 
denied for partitular offenses. They wanted to loosen' the first, 
increase the second and third. They also wanted to increase the 
parole period, if not directly and for all parolees, then by increas
ing the period of parole for those who violated parole conditions 
and were reimprisoned. It does not appear that correctional 
administrators were concerned to modify the penalty structure, 
although it is kno}Vn that many employees - especially prison 
guards - wanted more severe penalties. Nor do we know 
whether correctional administrators took a position on 

~~ 

"MDVOs," but it can be guessed that they would not have op-
posed such a change. 

The Adult Authority - some of whose member~ would soon 
bec<;>me members of the new Community Release Board - was 
among the many groups supporting changes in S.B. 42 rs ret .. 
roactivity provisio~$. More time was wanted to ,applyo'them, 'at 
least in the case of exceptions; they a'Iso sought a procedure that 
would require fewer hands, and a broader mandate ~o cpnsider a 
prisoner's record without respect to what judges may have 
explicitly taken into account in sentencing under the old law. 
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Cotrections, but particularly the Adult Authority/Commu~ 
nity l{cleasc Board, was more effectively active in the amend
ment process than it was in shaping S.B. 42, especially through 
the wOl'l<. of Brian Iaughcr anci, temporarily, Neison Kempsky, 
as noted earlier. There also appears to have been, for a while at 
least, a greater willingness on the part of the Governor's office to 
consider the Corrections "want list" (so named by some) -
though in the cnd Corrections got only a small fraction of what it 
wanted, as a result, it seems, of "bargains" struck with members 
of the Assembly Criminal Justice CorHmittee. in particular. 
Gkmrly, neither S,B. 42 nor Boatwright represent Corrections in 
all ascendant phase; thir; is quite a change from the Situation that 
existed when indeterminate sentence laws were adopted. 

Penal Rtfonn (h'out)s - We have already noted that the penal 
reform groups, this time around, wel'e mainly engaged in a hold~ 
ing action. This should not be taken to imply that they were in
active; .somerepl'esentativcs of the Prisoners Union and others 
worked night and day for long stretches of time. Nor should it be 
t.aken to suggest that they were ineffective, although it is inher
ently difficult to measure the extent of sUccess ill preventing 
('hangt': what. is the measure - a dml1ge that might have taken 
plac(~ but for one's activities? vVho can tell? 

M'hat we know. however: tentatively supports the view that 
thtl prison reformers were successful in some measure in fend~ 
lng orf changes that others seriously wanted. Base term ,penalty 
rangos renHlin intact; although the "caps" on enhancements 
W~f(' sek~ctively mised or eliminated, some remain; though some 
definitions changed, making enhancements possible for more 
defendmns, they changed less drastically than proposed by 
some; and f . perhaps most of all, "good time'; provisions, includ
ing those which vest the. eamed "good tithe" each eight months, 
remain· relatively untouched. The parole period for most of~ 
fcndcl's (and p~u'ole is not revoked for most, notwithstanding 
some bc1it~f otherwise) remains the same as .under S.B. 42 - a 
lmrd .. won initial ch;:mge in the indeterminate sentence law. A'lld 
th{~ retroactive provisions still seem likely to mean shorter terms 
fot' many prisoners sentenced under the old law. It also appears "' 
that the prison reformers were very important in killing action 
on "MDV()s" during 1977 J at least. though the full battle on this 
issue has yet to be joim~d. 

On the other hal1d. as we shall discl.1SS a bit more fully below, 
men,! def('nd~ults seem, likely to get longer terms under the 
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amended law; more and greater disparity among the sentences 
issued to similarly situated defendants is possible and seems 
likely; more prisoners sentenced under the indeterminate sen
tence law seem likely to receive "exceptional" terms from the 
Community Release Board. At best~ the defensive action of the 
prison r~formers had a modest success. 

The Result: Some Changes Made by Boatwright" 

In summary, Boatwright left the sentencing scheme adopted 
through S.B. 42 intact: with few exceptions, persons sentenced 
to state prison will receive terms fixed by the courts priorto serv., 
ice of sentence from within a relatively narrow range set out in 
the amended statute for each offense. Such terms can be miti
gated or aggravated at the discretion of the court after Boat
wright; a motion by counsel is no longer required. Further, the 
"facts" used to mid gate OJ; aggravate can at-guably be drawn from 
a larger variety of sources, including, specifically, the probation

Q 

report. "Enhancements," i.e:, increases for carrying or using a 
weapon, for inflicting physical injury, or for causing a property 
loss over certain amounts, continue to require a motion from 
counsel, as do enhancements for' prior prison terms, and the 
amount of increased penalty for each,of these matters remains 
roughly the same as under S.B. 42. On the other hand, defini
tions have been reworked to permit wider applicability, in some 
cases clearly much wi<}er. And limits on the aggregate increases 
for patticular kinds of enhancements, as well as limits on the 
total sentence that may be imposed under certain conditions', 
have been removed or raised. 

Judges retain discretion to treat sentences for multiple 
charges concurrently or consecutively. ShoulCl they decide on 
consecutive sentences, however, they can "stackH them higher in 
more cases. Terms continue to be reducible by one-third for 
"good time" and participation in prison programs, but prison 
officials will have some "greater freedom to deny such "credits;' 
The parole term remains one year for most offenderSfbut under 0 

Boatwright time spent il?: prison for parole violation uno longer 
"counts," and one" year paroles can be extendeq to 18 mondls n 

from the date of release on parole. " f •• 

Prisoners sentenced for those crimes carrying life penalties 
will continue to receive indeterminate terms to be fixed by the 
new botard. Their parole period remains three years, but can be .. 
come four if enough "dead time" for parole violation accumu~ 
lates. ,,' 
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The main changes made by Boatwright may be examined in 
some detail. 

11le Penalty Structure - Despite a vigorous campaign to in-
crease base term penalties, they remain intact. But other changes 

I~' aka it possible and even likely that a significant proportion of 

\
defen~lants will receive longer prison terms. T~ere i~ no ::eason 
to behcvc, however, that more defendants wIll be ImprIsoned 
fte!.l}oatw!,ig'~t than before. .. . 'it" 

10 speCify fully the many ways In WhICh Boatwnght hlakes 
i.ncreased penalties possible would require a more detailed 
allfllysis of both S.B. 42 and Jhe amendments ~han seems war
runted for Qut purpose here. Several changes that seem particu
larly important may be noted, however. S.B. 42 provided that, 
exCept upon conviction of a "violent" felony, or for a felony in
volving arming, use of a firearm, or "great bodily injury," the 
total term could not exceed twice the base term imposed by the 
court. Boatwright lifts this !leap" for those convicted of a felony 
involving certain amounts of property loss, and for prisoners 
and escapees convicted of a new felony. The definitions of 
"violent" felony~ arming, use of a firearm, and bodily injury have 
all been chnnged, greatly extending their applicability. Perhaps 
p:,utkulady significantly, the "ditty eight" "violent" felonies have 
now become the Hdirty nineu 

- or even "dirty aIr' - since con-' 
victiOtl of atlO~ felony can noW result in its classification as 
"vjolent"ifit is also pleaded and proved that the defendant used 
a firetlrm. And the dollar amount of property loss required to 
trigger enhancernent has been drastically lowered, as welins now 
qualifying the defenchlllt for a longer total prison term. 

These are only a few of the chatlges. Others include lifting 
the "capn on the aggregate increase that maycbe made for prior 
pl'isonsentences, and for consecutive sentences, in the case of 
multiple offenses; npparently increasing; the number of prior 
ptison sentences that may result in additional penalties by chang
ing the rules to "w}\shH them out; and permitting enhancement 
fot' both possesskm anq use of weapons and bodily injury in some 
Ct\ses! instead of only one. 
, l'dor to passage ofS.B. 42, many "liberals" among the prison 
r<~fol'luel's) as well ns tiHlOY others, greatly feared that the legisla
ture would quickly agree to increase penalties when brought 
under "publicu preSS\lre to dQ so. There is no sure sign that the 
~~p\\b1icn brought pressure on the legislature, unless pn;fsecutors 
and,,iudges nre that "PIJblic,u There is p,lenty of evidence, on the 
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other hand, that enough legislators are ready 'io increase penal
ties, and some of the fears, if not the worst fears, of the "liberals" 
have been realized. Neither they nor the other prison reformers 
(who call them "liberals") are very happy. But neither do they 
appear to have any good idea -. if one exists - of what to do 
about it. " 

One other group appears ambivalent about the increases in 
possible penalties: those responsible fot administering the pris
ons. Although there is no reason to think that the changes will 
result in more persons being committed to prison after Boat
wright, there is an obvious reason to think that many prisoners 
will be even more unhappy with their terms, and that the prison 
population will increase because turnover will be reduced. And 
given the new sentencing provisions, severely curtailing adminisM 
trative capacity to shorten terms and release prisoners, there are 
no obvious mechanisms for dealing with such problems. One 
suggestion heard is that a larger proportion will be sent to camps 
and other nonMinstitutional facilities. Another is that the Director 
of Corrections and the Community Release Board will send' 
more prisoners back to court for resentencing. Whether either 
will happen, or work if they do, remains to be seen. 

o~iscretion - The penalty modifications necessarily increase 
official discretion by making a wider range of prison 'terms pos
sible. Other changes increased discretion. by making offenders 
potentially subject to penalties in a greater variety of circum
stances. Both kinds of changes clearly further increased proseM 

cutorial discretion - enormous before S.B. 42 and enhanced, as 
it were, by S.B. 42 itself. And both kinds of changes not only 
make it likely that longer terms will issue in a greater number of 
cases, they also make it likely that "disparitiesll will increase. The 
sentencing rules to be prepared by the Judicial Council will, in 
any case, do little to curb prosecutorial discretion to press or 
drop charges, plead enhancing circumstances, or more for enM 

hancement. And the rules, as so far promulgated, do not seell1 
very likely to affect judicial discretion either. 

The court also gained a modicum of discretion from BoatM 

wright, insofar as it can now mitigate Or aggravate a base term 
'. '. without motion from counsel and can, as mentioned above, seek 

mitigating and aggravating circumstances in a greater variety of 
sources. Also, as noted, the court is arguably freer after Boat
wright to deal with sentencing summarily, or at least as summar
ily as it has done during the past few years. " 
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Boatwright also increases discretion itl other ways to be men
tioned belq~v. Hcre it seems worth noting, again, that although 
the correctional hureaucracy clearly lost discretion under S.B. 
42, and gained but little back under Boatwright, its members do 
not appcar to have lost flnything they greatly care about. The ex
(cption .is the capacity to accommodate intake by adjusting 
ou~go. And, I:lS said abovcf this problem is only now, apparently, 
getting ~my serious consideration. 

\l 

"Good Ti17W" - As mentioned, the first version of Boatwright 
included ~l number of changes which would have added up to 
inc.~l'casing the penalties available for sanctioning fractious in
mates, nnd the likelihood and ease with which they could be 
penalizcd. All such changes were dropped in the end, except one 
giving prison ()ffici~lls more time to request a prosecutor to press 
dmrges fur inmate crimes. How hard prison officials fought fot 
the dlanges they wanted is unclear, just as their importance is 
undenr since "good time'l has not been used ill California since 
tht' H)t!OIS (and then under the indeterminate sentence law, 
which made it redundant). If the current provisions fail to 
uwmk," the changes will almost certainly be pursued again. And 
if past (}xp(~riencc b{~ a guide, they will fail to "work" in the mea~ 
sure some prison officials hope. 

~ 

Pamlr ...... We have already mentioned the main change in 
pmvisions for parole; the parole period may "run" to 18 months 
for most prisoners if they nrc reimpl'isoned for parole violations, 
nut! to 48 months fht, the few who will still receive indeterminate 
scntenc('s. Clearly parole officers wanted greater changes, but 
the\' W(.'l'C unable to cffect them. It is not difficult to infer the oh
Jc<'t'ives of the dmngc that was made, as well as those that failed: 
it will inq;,easc the possible penalties for parolees proving 
troublesome. without requiring reprocessing by the courts. The 
p;\mle organiz.ation's discretion is obviously increased, 

And •• dmost without qpcstion, the change will provide more 
t~mployment fbI' parole officers by increasing the muuberof per
sons on parole nt any given time. and by providing a stronger 
mtionale, for usupervising't them. Another change made by 
Boatwright makes the hnportallce of the latter point for parole 
()tlkt't's I'ather ~lpparent. Intl'()duccd by Timothy Fitzharris, 
l-:Ke{'utivc l)itc('tor of the California Probation, Parole and Cor
rectimml Assodatioll. i\tl organizmion of parole officers, the final 
version of this change wurrants quotation {it was watered down a 
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bit in the last version of Boatwright). The law now says that: 
The Legislature finds and declares that the period 
immediate (sic) following incarceration is critical to 
successful reintegration of the 0ffender into society 
and to positive citizenship. It is in the interest of public 
safety for the state<. to provide for the supervision and 
surveillance of. parolees and to" provide educational, 
vocational, family and pel'sonal counseling necessary 
to assist parolees in the transition between impdson
ment and discharge. 

The order of purposes alleged to be served by parole 
perhaps deserves special notice as a sign that parole officers will 
not be left out of the move toward punishment and control, and 
away from "treatment." Many parolees, of course, have held aU 
along that this is where most parole officers always were. 

Retroactivity - Within 90 days of the effective date of the law 
(or of the receipt of the prisoner), the Community Release Board 
is to calc.ulate the terms of all prisoners committed utldet' the in
determinate sentence law in accordance with the provisions of 
the new statute. In doing so, it is to rely '~n the court record of 
matters pleaded and proved, and the sentence imposed by the 
court. It may fix'the prisoner's term as the result of this calcula
tion, not taking "good time" into account for time served before 
July 1, 1977. SQ much was to he the case under S.B. 42. 

The Board may decide not to fix the term at the figure 
reached by this c~Jculation, however, determining that due to the 
number of convictions, priors) or the character of the offense, a 
longer term is justified. Boatwdght explicitly provides that the 
Board is to be "guided by, but not limited to. the term which rea
sonably could be imposed on a person convicted after July 1, 
1977" (our emphasis). Most informed observers fecI that tMswas 
already implicitly th~ case under S.B! 42. The relev~l11ce of the 
addition, as well as certain related changes, as explained above, 
appears to be to make .~~ absolutely clear that the new Board, like 
the Adult A.uthority bef?re it, need not be bound by the sentence 
imposed by the court \91', arguably, by charges or evidence 
pleaded and proved in c6Ult. 

Assuming that this was already true under S.B. 42, it is more 
important to note that Boatwright gives the Board more time to 
fix a sentence different from that reached through its initial cal
culation. and it can do so more easily. S.B. 421'equired a majority 
of the Board, to decide to make an exception; Boatwright permits 
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r. two members to do so. And in the event of such a decision, S.B. 
42 required both a hearing and a term-fix still within 90 days of 
the effective date of the bill: Boatwdght still requires the hear
ing, but the prisoner need only be notified within 90 days that it 
will take place. The hearing and term-fix can be delayed until 
April 28, 1978 - nine months after the bill is effective - and 
then. extended by administrative action for another 90 days, un
less either house of the legislature vetoes such action. 

It appears that the Board can take little if anything into ac
count under Boatwright that, arguably, it could not consider 
under S.B. 42, but making the matter explicit seems to have 
quieted the fears -- 01'1 at least, complaints...". of some of those 
who predicted the immediate release of a hoard of violent and 
dangerous criminals. It will also be possible to spread such re· 
leases over a greater period 6f time, indeed into 1978, which will 
affect the statistical report 011 numbers released during 1977, 
and reduce the number of ex· prisoners entering the connnunity 
at any given time. Having more hands and time to do the work, 

.. too, it is said, wHl make the Board less willing and likely to settle 
for the term suggested by the initi~l calculation. As a result, a 
greater proportion of prisoners '~will receive some other term 
than that "which reasonably could be imposed" on those con
victed under the new law. The only countervailing £~ctor would 
'seem to be the longer terms that will be calculated as a result of 
the changes made by Boatwright in the penalty structure; 
perhaps these will be th(;)ught "reasonable" in more cases. 

VI 

CONCLUSION 

One of the authors of this paper confidently used to predict 
that a bill like S.B. 42 would never pa~~_ in the California legisla· 
tUl'C. His reasoning was the legislature-Would never agree on a 
range of definite penalties to replace indeterminate sentences, 
and that politkaLpressures would keep statutory penalties at un
l:tmlistic levels, thus necessitating administrative discretion to 
keep the' pdsQU system from being overwhelm<!d with large 
numbe\'S of long-term prisoners. 

The legislature did pass S.B. 42 and thus appears decisively 
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to have ;refuted the prediction. At the same time j it did $0 with ... 
out reaching a firm consensus on appropriate penalty levels, and 
through\Boatw'right may already have made possible penalties 
for many defendants unrealistic. Basing the penalty levels in the 
first go~around on the sentences actually imposed in the past by 
the Adult Authority was an expedient but arbitrary decision. It 
facilitated a temporary working agreement permitting passage 
ofS.B. 42, but avoided the very hard question of just how heavily 
crimes should be punished in view of prevailing moral stan~ 
dards, and how heavily they can be punished in view of prevail
ing demands on the public budget. Considering the alrho'st uni .. , 
versal dissatisfaction with the performance of the Adult Author
ity, it is ironic that its sentencing levels were even temporarily 
considered appropriate for a new statutory scheme based on 
what is purported to be a new public policy endorsing "punish
ment" as the purpose of imprisonment. Boatwright apl1~ears to 
compound the h·o\~y. 

But the irony ,may '\xl less than first appears. Has the new 
scheme imposed by S.B.42 and Boatwright imported a new 
public policy? Will California now have "determinate sentences,l 
justified by Hterms proportionate to the seriousness of the' of"" 
fense with provision for uniformity in the sentences of offenders 
committing the same offense under similar circumstances," in 
place of "jndeterminate se11tenC(~sl> fitted to the prospect"that the 
prisoner will commit further crimes, especially violent or notori~ 
ous ones? We think the answer is not so clear, although, dearly 
the length of prison and parole terms, once fixed, will be less 
amenable to manipulation by the .correctional bureaucracy on 
the grounds of potential recidivism, and almost all will be fixed 
prior to, and most will stay fixed after starting, service of the 
prison term. 

But before they are fixed, even after the court has decided to 
impose imprisonment, considerable discretion is left to issue 
terms of quite different lengths, assuming only that the prose
cutor moves for enhancement and places relevant facts in the 

" record - likely events"in a substantial portion of cases. And . 
nothing in the new law appears to prevent prosecutors 'and " 
judges from taking the possibility of recidivism, as they see it, ' 
into account when they decide what charges to make and drop, 
what evidence to put forward, what motions to make, and what 
penalties to apply, Moreover, after Boatwright, the court need 
not wait for a motion to enhance prison sentences a y~,[tr - and it 
is mainly those who need not serve time in prison, aPl)arently, 
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who consider a year (or eight months, ifreduced by "good time") 
a trivial matter. .. 

And bc£()re thcjudge decides on imprisonment, in most cases 
the court will retain the option of probation and related alterna~ 
tives. This has not changed at all, and Judicial Council standards 
so f~~r show no sign of changing it. Indll!cd these standards ap
pear to make it likely that potential recidivism will be an impor
tant (,~msideration in granting probation. 

In\~um, in a number of important ways, sentenc~.~ after S.B. 
42 and Boatwright remain almost as J'indetel'lninatefl as ever, in 
both tllp sense that a defendant, until. sentence is fixed, will not 
be able ~o know the penalty for his or her crime or crimes until it 
is actua],£y imposed, and in the sense that considerations of fu~ 
ture recidivism - gleaned, one supposes, from his 'or her per
sotlaVChaiactcristics in some part - will remain important. Tim-

·ing will (;hangc, and the defendant will know the term within 
firmer and narrower limits than earlier, before imprisonment 
begins in most cases. But after imprisonment, the correctiolt~l 
bureaucracy will still be able to e:lCtend.~,h~ term by one- half if a 
prisoner violates rules and f~ils proPilitt1 to participate in pro
grlll'llS; shOlten the parole pedod, or lengthen it by six months or 
one year if a parolee violates rules: and recommend resentenc
ing to sholten some terms. And, as always in California history, 
the Governor will be able to commute sentences or pardon of
fcnd(~rs, and can be encouraged to do so by the bureaucl'acy. 

Even so much "determinacy;" "proportionateness" based on 
sc~riousness, and "uniformity" seem almost certain to be reduced 
in coming months. There is considerable concern in the Gov
ernor's office and elsewhere that some means be found to extend 
legally the prison terms of offenders believed likely to oommit 
"violcmll crimes in the future. Persons coming to be classified as 
"MDVOs" - and they may be many - will face roughly the 
same llllCCl'taintYljusttfied by roughly the same rationale, as they 
have in the past. 

One lesson is, perhaps, that the struggle between '~ust de
SC1'ts

H and usodal defense" as means to provide public satisfac
tion and protection through sentencing is fur from over. The 
lnovc toward "indeterminacy" in the earlier part of this centul1)' 
\~as widely Imtcrpreted. after the fact, as a move toward "social 
(l€fense:u reformed inmat.es would be quickly released, unrc
ro~med inmates retained, both by a board of "experts;' To be 
sure. ~~1l5t deserts," both as proportionate and as uniform sen" 
tences. was also to he served, though it was never clear just how 
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- except as "proportionate" c;ame to mean in accordance with 
the degree of rehabilitation and risk. The move .t.oward "deter
minacy" is being interpreted as a move toward 'just deserts:" de'" 
fendants will be punished equally in accordance with the moral 
and material damage they have wrought. But the ~.'int;letO'rminate 
sentence" never worked as ady,ertised) the "experts" continuing 
mainly to issue terms conson;\nt with their vision of 'Just de
serts/' although leavened, to( :,sure, by, their fears about' what 
prisoners might do if releaseu./Under the new California law1 

prosecutors andjudges will be able to fonow the same logic. And 
if "social defense" has been weakened a bit - which is arguable 

0.,_ impending legislation on "MDVOs" promises fully to rectify 
the balance. 

Nor are the diffeting implications of '~ust deserts" and "sO.;o 

cial defense" all that are involvedj each contains its owncdifficul
ties. There is little sign that the various interest~d parties agree 
what "deserts" are 'just" for different offenses or, .above an~~dif
fercnt offenders. Nor is thcre any sign that agreement can 'be 
reached about which of (enders truly represent a serious futul'C 
risk, without making mOl;e mistakes than many fidtl acceptable. 
And even if the number of mistakes could be reduced, there are 
many who would still hold that preventive detention is immoral 
if not unconstitutional, and should not be practiced. 

None of these controversies wi'll go mvay as a result of the" 
new law; the legislature's hope~ if member's seriou~) thought, 
about it'ocat1 only be'to have defused them temporarily. This 
seems to have been a main hope earlier, when ~ California 
adopted a parole law and lat~r, when it placed responsibility for 
fixing the overall term in an adminIstrative board. These 
changes helped shield the courts from the '~~lst deserts" and 
"social defense" controversies of the time. and r~~lieved the Gov
emor as well of the intense pressures arid work...associated with 
pleas for commutations and pardons. They also helped the cor· 
rectional bureaucracy maintain discipline, or so it said, and more 
certainly to deal with population pressures when the legislature 
was reluctant to expand the prison system. The changes did not 
resolve the controversies over just and expedient sentences, but 
they did, for a long time as human events go, bury them under a 
rhetoric of both justice (the·;boards would cure "disparities") and 
expediency (the hoards would selectiveiy retain the "dangerous" 
on the b~\sis of their "expert" opinions). Equally important, the 
changes also s~rved partially to hide both decisions and (heir re~ 
suIts from any but the most powerless of those affected by tl!err~J 
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- the prisoners. ' 
In recent years, for a varlety of reasons, this "solutiop" to 

what is probably a permanent problem has gradually ceased to 
work. F{}f one thing, the rhetoric has been undermined; for 
atl(.)thct. the decision process and its results have become more 
visible due to the efforts of prisoners, ex-prisoners, interested 
lawyers, some courts, and some newspapers. The pressure to 
give more weigl.t to 'just deserts') has increased, and not just 
with l'CSPCct: to sentences for crime;- and the neW "solution" ap~ 
peats to do so. Whether this appearance will serve to make 
legitimate the new arrangements for long remains to be seen. At 
the ~amc time, as the impending IIMDVO" legislatioll makes 
dear, new arrangements will besought to make the systenLap~ 

\) pear better able to accord usocial defense," Whf;i1;her this will 
satisfy anyone Ibr long remains tc? be seent too. 

III an odd way as well, the decision process and its results may 
be I~ss visible under the new law than the old. The parole and 
indeterminate sentence arrangements served to centralize that 
portion of the "I)cmcndng process that fixed the terms of those 
committed to prison. Under the new law, it will be'decentralized 
and.perhapsl a less easy target for 'criticism ~nd concerted ac .. 
don, even though the J\ldicial Council is ordered to report re .. 
suIts. I~ven mote of the mOSt significant decisions will be made in 0 

the geracraUy invisible halls. of prosecutorsj judges wJU be able to 
pl(md Hnot gtiilty" on grounds of "constraintU should there de .. 
vel()p any consiclel'able dissatisf~lction with the length of prison 
terms. Jl,ldges wmhave 'less defense abQut probation, but no less 
tbanthey have had in the past. We cannot be certain --",though 
we d()Ubt - that this nsolUlion" will have the lengthy life of its 
predecessor. We are more celtain that prosecutorial diSicretion, 
mld JuUidal discretion to grant probation, wUl. in a relatively 
brief time •. become the stlbject of tIle same kind of in~ense con· 

",'j ,corn amI criticism recently visited on the Adult Authotity. J 
,/fi" ~d::}~ Finany: ,\Vt}·,have t10t undet:taken to :{expl~in" t?e advetlt of ~ 

q;,J;YJi C/ oo "~he move toward more determlnacy -- 10 qalifornla~ much less 1 
eIsewl~el'e. The reason is simple if painful to state: we have no 
<\Iexp~anationtt that satisfies us. It does sC,¢m clear that, broadly~ l 
the move was initinted from '~benehth't by prisoners and ex~ 
prisoners \vho,fclt oppressed by the indeterminate sentencing 
system. They ~llo"ed to abolish it. 'lOne way was thrpugh u'r .-
courts, but it ean be argued thut the result of this effort - like 11 

theil' other efforts - at beit worked to nteform11 the system. Se .. 
~ing this to he the ease. they negodated the most far"'l'eaching re-
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forms that seemed possible. 
We have argued, in effect, that these reforms do not reach 

very far; indeed, it is not entirely evident that many prisoners .' 
and prospective prisoners are not Worse off now than before. 
However this may be, it seems clear, too, that a major reason the 
reforms in the end were so modest is that criminal justice ", 
functionaries, particularly prosecutors,,,came to feel that the old 
form of indeterminate sentencing had become more:burden 
than' benefit, and worked hard - very nard - to see that the 
reforms made would permit their agencies to continue to func-

. tion in ways not too different from the past. They reached out to 
contain, and to shape in ways consis~entwith their purposes, the 
strivings of those "below." This phenomenon- a form of'~~oop ... 
tation" in the term made well known by our colleague Philip 
Selznick - is probably inevitable so long as the supporting struc
tures, which procedures like:§erttencing server are left illt~~t. 
And understandably, those "below" Were unable -- and ,did not 
try, by and large - to affect these structures: the police, prose
cutors, public defenders, courts~ and most of the correctional 
bureaucracy. To consider changing these structures is to con
sider changing government more generally, for these are impor
tant components ofit. To understarid the mov~ toward more de- . 
Jerminancy in California - and we think elS'ewhere -- nothing 
less is required thaq) a th~ory about the forces moving persons to 
change the institutions that govern them. To understand the 
modest results usually achieved, one must grasp the forces that 
limit both their abilities to do so - and their vision of what is 
required. 

\) 

DISCUSSION 

As a prelude to the discussion of their paper, Professors 
Johnson and Messinger invited to the podium two people who, 
as staff aides to the state legislature, had been primarily respon- 1· 

sil:l~e for writing the California seIltencing law. Raymond Pt}rnas, 
who has since returned to his post a$ professor oflaw at the Uni
versity of Califomia at Davis; began his remarks with the obser
vation: .11 used to consider myself an academician; now 1 con
sider myself a politician." He went on t(),sal~,at the authors of 
new sentencing legislation should recogrii~e the inevitability of 
political compromise, and should prepare fbr it by d~termining 
their priorities among various features of proposed .J~gislation. 



---~~-~~-

Michael Sulemo made a few comments about the amendment 
process then gOillgoll in the state legislature. The mood of the 
Jt~gisl41ture, he said, could only be described as "hysterical." Con~ 
s('~f'vative political forces, he said, were threatening to weaken 
many rcf<:H'lllS indudcd in S.B. 42. 

A conference participant. in the audience agreed, saying that 
polhical expediency had overwhelmed the spirit in which the bill 
had first been conceived. He said that in its present form, the bill 
(:{)uId be better characterized as one calling for the "warehous~ 
ingll of prisoners than as a de~erminate sentens:ing bill. () 

Another participant said that he was "troubled" by \the asser~ 
don that: legislatures cann.ot be truSted to enact reasonable terms. 
Any attempt to short-circuit legislative authority in term-setting, a 

h(~ mtid, was dootnedto failure. 
Judge David 1. Bazelon, chief judge for the U.S. Circuit 

COUl't uf Appeals for Washington, D.C.) then made a few com
ments. "I've heard t10thing here about individualizing justice," 
he said. "Nowhere do I hear any word about understanding the 
individual. If we're giving up on that, then we're giving up on 
,~.ne of the most impottnnt concepts of democracy. The greatest 
incqualit)/. is equal treatment of l.tneql.1als - and people are un-
(>qual.n .. 

This last point was disputed by a m,ember of the audience, 
\vlio responded: "You treat <1 man more unequally under a dis
cl'ctiomu'y system." He went on to say that the u11derlying cause 
of disparity in the criminal justice system is economic disparity. 
This. in tut'll) prompted sorne&he else to propose that "perhaps 
the best thing you can do for the individual is not to treat him as 
nn iudivldual.ll 

Retll1'ning to the question of whether legislatures would in- . 
variably make sentences too long,a participant said that from his 
('xpcl'lenC(l, it would be H mistake to assume that the public was 
unanimously in fhvol' of more punitive sentences. Even the cor
I'C('tlons deparlment of his OWn state. he said, was sharply cli-
vid(ld over proposed sentence lengths. .., 

Perhaps it is too soon to adopt a rigid new sentencing stnlc
tt1n~. said {Ulothc!' partidpilllt. In viewing sentencing1lover the 

,. I)cfSl>cctive of the last several decades. he said it was' clear that 
whifu fhith in the thtmries that provided the basis for the current 
sel1t(mdng system hud heen severely shaken. trer& did not seem 
to be t\l1}' consensus on whntnew systeru should replace 
them. Cl 
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RECENT PROPOSALS Foi~'FIXED" AND. 
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"PRESUMPTIVE" SENTllNCING 

by Albert W. Alschuler 
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Alschuler teaches law at the University of Colorado. 

In the American system of criminal justice, power over 
punishment is allocated primarily among four types of gov~ 
ernmental decision-makers .-legislatures, prosecutors' offices, 
courts, and correctional agencies (including, most notably, 
parole boards).l The thrust of many recent proposals for sen-. 
teneing reform has been to reduce or elminate tlt~ discretion of 
both courts and correctional agencies and to inctease the extent 
to which legislatures specify criminal penalties in advance.~ In 
"fixed" sentencing schemes, statutes specify the exact penalty 
that will follow conviction for each~ ('j'fense; in systems of 
"presumptive" sentencing, statutes sgecify a Hnormal" sentence 
for each offense but permit limited departures from the norm in 
atypical cases. Although prosecutors' offices have in practice 
probably bad a greater influence on sentep.cing than any of the 
other age'hcies (not excluding state legislatures), the call for sen~ 
teneing'teform has largely ignored this extensive prosecutorial 
power. In my view, fixed and px'esumptive sentencing schemes 
of the ,sort commonly advocated today (and of the sort enacted in 
CaIifornia3) are unlikely to achieve their objectives so long as 
they leave the prosecutor's power to formulate charges and to 
bargain for guilty pleas unchecked. Inde~d, this sort of reform is 
likely to produce its antithesis' -' to yield a system ~very bit as 
lawless as the current sentencing regime but one in which dis~ @ 

cretion i? concentrated in an inappropriate agency and in which 
the benefits of this discretion are made available 1&mly to defend~ 

.. ants who sacrifice their constitutional rights. ' . 
Before turning to this thesis, I want to set the'stage byanalyz

ing, the problem of sentencing reform in more traditional"t«:)rms ... 
and by tr,y~ng to separate a number of issues from one another. ' 



lei 

The central concern of most recent discussion of sentencing is
sueS has been how much sentencing discretion criminal justice 
officials should have, but an equally important question may be 
where sentencing discretIon should reside. This paper will con
sider three separate decision points in the criminal justice system 
- parole, the judicial determination of sentence, and prqse
cutorial pIca flcgotiation. It will brieRy examine the different 
purposes, both legitimate and illegitimate, that are likely to be 

('. served by vesting discretion at these distinct points, and it will 
explore some functional interrelationships among them. Be
cause a number of recent reform proposals have apparently dis
regarded obvious features of our criminal justice system, the 
empbasis of many of these remarks will be on the simple rather 
than the sophisticated. 

I 

THE DISCRETION OF 
PAROLE BOARDS 

" 

Of the various components of the call for sentencing reform, 
a~demiCc()bserv(~l's have probably been most receptive to pro
posals for the dr~lstic restriction or elimination of the powers of 
parole bourds. These extensive powers reflect a reformative 
Jurisprudence implemented, for the most part, in the early c 

Twentieth Centul)' as a concomitant of the Progressive! Move
mcnt.>A The asscl'tedjustification for the parole board's sentenc
ing powers is esscntiail? that expert penologists, who can evalu
inC an offender~s conduct and his response to treatment in 
prison) can. best determine the appropriate moment for his re
lease. 

That r ~Uld many other academics adhered in large part to 
this i'cformative vIewpoint only a decade or so ago seems almost 
incl'Nlible to most of us today. To probe a person's psyche and t9 
predict his future beha"ior is always an awesome task, and the'l 
optimistic belief that Olle can discern a person's general propen
sity fol' law ()bscl'Vance from his regimented conduct in a prison 
noW seems remarkably naive. Although not all of us are ready 
simply to abandon rehabilitation as one objective of the criminal 

,', process (at least not in every circumstallce), we have become far 
less ambitious in pursuing this goal than we were a few years ago . 

, \. 
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when we encouraged our state legisla.tures to adopt some vatia" 
tion of the Model Penal Code's.sentencing scheme. Our general 
disillusionment stems from both jurisprudential and pragmatic 
considerations. Even if the state could achieve its rehabilitative 
objectives far more often than it does, we have become doubtful 
that an offender's wrop.gdoing justifies a broad assumption of 
governmental power over his personality. Moreover, we have 
tried almost everything, and almost n9th1ng seems to work.s The 
sad fact is that, so far as we can ten, most prisoners are not per" 
ff;ctable victims of social ills who will respond to one kind of 
treatment or another. Some - an undetermined n\.1mb~r''-- may 
draw a lesson from the unpleasant experience of being arrested, 
convicted and punished; but apart from this "specific deter" 
renee," only two personal experiences, aging and religious con" 

'version, seem likely \ to work dramatic changes . 
. The principal practical effect of our emphasis on HcureH has 

Been to encourage convicts to view their time in prison as an 
exercise in theatre.6 They "volunteer" for group therapy and 
othe·r rehabilitative programs, say the right things about the help 
that they have received, and even find Christ and become guinea 
pigs for medical ex:perimehtation in hypocritical efforts to curry 
favor with parole boards. In addition, we have become increas" 
ingly aware that the vc'ty indeterminacy of indeterminate sen~ 
tences is a form of psychological torture.7 

EVen if parole boards do not effectively Serve their intended 
function, they ate probably not utterly useless. As ast.ateWide 
agency, a parol~ board can sometimes exercise its power in such 
a manner as to reduce the disparities in sentencing created by 
the varying outlooks of local judges and prosecutor,S" In addi~ 
tion, as an agency somewhat removed from local pressures aI'ld 
emotions and as an agency whose decisions are removed in tim.e 

\, from the adjudication of guilt, a parole board can sometil11es 
counteract the untoward vindictiveness of local sentencing of-" 
ficials.8 (It seems worth noting that the concept of parole as. a 
period of supervised release halfway between cotlfinement and, 
freedom can be retained even if the sentencing powers of parole 
boards are eliminated. Parole release has beeJ! criticised on the 
ground that it constitutes merely a gratuitous "hold" o:ver former 
prisoners rather than a meaningful aid to reintegration or a 
worthwhile form of policing,9 but if a sllpervised period of tran
sition from prison to the streets does seem desirable, it can be: 
come a regular feature of every }?r1son sentence rather than"'a 

. subject of the pa:r~Je board's di$(:re'iion.10
) 
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In America's regime .of guilty plea bargaining, an offender 
who has exercised the right to trial is likely to receive a much 
more severe sentence than an otherwise identical .offender wh.o 
haH pleaded guUty.ll The available evidence suggests that parole 
boards have used their sentencing powers to reduce this dispar
ity, albcitto a limited extent.12 Reduction of the sentence differ
ential between guilty plea and trial defendants may be another 
worthwhile "incidental" function .of parole boards, and when the 
ability of parole boatds to perf.orm this functi.on is reduced .or 
eliminated, the p.ower .of bargaining prosecutors is likely to be 
increased. With the restricti.on .of the parole board's discretion, a 
defendant wh.o is c.onsidering whether t.o accept a proposed plea 
agreement need not fear that parole practices may, to some e1\{
tent, deprive him of the apparent benefit of his bargain. Equalll{, 
a defendant who is considering whether to stand trial cannClt 
h.ope that parole practices w'ill ameliorate the penalty that our 
system of crimihal justice threatens f.or this exercise of a, con~ 
stituticmal rig,ht. 

Nevertheless, the. desirability of restricting the powers of 
parole b.om'dsis not necessarily much affected by the institution 
of pIca bargaining, for a;great deal depends on what happens 
next, The powers currentIy,exel'cised by parole boards can be as
sumed by legiSlatures or transfened to judges to be exercised 
following nn offender's conviction, or they can be transformed 
into ndditiouallevers for prosecutors to use in inducing pleas of 

'i gtJilty. III Califm'uia, the sentencing power of the Adult Author
ity hns been so extensive that 1110st practitioners have seen little 
point in plea bargaining when an offender seemed certain to be 
sentenced to state prison in any event.lS With the recent elimina
tion of rhe Adult Authority as ,part of California's sentencing re
fOl'tn, bargains ~ffecting the ktngth of ~n offender's stay in state 
prison will ul1ddtlbtedly bcc~>me commonplace.14 Much of the 
Adult AUlhol'lty's power will', in other words, be transferred to 
th<.~ prosecutor's office.tll M(),te.over, when the benefits of discre
tion become available only q~ro\.lgh the plea bargaining,pr.ocess, 
tht~ mncentration of nbustve power in the hands of a single 
agency is cspcda.lly to be f1~rc. d. I therefore turn to proposals to 
restl'it:t the disnetion of trial judges. 

# 
il 
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,? II 

JUDICIAL SENTENCING DIS,CRl~TION 

The advocates of fixed and presumptive sentendn,g com
monly argue that judiCial sentencing discretion stands on about 
the same discredited footing «the discretion of parole boal'ds. 
For example, Andrew vqn Hirsch has written, "Wide discretion 
in sentencing has been su~tained by the traditional assumptions 
about rehabilitation and predictive restraint. Once the~e as
sumptions are abandoned" the basis for such broad discretion 
crumbles."16 Unlike the dis(;retion of parole boards, 'however, 
judicial sentencing discretioil is not an outgroWth of the op
timism of the Progressive Eral7 Judges have had broad sentenc-
ing powers for as long as prisol;1s have been used to punish, and 
indeed longer. I recently dis50v,~red an old volume of Tennessee 
and North Carolina statutes tha.t containgc~some illustrations, ip
cluding the following provision on horse stealing emitted by the 
Tennessee General Assembly in 1807: 

Be it enacted, that every, per.son who shall feloniously 
steal, take and carry away, any horse I mare or gelding, 
the property of another perSon. the p~tson so offend
ing, shall, for the first offense be adjudged and sed\. 
tenced by, the court before whom convicted. to receive 
on his or her bare back. a number of lashes, not exceed-
ing thirty-nine, g)i!, imprisoned at the discretion of the court, 
not less than six 'months, and not e~ceeding two years, shall sit 
in the pillory two hours on three different days, and 
shall be rendered infamous ... and shaH be branded ,,,, 
with the letters H. T. in such manner and on such part 0'[ 
his persOr/. as the court shall direct; and on the second con
viction shall suffer death withol.lt benefit of clergy. 
[Emphasis adCled)18 0 ,0 

Still more interesting, from my perspective, js a North Carolina 
statute on suborning peljury that was enacted in 1777 - 13 
years before the establishment of the Walnut Street Jail in 
Philadelphia, the event commonly viewed~s inaugurating the 
use ofimprisonment as a penal sanction in Al11erica. This statute 
provided that a convicted offender should "stand in the pillory c 

one hour, have his or her right ear nailed thereunto, and be 
further jntnisJJed by fine and imprisonment at the discretion' of the 
court "19 .. 

• \J ~! 
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( Tbe North Carolina Legislature of 1777 woul<l probably 

~
. hav. c agreed with the position adopted bY. th.e California Legisla
\ ture ,2{)0 years later: U[TJhe purpose of imprisonment for crime 
\~s punishmcnt.ul/o Uather than establish a system of fixed sen
~nc:cs; however, the North Car6lina Legislature chose the op~ 
p'b!lit{~ (!xtrcmc; it imposed no limitations whatever upon the trial 
jUi.igc's powel' to determine the length o~an offender's confine
ment. This bit of history suggests that the medical model of re-' 

I babllitation hus not been the exclusive or the primary impetus 
I fOl' the gr~ltlt of judicial sentencing discretion in America. 

S~mply ill terms of blameworthiness or desert, criminal cases 
Ware different from one another in ways that legislatures c:(nnot 

anticipat6, and limitations of language prevent the precise de
scription of differences that can be anticipated. One need not 
adopt grnndpiscl'chubilitative goals to think that it should some
~itncs make a !~ifference whether an armed robbery was commit-

" ted with a machine gun, a revolver, a baseball bat, a toy gun or a 
fingcr-in .. thc-pocket. Perhaps it should also make a difference 
whether the crime was motivated by a desperate family financial 
situation or l"nercly a desire for excitement, whether the robber 
wielded a firearm himself or simply drove the getaway car, 
whcth(~r the victim of the crime was a blind'newstand operator .. 
whom the robber did not know or a person afJainst whom the 
t'Ouuer had legitimate grievances, whether the robber took five 
c,cnts, $100.000 or a treasured keepsake thatllhe victim begged 
to retain. whether the crime occurred at noon on a crowded 
SU'Ct~tcorner Of at 1 ;00 ~t,m, in an alley, whether' the robber 
walked voluntarily into a polic~ station to confess or desperately 
rcsJstcd capture, and whethel~ the robber was emotionally dis ... 
tUl'bc~1 al~d or a calculating rl'~embel~~ of an ongoing criminal 
ol'gmuzatlon. 

'rho pdncipal function of judicial sentencing discretion has 
probably been to pet'mit a detailed consideration of differences 
of this sort. in culpability - a consideratlon that legislatures have 
historicallyrccognized their own inability to provide. When, in 
recent years, a judge has sentenced one of several co-felons to a 
tenll ofprobatioll and the others to imprisonp:lent, he was likely 
to remm'k that the d~fCmdant placed on"probation had exhibited 
gl"t.~ater rehabilitative potential than the others. The judge may 
have meant nothing more, however, than that the favored de~ 
Jcndant was young, had participated ill the crime in a relatively 
minot' way~ hHd been induced to palticipate thrQ~gh some be
guilement Oil the part Qfhis confederates, and thettfore seemed· 
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substantially less blameworthy than his fellows. Even when our 
rhetoric has emphasized reformation, the dominant realit.y may 
have been '~ust deserts." 

'The varieties of humal}.pehavior are, in short, so great that a 
legislative definition of crime must usually encompass acts of 
substantially differing culpability. Even more importantly, tile 
personal characteristics of offenders may remain as important in 
a sentencing regime based on desert as in a regime based in part, 
on the goals of rehabilitation and predictive restraint. Our past 
optimism concerning criminal justice issues apparently accorded 
with our view of history as progress and of America as the new
found land! "Did someone rob a bank? If so, this person must 
never have had a chan<;e. We will give him that chafice. We will 
teach him how to be a welder, and he will not rob banks any 
more." Recently, however, America has experienced Vietnam, 
Watergate and, in the criminaljustice area, a seri~s of t~tudies 
that seem to demonstrate the naivete of our earlier rehabilitative 
ambitions. Some Americans have apparently become weary and 
disillusioned in general and tired of thinking of offenders as in
dividuals in particular. Although a corrective for the undue op
timism of the past was ~.m.doubtedly in order, th!~ corrective may,:, 
be carried too far. We may find ourselves thinkh'lg, "Don't tell us 
that' a robber was retarded. We don't care about his prob
lems. We don't know what to do about his problems, and We 
are no longer interested in listening to a criminal's sob stories. 
The most important thing about this robber is s:imply that he is a 
robber. He committed the same crime·,as Bonnie and Clyde." 
ShOUld this sort of sentiment prevail, I believe" that we' will 
have lost something, not in terms of the effectiveness q{ the 
criminaljitstice system, but as human beings. One need not know 
what to do about an offender's problems to regard those prob- fI 

lems as highly relevant to the punishment that he shOUld receive. 
Sentencing reformers typically object to the instru.rnental use 

of human beings to accomplish generalized social objectives. It 
seems to them more consistent with individual dignity to punish 
an offender because he Cldeserves" it than to punish him for the 
sake of society at large, Nevertheless, treating defendal1ts of dif-

, fering culpability alike for the sake of certainty in sentencing 
seems to involve greater instrumentalism/than our current sen
tencing,regitne. In a system of fixed or presumptive .sentencing, 
cases ~ay arise in 'It'.hich the legislative"tariff' ~i!~ prove unjust, 
but tHe reformers do not seem to worry very much about the 
problem. 'Their ,apparent attitude is tqat one who commits a 
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, c1'im(~ must always C'(pcct to pay the price. This punishment may 
he deserved only in the sense that it was specified in advance. 
Ncvcrthck~ss, "the Jaw must keep its promises."21 

Th(! il1t(.~lIectllal progenitor of today's fixed~sentencing 
m()vcm'~nt, (:csarc Beccaria, wrote in 1764, "[C) rimes ai"e only to 
be tncsaurcd by the iqjury 90nc t() society. They err, therefore, 
who imagine that a <:rime is greater or less according to the in
t\~lrlU()!l of the petSoH by whom it is committed."22 If we were to 
al~~hm'c l<: Hcc~aria's remarkably primiti~e concept of~Iame, the 
f~lrrnu)atJ()n of a workable fixed-sentencmg scheme rI1lgh~ not be 
(~~() difficult tl task. Nevertheless, reformers in the last qU~lrter of 
lll~e Twentieth Century are not in fact so inhumane. As von 
~UI'Sdl has observed, U[Thc seriousness of a crime] depends 
111othon the harm clone (oj' risked) by the act and on the degree 
df th{~ actor's (:ulpability,"!!3 It seems noteworthy that Beccaria 
himself recognized that Jl consideration of factors other than 50-

dal harm would rcqtdt·c individualized sentencing: "[Ilt would 
be nf.~{'cssnl'y to form, not only a particular code for everYi indi
vidual, hut a new penal law for Gvery crime."2,1 

Most: of tochty's r6fbt'mers recognize the need for some small 
amount ofjudidal disctetioll~o take account of variations in cul~ 
pability within single offense t:ategories. Their proposals typi
calty provide for variations of plus-or-minus 20 percent or 
plus-m' .. mirms one year in the presumptive prison sentence for 
cad) offense. A basic question, of course, is whether this limited 
degrccof flexibility is enough,lUi In addition, California's recently 
revised penal code, like the Fogel-Walker proposal in Illinois, 
leav('s the most important component of the sentencing decision 
- th(~ choke between prison ilncl probation - to the same law
less disn'ction as in the past.26 T~1e seemingly ludicrous result is 
that t\ judge may hnve an unfettered choice between probation 
mlCi 4\ spc<:ified prison tctm but no power to reach a11 inter
mcdfutc judgment. Whatever the logic of their demands for cer
tainty, some liberal refbrmel"s seem u11willing to advocate the 
flmamlatol'Y minimum sentences" that they have previously con
dc'mned and unwilling to take any step that will obviously be dis
advantageous to defendants. Hence their retention .of probation 
on the same discretionm'y terms as in the past. 

S()me. of tonal's l'cfhnnt1rS also recognize that a more precise 
d<:finitiollcOf ~ubstantive. crimes will b: neccssarf;, before ,'! scheme 

.All presumptive sehtenculg can be fan', and the Twenueth Cen
tu}'}' Fltnd Task }<'ol'ce on Criminal Sentencing has drafted an "il
lustrative presumptive sentenchfg statmc for armed r.obber}"tt.o 
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demonstrate the feasibility of the task. The statute seerhs, how ... 
ever, to demonstrate the opposite. It divide's the crime of armed 

_. robbery intq six degtees and yet takes account of only two var
iables, the sort of weapon used and the amount 9f physical vio
lence threatened. Even thc,attempt to rationalize these two var
iables is somewhat crude; for example, robbery with a Tommy, 
gun is treated no differently fro111 robbery with a .22 target pis
tol. More importantly, variables such as the amount of money 
taken, the number and character of the victims, the motivation 
for the crime, and any special disabilities of the offender are rel
egated to a list of aggra~ating and mitigating citcumstanct:;.nhat 
may sometimes justify a departure from the presumptive sen
tence. 

The Task Force's effort to provide an "exclusive" list of ag
gravating ,and mitigating factors itself seems troublesome. For 
example, under the Task Force proposal, a judge would appar
ently be expected to.disregard the fact that a particula\' offender 0 

was seized with remorse, turned himself in, and provided infor
mation that led to the arrest and conviction of a half-dozen 
violent criminals. Pethaps the Task Force di~ not make a fo
cused decision that this sort of post-crime conduct is irrelevant to 
the punishment thflt an offender should receive. 'the authors 
may instead not have thought very much about th¢ issue, and 
therein lies the danger of attempting to specify all relevant sen-
~tencing factors in advance:27 More importantly, a general, urf:' 0 

weighted list of aggravating and mitigating factorsodoes not do 
much to confine discretion. If every significan~ variable were 
domesticated in the same manner that the draft domesticates a 
few, and if each variable were then cross-tabulated with every 
other'variable, the resulting armed robbery statute would probM 

ably exhibit about the same prolixity as an entire penal code to~ 
day. Armed robbery in the l6Ist degree might be the taking of 
property worth between ten and 50 dollars from a single victim 
without special vulnerabilities by a mentally retarded offender 
acting alone and using a loaded fireatm.28 

A more promising approach is currently being developed by" 
Leslie Wilkins, Jack Kress 'and their associates in the dty of Den-
Vel' and state of Vermont,29 and byJudge Sam Callan and the., 
other criminal district court judges in, EI Paso, Texas.3,o In es-

iJ, sence, these scholars and court officials have been working to 
evolve a "point system" under which a sentencingjudge assigns 
values to a number ofreclJrring sentencing factors in the cases 
that come before him. When an offender has been convicted ofa 
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Class 2 felony unde!r the local penal code, for example, thejudge 
might tuart with a base score of six points. Then he trtight add 
two points because the of tender carried a firearm during the 

. crime, add another two points because he fired this weapon, add 
still another point because the offender was convicted, of a serjw 
nus mistlemeanot within the past year, subtract two points be" 
(~ausc the offen~cr cooperated in the prosecution of other of
tenders, and 50 on. The final score is translated into a presump
tive sentence which thejudgc may disregard (and not just within 
a limited range of',plus-or ... minus 20 percent or plus-or"minus 
otlC year), provided he articulates his reasons for doing 50.31 

The developmem of judichd guidelines of this sort seems 
wm'thwhile but is probably not enough. A narrowing of the 
rang<! elf statutory pcrlultics, cOllpled in some instances with a 
morc precise definition of substantive offenses, does seem desir" 
abk! in vlttually every Atnericanjurisdiction. I have emphasized 
that discrt!tion has its useS even in a sicntendng regime based on 
Just desert; but of course discretion also has a darker side. 
Whcnc.wcr dis(~l'etion is granted, it will be abUfied. In some in" 
swnces j individual differences in culpability will be less impor
tant than differences in race, class, lifestyle and other irrelevan
cies. I':ven when officials c(;)I1sidel' only what they should, 
moreover, they will do so in differing ways, and troublesom~ in
equalities will result. Despite l~\;1y criticism of fixed.,sentendng 
proposals, the question tedllY is probably how much we should 
move in the direction of fixed SCi'ltences, not whether we should 
do so. ~ 

III 

PROSECUTORIAL PLEA BARGAINING 

Any sentencing rcform, whether great or small and whether 
in the form of fixed sentences, p.I'C!lUmptive sentences or sen
tencing guidelines, cun be tmdercut \by the practice of plea bar
gaining, and the advocates of dramatic change in our system of 
C:l'itllimll punishment have dU,tifully noted ~hat prosecutors do, in 
effcc.'t. mak~~ SClltencing dedsi91lS in formulating charges32 and 
"in negotiating l~lS!"~~or guilty. They have even proclaimed, 

" t''l'here(:~m ber'~Oi)mClical understa~l~ing of any sentencing sys-
f " 0 

(, 
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tern without an appreciation of the role played by plea ba:l·gain~ 
ing."S3 Sometimes after these brief glances in thedirectiOl). of re
al!t.y, however, and sometimes without them,S4 the reformers 
have for the most,\ part ignored the dominant reality of pro'se
cutorial sentencing power. They have usually sought to leave this 
power as they have found it, and they have not paused to con"", 
sider what effect-a still-unchecked power to bargain might have 
on the achievement of their objectives.' , 

It seero;~\i unlikely that ,today's reformers are truly content 
with the re~ime of prosecutorial power as it is. There is hardly 
"any objectioh to judicial sentencing discretion that" doeS not 
apply in full measure to prosecutorial sentencing discretion -!a 
discretion which has been, in practice,,, every bit as "broad and 
broader.as As 11!uch., as judicial discretion, the discretion of " 
American prosecutors lends itself to iUlilqualities and disparities 
based on disagreements conceming issues of sentencing policy; 
it permits at least the oC,casional dominance of illegitimate con
siderations such as race and personal or politicabinfluence;andJ,t 
may lead to a general perception of. arbitrariness and uncefJp:; 
tainty, contribute to a sense ofunfairne~s, and even undercut th~ ',' 
'deterrent force of the criminal1aw. "" 

" 0 There ate additional objections to prosecutorial sentencing 
discretion that,do not' apply with nearly so}uuch, force tQ judici~l 
discretion. The ex"ercise of prose:cutoriaFdiscretion is more fre
quently made contingent upon a waiver of constitutionalorights; ,e 

it is generally exet'cised less Dpenly; it. is more ~likely to be " 
influenced by considerations of friendship and by reciprocal 
favors of a dubious character; it is commonly exercised for the 
purpose of obtaining convictions in cases in which guilt could riot 
be proven at trial; 'It is usually exercised by people of less ~:Kperi
ence and less objectivity than§hdgesi it is commonly exercised on.. ' 
the basis of less information thanju,dges possess; and, indeed~'i'l!'~8' 
exercise ,may depend l~ss Up011 considerations of desert, det~r-

. rence.and reformation than upon a desire to avoid the hard work. 
of preparing and trying cases. The,ifHscretioll of American Rros:" 
ecutors, in short, has the same faults as the discretion of Ameri-
can,j,,.ldges and more., " .. ., 

The laisse~j'aire attitude of sentencing reformer!;' toward this 
concentration of governmental power in pro~cutor$' 6ffic~s is 
probably pot the product of blindness or indiflerence. It is prob
ablfcbest e~plained by a p~r\'~sive sen~e that,' foi' Oile reason or 
'another, the institution of,ple,~:bargaining is impregnable. The 
reformers may have accepted O~e claim that trial courts" would be 
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8wamped if the power to bargainJor guilty ~leas were :;ubstan~ 
dally restricted l or they may ha¥e nodded at assurance~, that ef~ 
forts to restrict the bargaining process would merely drive it Ul/J
dcrground, Moreover, the reformers probably have little desire 
to engage in what they see as a fruitless political battle. They may 
sense that sentencing rCf()fln will have a rough enough time in 0 

the pQlltical arorca without a hopeless charge at the prosecutor's 
well-entrenched...,.... and yery comforta,ble - ways of doing busi
ness.,\ The:, Twentieth Century Fund Task Force has put it thIS 
way: tiThe propri~ty ofJ)lea bargaining -- whether it is desirable, 
to eliminate it, if'this is a practical possibility......,. will continue to 
be debated. ltut sentencing reform cannot_be held in abeyance 
until th~ debate is resolved, if it ever is."36cln other words, dis~ 
cl1ssiqns of plea bargaining may be interesting, but we h~;~,the 
WO~cl's worK to do. " ' ~ 

r am not at all persuaded that o;ur society is too impovt:it~d 
to give its cl'iJninul dcfondants their day'in court. Most mm..t,Ats of 
the world, including many far poor~r than ours, do manage to 
resolve their criminal..cases without bargaining. Nbr do I accept 
the Itlx>ys-will .. bc .. boys" theory that .plea bargaining is inevitaple, 
a theory that, depcllds on the cynical view that prosecutors and 
def(mse attorneys will work to cundercut even a clearo and au
thoritative legal, condemnation of bargaining in its various 
'torms. Moreover, I believe th~t the political battle could be '\IO~l 

l 
U' those who recognize ~he itijustice of' our current regime of 
l?r()Scp~totial J)o\VC1' would ~ir!l~ly fight t1~e fight. The only pub

lIC 0f~~l\lon poll on plea bargal\1U'l.g of whlch I am aware reports 
that an ovel'\vhehning and growing majority of Americans op-
pose the practke.lJ1 Nevertheless, I shall not-pursue these issues 
in this paper. 1 shall nicrely cont~nd that if the reformers are C 

{91TCC(- if the practice of plea bargaining is indeed invulnera
ble - this circumstance argues strongly against. the Teformers' 

o proposals. The assertt!d l'csilicncy of plea bargaining militates as \0. 
" forcefully against the various changes that the reformers have 

sought as it docs against the changes that they have foregone., 
Indeed. from my perspective, the worthwhile goal of,sensendng' 
reibrm might almost as well be forgotten ifpleu bargaining can
not be restl'lcted. 

The l-(\for1'1',lC1'S themselvest of course, dQ no; see it this way. 
They vaguely argue that their proposals would l'ationnlize the 
plen barguiuing process, and some of them alsoLsuggest - usu~ 
al1~' in private ..- that tllese proposals might constitute the first 
step towal'd an. cvcntt}c111y more substantial restdctioh of prose-
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cutorial sentencing power. One must always start somewhere, 
they maintain, and not necessarily with the most pernicious man
ifestation of the evil. 

Consider, however, a criminal code in which offenses have 
been definec!, in gl!eat detail and in which the legislature has at
tached a single fixed sentence to ea~h offens,~. Suppose, in other !J 

words; that not an ounce of discretion remains in the hands of 
trial judges and parole boards ~ and then suppose that prose
cutors retain an unchecked power to substitute one charge for 
another in the plea bargaining process. It seems doubtflfJ that 
even Ray Bradbury or Franz Kafka could devise a more bxzarre 
system of criminal justice than this one. Despite J.he refort'Pers' 
talk of certainty, the lawless'ness of our 5.)Istem of criminaljU'~tice 
would probably not be reduce9 in this new regime. The petsis
tence of plea bargaining wq~lCl yield the same disparity of d~ft
comes, the same racism ana' classism,. the. '§ame gamesmanship, 
and the same uncertainty. The unchecked discretion oveit; ~,er~
tencing tnat has apparently distinguisbed our I~ation from all 
others would continue, but it would reside, not just predomi
nantly, but exclusively in the prosecutor's office. ThebenefitsQ£', 
this discretion wq,uld, moreover, usually be available only to de- . 
fendants who sacrificed the right to trial, and the pressure to 
plead guilty would therefore be l~kely to increase. We would 
ha'\>'e abandoned our old discretionary regime - a regim~ in 

. which mercy could be given - and substituted a n~w discretion
ary regime in which mercy would only be sold. 

Th~ defenders of plea bargaining sometimes debate whether" 
the bargainifig process should focus on the number and level of 
the chat:ges against a defendant or instead on specific sentence 
'recommendations. Plea bc,rrgaining In'a world of fixed sentenc
ing, however, woulp combine the worst features oL'both forms o~ __ 
negotiatj,9n. In our current system(J)f crimiQaljustice, the prlnCi:=~'~ 
pal a~vantage of ~harge bargaining js that it involves aDmeasure 
of shared drsct,etion arid tends to intrude less' dramaticallY' ueon 
the judicial sentepcirig function.c·Even after. a charge-red¥ction 
bargain.has been fully effetted, a trigl judge is }~~ely to re~ain ~ 
significant choice in the

l 
sentence to pe ,imposed, and ne, may 

exercise this choice witffout un'dercmting tpti, cn~dibilityO of tqe 
prosecutor who s1rtkk the bargain. When plea nego'tiations 

~ focus on prosecutori;ll sentence r~commendations/by contrast, 
jJ;:dg~s usually(f61l0w o the"'course of least resistance' and, simply, 

ratify t4e prosecutors' sentencing decisions.3s The advantage" 
that charge~argainJng ex~ibits ilb our :urrent syste~ of ~riminal 
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justice would pl~tinly disappear in a system of fixed sentences. In 
such a systcrn, bargaining about the charge would be bargaining 
nbopt the sentence. A nonjudicial officer would determine the 
exact outcome ~)f every guilty plea case, and every defendant 
wh,!. securled an offer from a prosecutor in the plea bargaining 
process would be i.nformed that his conviction at trial would yield 
a sentence of precisely X years while his conviction by plea would 
yield a sentence of precisely YJI9 

Although plea negotiation in a system of fixed sentencing 
would not have the same advantages as charge bargaining today, 
it would l'et:ain~£tl~ D same defects. The principal virtue of 
sentencc"l'ccomm~g, atiol'l bargaining in our current system of 
justice is that it lJC ~'::\ a reasonably precise adjustment of the 
COllC(l5SiOll.S that fl. J' uil» -ptc. a dCfen.dant will receive. eh. arge 
bargaining, by contn st; roust proceed by leaps from one charge 
to another. In one 15e, replacin:g the offense that has been 
charged with the ne avail(lble offense may result only in the 
substitution of a slightly less serious felony. In another case, "go
ing down to count 2" may result in a midsdem~anot conviction. 
In still another case, there may be no lesser offense that seems at 
alll'c]atcd to the defendanes conduct. A prosecutor may often be 
{rorced to choose between withholding any concession and grant
'ing on(~ that seems too generous, and he may sqmetimesAind that 
pcm~t c'ode draftsmen have failed to provide a lesser offense that 
he can pt'oJ1Pl'ly substitute for t~,e offense initially charged. Be
caUse plea bargaining in 'll system of fixed sentif'Jidng w.ould simi
lady require the substitution of one charge \for another, acci
dents of spacing in the drafting of penal codes would assume 
substantial importance. In, addition, prosecutors would face the 
samc tCll1PUltiOf}S for overcharging that they face in systems of 
chal'g~ ,bargaining today, and criminal cond~ct would be mis
labeled 118 defendants plcadedoguilty to offel1s~s less serious than 
those that they apparentlycOlnh1itted.40 

In sholto a syst~m of fixed sentencing would not "rationalize" 
the plea b.ll.l'l~i'¥lining f>t'Ocess.~Not only would plea negotiation as

. sume a greater hnpOltance'in this system than in our current 
:sentencing regime, but this negotiation woulQ,take an even less 
a<:sil'ab)e form - a form that would exhibit neither the shared 

.. . discretion of today'~ charge bargaining' nol' the flexibility and 
-.. ; ' Ollcst)' in cthe labeling of offenses of taday's sentet~ce bargainrtg. mea bargaitlingwould prObably.' be more frequent; its effect r wtmld l)(,~ UlOl'C conclusive; and it )'lould be bargaining of the 

If least de8ir~ble type. ' 
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Of course I have spoken in terms of a simplified model - a 
"pureu fixed-sentencing system that none of today's reformers, 
to my knowledge, have advocated, The evaluation of detailed 
"real world" proposals becomes more complicated and the pre
diction of results more perilous. For one thing, many of today's 
reformers couple their proposab~~for increased certainty in sen
tencing with proposals for a substantial reduction in the severity 
of criminal runishments:41 To the extent that the reformers ac
cqp1plish thi;; second objective,. the plea bargaining leverage of 
prosecutors is likely to be reduced. A prosecutor who can 

,\ threaten only a penalty of three years following a defendant's 
conviction at trial plainly has less bargaining power than a prose
cutor who can threaten a sentence of twenty-five years.42 Never
theless, a caveat- of Professor Franklin Zimring is worth repeat
ing: "Once ai determinate sentencing bill is before a legislative 
body, it takes only an eraser and pencil to make a one-year 
'presumptive sentence' into a six-year se'ntence for the same of
fense.1!43 Political forces may push sentencing reform away from 
the humanitarian objectives of its authors and tow~rd a steru(;!r 
model. Even when~1~beral reformers su/=ceed initially in securing 
a reduction in penalties, cases in whi~h a legislatively specified' 
penalty seems too lenient will probably attract more llttention 
than cases ip. which the penalty seems too severe. Politicians who 
cannot find any other issue on which to campaign can always 
propose an increase in the penalty for whatever crime is ctlr-
rently in the p,ubliC eye.44 " G ,,' 

IndividuafprdBecutors may, of course, resR:;'~9 to le~islative 
reform in differing ways. Even when their ba\ ~ini!1g 'powers.:' 
are unrestricted, some prosecutors maycsense that'lhe exercise of 
tvese powel:~ would be inconsistent with the legislature's desire 
for certainty. These prosecutors might try td "play it straight;j~ if '"0 

the legislature thought that a person w~th one .prior felonycoh
viction who stabbed another person in the shoulder deserved 
fouro years' imprisonment, they might refuse to undercut this 
democratic judgment by "omitting the 'prior conviction" in ex
change"for aoplea of guilty. Other prosecutors, however, might 
take a more flexible ViC\\}J7":,and county"by-county variation§ (or 
disparities) m1ght resuJt. ~. . 

. In the main, the n(~~ California sentencing statute seems to 
create a bargaine~'s pi~radise, The statute authorize$ extended 
prison terms for offenders who have been previously sen'tenced 
to pr~son for other crimes, for offenders'who Were armed or who 
u'us~a' firearms during the commission of t~~eir crimes, for of ... 
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fCl'ldct's who deprived their victims of extraordinarily large 
amouuts of property, and for offenders who inflicted personal 
injul'Y wbile committing their crimes. In each instance, a prose
cutor can art>arently foreclose the additional punishment simply 
by titHing to allege the relevant aggravating circumstance, and 
the pmsecutor's decision can, of course, become the subject of a 
trade. The principal practical use ofhabitual offender and other 
statutory provisions for enhanced punishment in most states has, 
in fact, been to provide plea bargaining leverage; these provi
sions have been very rarely invoked except when defendants 
have asserted the right to trial. In addition, although the au
thorized sentences for felonies are commonly stated in" terms of a 
tll1'ee"yeat' range - three, four or five years, for example - the 
trial judge is not authorized to select the most severe of these op
tions unless the prosecutor has filed a motion alleging some ag
gravating circumstance (not, a circumstance spec;\fied by the 
statute - any aggravating circumstance that strikes the prose
cutor's Hfncy). Whether "such a motion will be filed seemslikel:y to -
become a frcqueIlt.topk of dis,cu~sion during p1,ea ~rgotiations, 
and of course a prosecutor can also agree not to oppose a de
fense altOt'neyfs efforts to obtain the least severe of the au
thorized terms. (A prosecutor Jnight, i~deed, add some 
sweetener to"(\ bargain by agreeing to file a motion in mitigation 
of the defendant's punishment himself.) As I have noted; bar
gains for an award of probation are not limited by the new 
CuUfol'nin statute. Finally and perhaps most importantly, the 
statute does not restrict the prosecutor's ability to substitute one 
chl:U'gc fot' anothcl' in the plea bargaining process. Under this 
statllte, some of the powers formerly exercised by the 9alifornia 
Adult Authority wilL have been assumed by the legislature 
through its narrowing of the range of authorized penalties, and 
judges will also havcsJighdy greater powers than in?the past. The 
big winners. however, are the prosecutors. 

The Califmnia statute does exhibit some countervailing ten
dencies. Formerly, the reduction of a first-degree murder charge 
to sec()nd~degree murder in California did not depri'\te the Adult 
A\tthority (~fthe power to hold an. offender in prison for the rest 
()f his life. Unclert{:i'e new statutei a reduction to; second .. degree 
mUl'(l(~l' will make the difference between a sentence of death or 
life' imprisonmcnt (with or without 1:he possibility" of parole) and 
n term {)f:{ivc, si~ or seVen yeai'S. In this offense area, the prose
t~ut()l"s plea bargaining leverage - the value of a charge", 
l'C'(\t:tctlOll tosecond .. degree mutder.-may have been increased. 
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Under the old code, however, a prosecutor could threaten an 
armed robber with a potential life sentence if he were convicted 
at trial. The offer of a probated sentence conditioned upon servw 
ing a county jail term of one year or less was therefore avery 
powerful lever. Under the new code, the maxim.l.lIn sentence for 
armed robbery when no injury has been inflicted and) when a 
weapon has not been fired is five years (two; three or four years " 
for the crime of robbery itself plus an additional year for being 
armed). In this offense area; although an offer of probation re
mains remarkably coercive, the prosecutor's bargaining leverage 
may have been reduced.45 (Note, however, that a prosecutor can 
restore the prospect of IM?J sentence if he can charge the defen
dant with kidJ:?apping for the purpose of committing a robbery.) 

As I have suggested, one consequence of the California Adult 
Authority's. broad sentencing powers was that defense attorneys 
usually saw little point in plea bargaining When acceptance of the 
prosecutor's best offer would lead to a state prison sentence. Be
cause prosecutors will now be able to bargain more spec~~cally 
about the length of an offender's penitentiary confinement, the 
guilty-plea rate is very serious - or "automatic prison" - cases 
seems likely to increase. A second consequence of the Adult Au
thority's broad powers, however, was that prosecutors u~}lally 
sought ways to avoid prison sentences when felony defendants 
were willing to plead guilty. Even in a relatively aggravated case, 

. a· prosecutor was likely to offer a charge-reduction to a mis
demeanor or a "wobblerH (an offense that the court could treat 
either as a felony or as a misdemeanor) or to recommend an 
award of probation on the condition that the defendant serve a 
county iail term. 

Bargaining patterns established in response to California's 
distinctive regime of indeterminate sentences 0 may not change 
dramatically with the implementation of the new sentencing law. 
Perhaps the offer of county jail sentenc~ even in rape and 
armed robbery cases became common because of the perceived 
necessities of the plea bargaining process when the Adult Au
thority reigned supreme, Nevertheless, the v!;'Y that this sort of' 
offer is appropriate may now have become internalized. Prose
cutors may lv'':~ persuade,d themselves that Jheir offers of 
county jail timWn serious felony cases are just, or they may sim-

·!ply not pause to reconsider this established way of inducing 
guilty pleas merely because the new statute has been enacted. 
Under the new law, however, prosecutors will gai:n the power to 
make "intermediate" offers of relatively short pri~on sentences. 

() 
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~ith t". ncwt~und power. the eKtrnord"inarilY favorable (and 
e"tra,~ 'dinnrily cocl'cive) offers ,of the past may gradu~I1y be
comcL1es6 frequcnt. Of course a defendant who w()uld have 
plca~ cd guilty in cxdumge foX' a c, ounty jail sentence followed by 
a te~ .1 of probation may refuse to plead guilty in exchange for a 
twqyear reduction in his prison term. Thus, although the " 
guf;lty-plca rate in Hautomatic prison" cases may increase, the 
g~' Ity-plen rate in other SOtts of cases may decline. Prosecutors 
tll, y, in oth()i" words, begin to Qffct;' only prison sentences in cases 
,it, which, fot' the sake of obtaYning what was formerly the only 
'~vailable SOli of bargain, they would have agreed to non-prison 
/ entences in the past. One consequepce may be an increase -
! perhal's even a dramatic increase - in the popUlation of 
/ California's state prisons. 

;' Although ChicfJustice Burger has suggested that legislation 
II affecting the work of the courts ought to be accompanied by a 
I ':iudicial impact statement,"46 the preparation of such a state-
J n1<H'lt for California's new sentencing law is beyond my compe .. 
j tencc. Thcl'e will be pulls in different directions, and much will 

II ,depend upon the idiosyncratic responses of individual prose-t (!utors in what will remain a highly discretionary regime. The 

I
ff persistence of unchecked prosecutorial power itself, however, is I a dominant an,d probably, fatal as,pect ofctha Cali£,ornia reform .. 

F In California as elsewhere, \he proponents of sweeping change 
in ()\ll' sentencing laws have ignored the ways in which Qur sys-
tem of criminaljustlce is a system.,iT " 

()f <.:purse, in terms of doing its job, the machinery of crimi
llaljusti~e is sometimes not much of a system at all; the allegation 
that ours is a non-system whose left hand does not know or care 
what its right l~~md .is doinq ma~ very often be a~curat~.I1~· In 
terms of protectmg Its bure~~cratlc ways of processIng cnmmal 
(~asesl hOWeVCl\ the,.Amelican system of criminal justice is inde~cl 
n system, and th~ effect Qf suppressing an irtiustke at one point 

" k( the cdminal process may be to cause a comparable irtiustice' to 
appeal' at some other' point."11 Reform of our amorphous regime 
of' cdmlnal Justke is not impossible. but it is feasible only when 

.' one. begins with a will to see it tbl'ol,lgh. Without this commit
ment. the pl'ihcipal eftect of sentencing refonn will be to push 
the evils of excessive' discretion toward an easy instnu'tlent of ac-
(;ommod~tion, .tl!e" pract,ice of pl~a bar~inin~. , " " 

, Plea oorgammg can be retamed In a system of fixed 1 o~ 
presumitdve,csentencingwitho\lt undercutting the reformers' ()~ 

" jecdves, but only if its form is substal1tially altered. In placq!of 
',' 
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the prosecutor's sentencing power, the legislature must speCify 
tq,e reward that will follo~ th(~ entry of a plea of guilty. Just as a 
sentencing statute can treat the qlrrying of a firearm as an ag
gravating factor leading to an additional year's imprisonment, it 
can treat the entry of a plea of guilty as a mitigating factor lead
ing to a specified reductiol1 'in penalty. Under such a statute-

o coupled9 (;If course, with the elimination of plea bargaining by 
prosecutors - the ubreak" that follows the entry of a guilty plea 
would not depend upon the prosecutor's whim. It would not be 
affected by a prosecutor's feelings of friendship for particular 
defense attorneys, by;! his desire to go home early on an especially 
busy day, by his apparent inabillty to establish a defendant's guilt 
at trial, by hls (or the trial judg'e's) unusually vindictive attitude, 
toward a defendant's· exercise of the right to trial, by the race, 
wealth or bail status of the defendant, by a defense attorney's 
success in threatening the court's or the prosecutor's time with 
dilatory motions, by the publicity that a case has generated,or by 
any of a number of other factors- irrelevant to th~ goals of the 
criminal process - that commonly influence plea bargaining to
day.50 

The principal objection to a legislative regular8ation of the 
sentenc<:;; differential between gUilty-plea and trial defendants is .. 
probably that it 'Would make the penalty that 9ur system imposes 
for the exercise of a constitutional right so painfully appatent. 
Open articulation of the principle that makes our sys~~m of plea 
bargaining effective should indeed 'cause us to blttsh.· Neverthe
le&,~, if sentencing reformers are unwilling to go this far toward . 
channeling ~nd controlling the plea bargaining process, perhaps ".1 

'0' they should abandon the reform effort. Determinate sentencing 
statues may not always make. things worse) but without a majot 
restriction of pmsecuto:d~l) powet\ the reformers plainly will not 

I' accomplish the goal of more certain sentencing that they have" 
sought so eat:nestly and, to ~considerab!e extent, 50 rightly. 

o 

Some sentencing reformers may believe that prosecutorial 
discretibn is more valuable than judiCial discretion, and if so, 
they Hav~ things topsy-turvy. The reformers have levelled their 
attack --- a basically well;:.founded if somewhat one-sided attack 
-. o:h the form of discretion that is most frequently exetcised /lou 
the merits" of criminal cases cfor the purpose of taking differ
ence,s in culpability into account., They have disr~garded the 
fdfrn of disctetion that is moslPfrequet\tly bent"manipulated, 
twisted and perverted in order to gain convictions when guilt " 

," cannot De proven, make the,work of participants in the criminal If' 
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justice system mote comfortable, and save the money that might 
otherwise be required to implement the right to trial. If th~ re
formers h()Pl~ to do mor~c. than real10cate today's lawless sentenc-

Jng power in such a way as to give prosecutors an even heavier 
dub, they must c>~hibit greater courage. They must view the 
(:rlmhml justice systcm as a systcm, recognize that their belief in 
e;"llHll justice is currently challenged more by the practices of ., 
proscc:utors than by those of trial judges, and bite the bullet on 
the question of plea bargaining. 

DISCUSSION 
,c 

:~b.~. Circuit COl.li~t J\1dg~1 David Bazelon ~as invited to the 
Dt)diln\il to ma~ a fmv rem~rks. 
• d :Sazclol\ opened with thl!~ reminder that one type of crimel 

street '~rimes of violence, hf!lclprompted the current interest in 
sentencing. ilThat's why wel,tehere," he said. "Yet in this confer
ence., .• and in mostcollfere5/ces, we. don't talk about the kinds of 
(~rim~~s that brought us he,/e." 

lIe \\-'(}ut on to reminqi the audience that such street crimes 
~llhl()st hWilriably w~re tieC4' to th~ disad vantaged in society. "Let's 
not kid om'selves: there ~~ social injustice," he said. "And we'd 
better stHrt looking to se~hO\v thHtsocial injustice is connected to 
the crimes that fdghten !:us," 

HIt's s;lid Hl~\t like (itim~s shoUld l'pe tie~ted. with like. sen
lem'cs.'J he contmucd. liY'et 1 must, r WIn, I stIll chng to the Ideal 
of individualized justicflt~ Others have recognized that in aban
cloning indiyidu.ulizatidn 'here we make it progressively easier to 
.ibandon it elsewh~l'e, I fear that if we shift from concern with 
the individ\i~al t.o medlanica1. principles of fairness, we may cease 
~t1ing to learn as muck!ls possible about the circumstances of life 
thnt IDnyi:rn"c bl'(mght the particular offender to the bar of jus
tice." 

A member of the audience then made several points. First~· he 
s;.\id~ llC did not agree that the idea of determinate sentencing 
had swept the country as extensively MI some· speakers had im
plied. Secondl}'t he mtid tlmt while ~I~bilitation was a central 
pUt'POse of impdsonment in the r~~oritc of the last 50 years, it 
hac! not. ~en ca.l'l'ied out in practi57:. AhlO, the purpose of a cen
~'ml ~~ntel~dng ~uthodty suc~las ~p. :.u:ole boar. d could be to mod
Ify dlspal1tYJ nither than to Ulc~~se It. " 

Professor AlschuIer repUe:~/ t1n~t a centralized se'ntencing 
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agency might welLbe desirable. But he said cenWtlization was a 
distinct issue from the timing of the sentencing decision. CUrrel'lt 
'patole practices could be justified, he added, only if a prisoner's 
adjustment to institutional life and response to treatment pro~ 
grams were genuinely relevant to the amount of time he :bhould be 
req'!;tired to serve. 

A prosecutor objected to Professor Alschuler's characteriza
tion of the prosecutor's role. Increased. power for prosecutors 
was not a bad thing, he said. In California, he thought it . 
necessary because in recent years imprisonment rates had been 
too low for violent crimes,,,. 

Another participant observed that there was evidence indi
cating that appellate review of sentencing had been avoided in 
the past by appellate courts because judges preferred to rely 
upon parole boards to reduce inequities. . .. 

One member of the audience asked Professor Alschuler what 
specific suggestions he had for controlling plea. bal'gaining. 
What, he asked, about setting standards? 

Professor Alschuler replied that he could not advocate stan
dards for a process he would like to see eliminated. 0 
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FOOTNOT~S 

1. In addition. govcmors exercise the power of executive clemency. and 
polin' offkct'llllometimcs make "statiouhogse adjustments" that effectively im
pose penal sall(:tiOl1!1. 

2. Set· A. von Hirsch, Doing justice: rite C/zoice of Punishments (1976): Fair 
I1ml Ccrtail/ PuniJllmt!lIl: Rt!/J()rt of tile Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Crimi· 
nal S(!lItClIlinlt (1970): D, fogel, " •.• WI! Are The Livitlg Proof • •• ": TIzc justice 
M(l(icl For CometiolU (l075); M. Frankel, Criminal SenUitlcl!s: Law Without Order 
(1972), Sce aho Slm{fgle For Justice: II Re/Hfft on CrjnufandPllnishment in America, 
pre.'. pared ~~H' lht~ American Friends Service Committee 0"971): J. Milford, Kind 
mill U.sual Pllnislmllmt: 'rile Prison. Dusirn's$ {Vimage ed. 1974)j New York Times, 
1)('(.0, 1075, p. 20, tor. 1 (Senator Kennedy): New York Times, Feb. 3, 1976, p. 
IB, col. 1 (Auortlcy G(mcmi Levi); Ncw YOl~ Times, April 26. 1976, p. I, col. 1 
(l)r('sidcm ford). . ,:' .. 

3. See ClIllfomiaScoatt' .Bill No. 42. ~pproved by the Governor, Sept. 20, 
uno, (iJ(~d with the Sccrctaty ofSmte, Sept. 21, 1976. 

·1. n, nothmall. Addl'cSS to the Advisoty C()mmitte~ o~ the Nati0l1a.1 Insti~ 
tute (It Law Enforcement IIJld Criminal Justicc. Washinl:Mn. D.C., Feb. 1976 
(unpublished). Professor Alan M. DE!rshowitz prepared,a Ilhort history of sen
lNlcing refiH'll1 in Amelica for the Twentieth Century }1'und Task Force on 
Crimin."ll ~ntendllg. He noted diM n.~ earty as 1787 Dr. Benjamin Rush pro
posed a sYlllem of indeterminate sentencing in which an offender's release 
fhnn prison would depend upon his progress toward rehabilitation. In 1847, 
S. J. May iWS!-ICd agalnstjucti;:HtI sentencing on the ground that every offender 
should 1)(, ht'ld ill prison "until the evil disposition is removed from his heart." 
Tilt' (h'8t jtldctctminall,.~ sentendng law in the United States, providing a tJlree
year st'ntcncc f'Or "mmmon pros. titutcs" whic:h could be tcnmnated at any time 
,by dlt' inspecl.OnI or the Detroit House ofCorreaioll, was enactedat.the behest 
ur7.('lnllolll~, nmckwtly in 1869. The following year, the National Prison Con
gr{'llS ('ndol'st'd indeterminate sentendng with a religious fervor that pel'~isted 

" mnollg pdSOll ollkiab in the d~cades that followed. Dershowitz, .Backgt'Ound 
. Pap(lr'. ill Fail' ami (;t1lai»PuTl~fhme1lt, ;wpm note 2: see D. Fogel,srtpra note 2, at 

1.1>4. nt'Spile some nOICWol'thy intellectual precursors dating back at least to 
1)1'. Ru§h's prop()!\\1 in the Eighteenth Century, the flowering of indetenninate 
stnlrndoglm!! Jx>cn i'i relatively l'eccnl phenomenon. 

5. Se~, e.g., MartinSOllj "Wh~'t WOl'ks? -- Questions und Answers About 
Prison R(\f(JIm," 'the PI/bUt Interest, Spring 1974, p. 22. 

n. Set' N. Morris. 1111' Future o!II1lPriSQIH11Iwt (1974). 
7. S('~. ~'.g .• Rams(>}', nook Review, 24 Stm!ford Law Rroictl) 965 (1972). 
8, 5('1,', ~.g .• N. Mcmb. ,n~Jml, note 6, at 48. 
H. J. Milfb,"d.Jupra note 2, at 230-18. , 
10. S(''r G.llIf. Penal Code §3000(a) (at the expiration of an inmate's deter

mimut! sc.t\ttl\(~ less wh;itcm~r "good time" crt.>dit he Ims eamed, he "shall be 
l'ele~St'd on pilrole for a period not exceeding one Yea,,, unless the board for 
good Cil\1Se w,iillt!l p:trole and dt~cbarges the inmate from custody ••.. "). 

11. 1::.g., Admtn15trath't': Office of the United States Courts, "Federal Of
I(fldcrs in the United State$ l)i:\trict C<mrts 1971," Exhibit VIl. at l~i 
Ab(hu~r. "The Tri'al~\ldRe~s Role in Ple.\ Bargaining. Part It" 76 Columbia Law 
Rrt'tf1l1 1059. 1085·86 n. 89 {1976}. 

,12. S«:. Shin, "Do tesst'f Pitas P::lY?·: Accommodations ill the Sentendng 
"nd",.,roJ<...l'rtK~$~." lj{ltU1lat4{CrimiltaljllStice 27 (1978). 

!I IS, Abdmler. uTh~ Vro,~«tnor'$ Role: in Plea Ba1lr4ining," 86 UtliTlersi1y of 
(,tb:'W' 1'Al{1 RA'it"(I.! 50. 1Ot-03 &: 11. 29 (1968).' 
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14. See PPL 20-24 ilifra. 
15. Professor Phillip E. Johnson read a dr~ft of this paper and com \:ented 

that it was somewhat misleading to speak of the ,transfe: ?f pow~r to tbe ~r~se. 
cut9r's office. Because defense attorneys are active partiCIpants 10 the ne buat
ing process; Professor J ol\.nson suggested that one might better refer to, tHlt eh" 

~, han, ced, power of both the prosecutor, and his adVerSa,ry. Of course defenS~\ at
tox:neys do have' a significant voice in the formulation of plea agreem \:Its. 
Nevertheless, after a defense attorney has mlldeohis arguments and exe ~,ed 
whatever plea bargaining· leverage he can, a PI',' osecutor rou, st still determl~~ ',' 
what punishment is acceptable to the state before entering a plea agreement. 1 
this sense, the input provided by the defense attorney can be viewed as one im~, 
portant influence on an official sentencing decision made by the PrDseClltor,\\ 
Professor Johnson is certainly correct that a prosecutor's sentencil;!g' power is \ " , 
likely to be constrained by a variety of circumstances, and although 1 have con- \ 
tinued to refer to prosecutorial power, I hope that my language does not con- ' 
vey too imperial an image. ". \, " 

16. A. von Hirsch, supra note 2, at 98. .\. 
17. Professor Dershowitz wrote th~t ~enal code revisions between t790 and '~~1 

1830 "reflected the views that certainty of puni&hmellt is more important than . 
severity of pUhishmen~l; yet the statute that he cited to i!luStra~e this propo/ii- ' 
tion, a Massachusetts statute on maiming enacted in J 804, gave trialjudges dis-
cretion to select any term of solitary imprisonment n~t exceeding ten years. 
Dershowitz, Background Paper, in Fair and Certain Punishment, supra note 2, at 
85 & 134 n.6. Professor Pershowitz also quoted a 1750 Mas~achusetts statute 
which provided "that where tllere shall appear any circuOlBta~ces to mitigate or 
alleviate any of the offel1ses against this act.,' • it shall and tpay;be lawful for the 
judges ... to aba!e the whole of the pumshment of wlllppmg ror such p~rt 
Lltereof as they shall judge proper," and a 1676 Pennsylvama law Which 
empowered judges to sentence offenders who Were unable to pay a fine to 
"Corporal punishment not exceeding twenty Stripes, or do Service to Expiate 
the Crime." ld. at 133 n.2 & 134 n.5. 

18. An Act Defining the Punishment tp be Inflicted op Persons Guilty of 
the Crimes and Offenses Therein Mentioned, §4, Tenn., .l)ec.3, 1807, in 1 E, 
Scott, "Laws' of the State ot Tenn~ssee Including 'rhos<i ~f North Carolina" 
1056 (1821)., ) I 

19. "An Act for the Punishment, of Such Persq,Os ~~j Shall Procure' or 
Commit Any Wilful Perjury," N. Ca'T., Aplil 8, 1777, In lllE. Scott. sulJfa rlOte 
20, at 155-56 (emphasis added). Many of the early NiQ-eteenth Cehtl.lry statutes 
included in Scott's interesting volume provided fur ~unishln¢nts su,~h as a fine 
of not leSS than 50 or more than 1,000 dollars, imprisonment for nl)t less than 
on"e nor more than 12 months, and whipping "on the bare back witl1 a whip or 
1C0w-skin~ with not less than ten nor more than 39 lashes." ~~ter in the 
~in.eteenth gentury,. t~rms of imprisonl'!lent became longer ~s Sta: e pen~~~n:': 
uanes replaced 10caiJaIls and as both capital and cOrporal punlShm~nt fefhnto 
disfavor, yet b, road judicial sentencing dbcr~1.ion remained the nOr . See e.g., 
"Revised .Statutes of th6'Territory of Colorado," ch. 22, §44 (18~68) ('!Every pet'
son convicted of the crlme of rape, shall be punillhecl by cot,fine lel'lt uf the 
penitentiary for a term not It:~s than one yeart,omd such imprisonm4pt may ex
tend to life"), (;;'l " if 0 

20. Ca~~: Penal Code §1170 (a) (1). 
21. See Holmes-Laski Letters 806 (Howe cd. 195~). D 

-22. ~. Becc~rltt~J30nesana, "An Essay on CTime~ and Punishment" 33 
(AcademiC Repnnts ed. 1953). II 

23. A. von Hirsch, supra note 2, at 69. 
24. C. Beq:llria-Bonesana, supra note 22, at 33. 
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25. Fixed and presumptive sentencing schemes hav~ focused primarily on 
the!! sentence 'to be imposed for a single cri~me, Before being apprehended, 
however, an offender commonly will have cornrnitted five armed robberies, or 
will have made 150 fraudl,llententries in his employer's books, or will have sold 
1,000 counterfeit lottery tickets. To multiply a legislatively fixed or presump
tive sentence five or 150 or 1,000 times in this situation seems manifestly unjust, 
yet simply to disregard the defendant's "additionaf' crimes seems at least 
equally improper. None of today's reformers hav~ devised a non-discretionary 
formula for weighing multiple crimes that seems equitable in all situations. 

The approach of the new California statute toward this problem is better 
than most. When a judge imposes consecutive sentences for multiple felonies, 
the aggregate sentence is limited to "the greatest term of imprisonment im
posed by the judge for any of the cdmes, including any enhancements ... plus 
one-third of the middle term of imprisonment prescribed for each other felony 
conviction for whicli a consecutive term of imprisonment is imposed without 
such enhancements." Calif. Penal Code §1170.1a (a). In addition, the aggregate 
senten,c::e imposed for crimes other than the "base" offense cannot exceed five 
years. ld. §1170.la(e). The decision whether to impose consecutive sentences, 
however, is left to the judge's discretion. In multiple-crime situations, this dis
cretion seems necessary, and indeed, more discretion might well be desirable. 

Of course, under the new California statute, additional crimes can lead to 
additional punishment only when they are alleged,and proven; neither the trial 
judge nor correctional authorities can take additional crimes into accoUnt in
formally to any great extent in determining the sentence for a single offense. 
AlthQJ.lgh this reform will promote procedural fairness in sentencing, iemay, in 
some instances, lead to more complicated trials. In the past, a proseCUtor might 
have decided to charge only a few offenses in a particular case, knowing that 
conviction of these offenses would give the sentencing authority sufficient 
power to punish uncharged offenses as well. 

26. The new statute does direct the California Judicial Council to adopt 
rules to promote uniformity in the grant or denial of probation as well as to 
promote uniformity in resolving other sentencing problems, such as whether to 
impose consecutive or concurrent sentences. Calif. Penal Code §1170.3. 

27. Additional illustrations are provided by the "guided discretion" capital 
punishment statutes favored by the Supreme Court in Greg v. Gem-gW, 428 U.S. 
153 (1976), and its companion cases. A defendant convicted of capital murder 
might wish to 'make the following speech to the jury about to consider whether 
capital punishment should be imposed: "I am deeply sorry for my 'Crime, which 
I recognize was about as bad as any that can be imagined. I did, in fact, go to the 
police station shortly after the killing to surrender and make a full confession. 
Although I have done some terrible things in my life, you may wish to know, 
before deciding whether I should live or die, that I have also done some good. I 
once risked my life in combat to save five comrades - an action for which I was 
awarded the Silver Star - and for the }~t 10 years I have personally cared for 
my invalid mother while supporting fi~e younger brothers and sisters." The 
mitigating factors listed in today's capital punishment statutes are sometimes 

c quite general, but none that I have seen in any statute would permit a jury to 
consider any of the circumstances mentioned in this defendant's speech (or, for 
that matter, any other evidence of pre~crime virtue or post-crime remorse). 
Apparently the Florida statue upheld inProffittv. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976), 
would not; yet the Supreme Court pluarlity, seemingly oblivious to the statute's 
limitations, declared in a companion case, "Ajury must be allowed to consider 
on the basis of all relevant evidence not only why a death sentehce should be 
Imposed, but also why it should not be imposed."Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262, 
271 (1976). 
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28. In addition tc;~~Cns ~~~us~ra~ive arI?ed rob~D: statute, the :rw,,:utieth Cen

tury Fund Task Fo!-",provi?ed a ~n~f d~scnption of h.ow it m~ght .tre~t a 
num~er of other .cnmes~!lIs desc\lpuon IS forcefully dlss~cted In Zimn~g, 
"Makmg the Pumshment 1']J?~ Cnme: A Consumer's GUide to SentencIng 
Reform," Bastings Center ll:iP{)rt.'~ec. 1976, p. 13. 

29. See L. Wilkins, J .JKress, 0: Cottfredson, J. Calpin & A. Gel~an, Sen
tencing Guidelines: Structuring Judicial Discretion: Final Report of the Feasi~ 
bility Study (1976). 

30. See "Memorandum to Memoers of the El Paso County Bar From 
Judges of the Criminal District Courts," Dec. 16, 1975 (unpublished), The Et 
Paso "point system for sentencing" is substantially less sophisticated than that 
which Wilkins, Kress and their associates are developing. Without the aid of a 
computer, an LEAA grant, or a detailed study of past sentencing practices! 
Judge Callan devised it one day while sitting in a bathtub. El Paso'~ sentencing 
reform is especially iilteresting, however, because the district court Judges 
coupled it with a prohibition of prosecutorial plea bargaining (a prohibition 
that seems to have been entirely effective). I intend to describe and evaluate the 
El Paso experiment in a forthcoming article. 

31. A similarly promising approach is incorporated in 5.1437, the com
promise proposal for a revi~,ed federal crin. lil?al code introduced by Senators 
McClellan and Kennedy. This bill would est<i.blish a Uniteti States Sen~ing 
Commission and direct it to prescribe a "suggested sentencing range . ~ , for 
each category of offense involving each category of defendant." A federal 
judge Who imposed a sentence outside the suggested range would be required 
to state his reasons, and the sentence that he imposed would ordinar~y be sub
ject to appellate review. S. 1437, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) .. 

32. I~wracticei .the initial form~tion of charges by ~ pro~cutor's office is 
a substanthUly less tmportant component of the sentencmg process than plea 
barg-dining. Indeed, prosecutors may generaIly exercise too little sentencing 
discretion at the Charge-formulation stage rather than too much. One vice. of 
the plea bargaining system is that it encourages prosecutors mechanically to 
charge "the highest and the-most" at the outset and to withhold the exercise of 
any equitable discretion until they can receive something in return. (Of course 
this analysis refers only to the formulation of charges in cases that prosecutors 
have tentatively decided to pursue to conviction. Prosecutorial "diversion," like 
plea bargaining, is commonly a device fOl'securing a restriction of liberty with. 
out the bother and expense of trial, and this form of prosecutorial sentencing 
should be analyzed in similar terms.) . 

33. Dershowtiz, Background Paper, in Fair and Certain Punishment, supra 
note 2, at 81. 

34. Judge Franke~~ example, briefly mentioned that "the .great majority 
(~ngin.g in some jUri~aict)~ns to around 90 per:ent) of tho~e formally ch~r&ed 
With cnmes plead gUllty," t Judge Frankel did not constder the bargatntng 
process that lies behind this opsided figure and its substantial impact on sen
tencing. See M. Frankel, su . a note 2, at vii. 

35. A trialjudge's sente dng discretion is ordinarily limited by the range of 
penalties that the legislature has llrovided fol' a particular offense, but a prose
cutor who hi dissatisfied with the range of penalties authorized for one offense 
can frequently use his charging power to substitute another. ' .. 

36. Fair and Certain Punishnwnt, supra note 2, a,t 26-27. 
37. D. Fogel, supra note 2,. a. pp. III at 300 (70 per cent disaperoval; I~l per 

cent approval; 9 per cent "doQ'.t know"). \\ q 

38, Alschuler, supra note '11. at 1063-67. " 
39. This form of bargaining. would be even more explicit, and even less 

subject to judicial review, tha~ toHay's sentence bargaining. A defendant who i~ 
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of~ered a specific sentence recommendation today in exchange for ~ ple~pf 
gUilty can usually be almost certain that the recommended sentence wIll be Im
posed, but there remains some chance that the trial judge will reject the pro
secutor's proposal, Moreover, the sentence that would follow a conviction at 
triall5 rarely made explicit in sentence bargaining today. The greater explicit
ness of the plea bargaining proc~ss in a system of fixed sentencing would, of 
course, have its advantages, particularly in terms of letting each defendant 
know the consequences of his choice of plea, but it would make the coerCive 
character of the guilty plea system all the more apparent. 

, 40. See Alschule·r, supra note 11, at 1136-46. 
41. Von Hirsch, for example, recommends adoption of "a [sentencing] scale 

whose highest penalty (save, perhaps, for the offense of murder) is five years
with sparing use made of sentences of imprisonment for more than three 
years." A. Von Hirsch, supra note 2. at 136; At least in an aggravated murder 
case ilJvolving an. Eichmann, a Speck, or a Manson, the public will undoubtedly 
insist::"" as I confess that I think it should - on the power to hold the offender 
in prison for the rest of his life; and if life· sentences have an appropriate place 
in a scheme of penalties for murder, it may attach too much importance to the 
results of criminal conduct (for example, whether an offender has killed or 
has merely turned his victim into a comatose "vegetable") to limit the penalty 
for all other crimes to five years' imprisonment. 

Consider a not very unusual case that recently arose in my jurisdiction. Two 
young men en.tered;a small liquor store owned by an elderly couple. One of the 
men took a bottle of Scotch from the shelf and brought it down hard on the 
head of the male store owner. He then gouged and twisted the jagged neck of 
the bottle into the stor~ owner's neck, causing several deep wounds. At this 
~oipt, the woman store owner emerged from a back room. The second robber 
hit her in the face with his fist and then administered a brutal and disfiguring 
beating while she lay helpless on the floor. Police photographs of the victims' 
wounds were more than enough to inflame eVen relatively hardened passions. 

Von Hirsch proposes a two-dimensional sentencing "grid" with 20 different 
penalty levels determined by (I) the seriousness of the crime and (2) the of
fender's prior criminal record. If one assumes that the robbers in this case had 
n.o significant prior records, they would not be eligible fo.r the "top," five-year 
penalty but only for some unspecified penalty four or five notches down the 
scale. This penalty - apparently "somewhere between 18 months and three 
years" - seems to me inadequate. I have read about "false positives" and the 
dangers of prediction, but I would not want to meet these violent offenders on 
the street or in a liquor store until (hey were at least a decade older than they 
are today. Ifpast experience is any guide, moreover, my orientation is probably 
less punitive than that of most state legis'lators. The chance that the von Hirsch 
proposal would wove politically acceptable may therefore be small, and an 
evaluation of the likely effects of sentencing reform should probably not pro
ceed on the assumption that this kind of change in penalty levels can be ef-
fected. . 

Von Hirsch's proposal suggests another possible defect of fixed-sentencing 
schemes, for it would make warning and unconditional release "the prescribed 
p~nalty for the least serious offenses." So minimal penalty may be appro
priate in many cases, but whether it should be advertised in advance as the only 
possible sanction for certain crimes is a somewhat different question. 
Presumably behavior should not be made criminal at all unless it involves a sig
nificant departure from community standards of morality, and when an of
f;;nder knows that he does not risk even so much as a fine if apprehended, he 
may conclude that he has a "license" to engage in criminal behavior. (Forgive 
me if I sound like the former prosecutor I am.) A degree of uncertainty con-
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ceming the community's response to crime may have deterrent virtue, and 
although the sanctions that We threaten as well as those that we impose should 
be limited by considerations of just desert, it does not seem inconsistent with 
this principle to bark a bit harder than we will probably want to bite in the "typ
ical" case. 

42. See A. von Hirsch, supra note 2, at 104·05. In one sense, prosecutorial 
power may also be restricted when a fixed or presumptive sentencing scheme 
does not reduce the aggregate severity of criminal penalties but merely "evens 
out disparities" by limiting departu;:es from a previously established "norm." 
This sort of sentencing scheme can best be viewed as having two~uiitt;iV<1iling
components. First, it limits the ability of prosecutors to threaten unusually 
harsh, "exemplary" penalties for defendants who stand trial and in that sense 
reduces prosecutorial bargaining power. Second, this scheme effectively estab~ 
lishes mandatory minimum sentences for offenses and thus gives prosecutors 
the kind of bargaining leverage commonly observed today when mandatory 
penalties have been enacted. 

43. Zimring, supra note 28, at 17. ( 
44. This danger cannot necessarily be eliminated by assigninl} the' task of 

setting presumptive sentences to a commission or other nonlegislative body. k... 

Once a commission has established a seemingly lenient presumptive sentence ~ 
for a particular offense, the presSUre for legislative revision is likely to be much 
greater than when the legislature has established <i'broad range of sentences for 
that offense ~nd when judges have imposed a variety of sentences within this 
range (even if the average judicial sentence is every bit as lenient as the 
presumptive sentence that a commission would approve). 

Of COurse our system of discretionary sentencing cannot reasonbly be de
fended on the ground that it enables criminal justice officials to fool most of the c 

people most of the time. If the popular will favors more severe sentences than 
judges in fact impose, the popular will should probably prevail. Ne<;ertheless, 
the imperfections of the democratic process seem especially pronounced ill the 
cdminaljustice area, and I suspect that the popular will is sometimes misper
cdved. In the course of working on a state penal code revision, for example, I 
was strUck by the manner in which "liberal" proposals were abandoned or de
feated although almost no one seemed to oppose tHem on the merits. The first 
modification of a proposal was likely to occur when it was presented to a repor
ters' group composed primarily of academics, Some reporters would explain 
that they favored the proposal as drafted but that the state bar committee on 
the revision of the penal code would not and that it was necessary to be "realis
tic." The proposal would be further modified by the state bar committee on the 
ground that, although most committee members favored it, the board of direc
tors of the state bar would not. Then the board of directors would repeat the 
process, noting that the proposal could not be "sold" to the legislature in its 
current form. Finally, individual legislators would explain thatthey had no 
personal quarrel with the draft submitted by the state bar but that it would be 
unacceptable to their cori!itituellts. In talking with a constituent or two on the 
next seat of the Greyhound Bus, however, I usually fo:und that they Were not 
the yahoos that had been depicted and that they favored the proposal as it had 
first been presented to the reporters' group. 

Apart from the general tenclency to perceive the rest of the' world as less 
progressive than oneself, there is a difference between making sentencing de
cisions "in the large" and making them "in the specific." People may sound 
vindictive in conversations about criminal justice ~>ssues with pollsters (a phe
nomenon that may be attributable in part to the kind of leadership that politi. 
cians often provide in this area), yet the same people may be decent and 
humane when confronted with specific cases·. In El Paso, Texas, a few years 
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ago, District Attorney Steve Simmons announced a policy of opposing pro
bated sentences in burglary cases, even those involving first offenders. Sim
mons had apparently concluded that this policy would be popular, and indeed 
it probably was. After some resistance, El Paso's district judges decided that 
they could not withstand the political-pressure exerted by the District Attor
ney's office, and as a result, virtually all burglary defendants exercised the op
tion of being sentenced by juries. In at least 90 percent of all first-offense 
burglary cases, juries - composed of people who may well have nodded their 
general approval of thc:fDistrict Attorney's policy when they read about it in the 
newspapt;rs - awarded probated Sentences. Similarly, Governor James R. 
Thompson of Illinois recently proposed that fondling should be included in a 
group of "X-rated felonies" carrying severe mandatory penalties. Governor 
Thompson is an astute political leader, and his proposal probably did not run 
counter to .the sentiment of the times. In observing the treatment of a number 
of fondling cases in court and in the plea bargaining process, however, I have 
been impressed by the magnanimity that the families of the victims gen~rally 
seem to exhibit. Typically, a defendant has inflicted substantial psychic irtiury 
upon a young child, and the child's parents appear in court in a distraught 
condition. More often than not, however, these parents agree that the appro
priate social response to the crime is merely to provide psychiatric assistance to 
the offender, and with the parents' consent many fondling cases are "diverted" 
from the criminal justice system prior to conviction. 

This anal)!sis does not suggest that if popular sentiment truly favors 
tougher sentences, that sentiment should be defeated through manipulation or 
deception. It does suggest that "the people" themselves and their representa
tbles should consider whether sentencing decisions cannqt best be made "in the 
specfiic." It is consistent with democratic values for popularly elected legisla:
t~lres and for the public to recognize the dangers of excessive severity that are 
likely to arise when sentencing decisions are made on too abstract a basis. 

45. The authors of the new California statute apparently determined the 
presumptive penalties for particular felonies primarily by examining the 
amount of time that the Adult Authority had required offender's to serve for 
thOSe felonIes in the past. It might therefore seem that a reduction of one 
charge to another should have about the same effect under the new statute as 
under the old. Under the old statute, however, defendants and defense attor
neys undoubtedly have less complete knowledge of the Adult Authority'S sen
tencing practices than they did of the range of legislatively authorized penal
ties, and they probably responded more to the latter than to the former. In 
addition, even a defendant with detailed knowledge of the Adult Authority's 
practices was likely to be a "risk-averter" and concerned about the danger that 
he might receive a more severe sentence than the norm. Most importantly, a 
defendant who had been charged initially with a more serious crt:}le than that 
to which he had pleaded guilty was very likely to be treat~d more severely by 
the Ad ult Authority than otller defendants in the same conviction category. See 
Alschuler, supra note 16, at 96 ("San Francisco defense attorney Bertiamin M. 
Davis adds, 'All the charges against a defendant may be dismissed except one. 
But if the defendant is sentenced to the penitentiary and comes before the 
Adult Authority, those super-judges will want to know all about the ten rob
beries' "); J. Mitford, supra note 5, at 101 ("The Adult Authority's official orien
tation booklet states: 'The offense for which a man is committed is only one of 
the factors that the AA considers when making a decision.' Other factors may 
be (and often are) crimes for which the prisoner was arrested but never 
brought to trial. ... It). 

46. Burger, "The State of the Federal Judiciary - 1972," 58 A.B.A.J. 1049, 
1050 (1972); see 9hief Justice Burger's 1977 report to the American Bar As-



sociation, 63 A.B.A.]. 504 (1977). 
47. At the conference at which this paper was initially presented, Professor 

Raymond I. Parnas, one of the principal authors of the new California statute. 
protested that he and his colleagues had indeed considered the relationship be
tween this statute and prosecutorial sentencing power. Prgfessor ParnaS did 
not, however. deny that the California statute would substantially augment the 
bargaining power of prosecutors, nor did he argue that this enhanced prose
cutorial power was either desirable or consistent with the professed objectives 
of the statute. By contrast, D. Lowell Jensen, the District Attorney of Alameda 
County. did argue that enhanced prosec\,ltoriai discretion was desirable. He ob
served that many prosecutors had supported enactment of the California stat
ute for exactly this reason. 

48. Consider, for example. the case of a friend of mine who recently re
ceived a ticket fOl' careless driving and who was convinced that she was inno-. 
cent. With some indignation, she went to the courthouse to tell her story to the 
judge. Prior to trial, a city prosecut01' approached and offered various conces
sions in exchange for a plea of glliIty, but my friend resisted his efforts. The 
prosecutor finally said, "What about a dismissal? Would YOlt agree to take a de .. " 
fensive driving course if I dropped the charge?" My friend, still reluctant, was 
willing at least to consider the possibility. "Is it,l good course," she asked, "or 
just some sanctimonious Mickey Mouse?" "Lady," the prosecutor said, "I don't 
know anything about the course. Do you want the dismissal or don't you?" In 
this incident, the prosecutor used the powers of his office to pressure a possibly 
innocent d\:!fendant into a program whose content he did not know and whose 
utility he had never considered. 

49. See D. Oaks & W. Lehman, A Criminal justice System and tlte Indigent 
178-96 (1968). 

50. The use of administrative rule-making procedures and the formulation 
of internal guidelines for prosecutorial decision making might help to reduce 
the influence of these extraneous factol's. See, e,g" VOl'enberg, "Narrowing. the 
Discretion of Criminal Justice Officials,"1976DuHeLawjournal651, 681-83. I 
am not convinced, however, that guidelines COllie! dorpesticate prosecutorial 
sentencing power to such an extent that plea bargaining by prosecutors would 
be.come compatible with the objectives of today's sentencing reformers. 

First,just as it is difficult or impossible for legislatures to specify all relevant 
sentencing factors,in advance, it is difficult or impossible for prosecutors to do 
so. Guidelines may tend to be so general as to provide only minimal constraints 
ona prosecutor's discretion. Of course it is hard to quarrel in the abstract with 
the ideal of the rule of law. When a governmeI1tal decision-making process can 
be reduced to a formula rhat will yield justice in a substantial majority of cases, 
the development; of rules and guidelines usually does seem wOlthwhile. Never
theless, the test of the pudding is in the eating; the problem of balancing justice 
in the individual case against the desirability of legal rules cannot be resolved 
without regard to the specific problem at hand; and rather than call for less 
discretion and more rules in an abstract way, it would be desirable for the 
scholars currently enamored of this approach actually to try their hands at 
drafting some useful guidelines. 

Second, even reasonably specific guidelines may prove delusive in practice. 
Prosecutorial guidelines seem to be frequently honored in the breach, see, e.g., 
Georgetown University Law Center Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, 
"Plea Bargaining in the United States: Phase I Report" 33, 124 (1977), and in
deed these guidelines may sometimes be intended more for show than for im
plementation. In Houston, Texas, the District Attorney once announced a pol
iey against recommending less than a ten-year sentence in any case of robbery 
by fireann, yet a number of Houston defense attorneyso told me of cases in 
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which their skillful bargaining had le,d to less severe prosecutorial sentence reo 
commendations for their clients. Mo~t of these defense attorneys seemed un· 
aw.are that otherattqrneys were achieving the same, success, and it gradually 
became· apparent that the District Attorney's announced policy serviced in 
practice as a sales device:comparable to that of some Maxwell Street clothing 
merchants: "Our usual price in a case of robberrby firearm is ten years, but for 
you D. , •• " Partly beca'\lse plea bargaining pohcies are usually subject to ill· 
de.fined' exceptions for "weak cases," this sort of evasion does seem coinm@n. In 
addition, prosecutors frequently subVert office policies by taking "unofficial'~ 
positions "off the record" and by agreeing "not to oppose" actions that they 
cannot affirmatively recommend. Dale Tooley, the District Attorney in Denver, 
commented that his office had developed guidelines for a variety of prosecutor· 
ial decisions and had generally found them useful. He added, however, "I have 
yet to see the policy that an assistant district attorney couldn't get around 
when he wanted to." Personal interview, July 11, 1977. Although one might of 
course provide for judicial review at the behest of disgruntled citizens (or 
perhaps some other device for enforcing prosecutorial rules at least on occa· 
&ion), it is far from clear that this mechanism would yield beneficial results as 
often as it proved burdensome and oppressive . 
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THE LAW AND ITS PROMISES 
Flat Terms, Good Time, and Flexible Jncarceration 

by John P. Conrad 

Conrad is a senior fellow at the Academy for Contemporary Problems in 
Columbus, Ohio. 

The greatness of a debate is to be measured by the impor
tance of the change it produces. On this scale, the protracted 
controversy about the abolition of indeterminacy in sentencing 
qualifies only as a medjum debate, despite the heat it has gener
ated in the minds and hearts of those most affected. We shall 
soon enjoy the benefits of the flat term throughout the nation, 
but we shall find, I think, that among those benefits there will be 
little significant change in the incidence of crime. The crimitial 
justice system is not likely to become much more just, even () 
though redunciant 'structures and the invalid assumptions on 0 J) 
which they were based will be pruned away. .,1\ /; f 

Nevertheless, it is a victory for my side. For many years I hive' 
been one of a swelling band of malcontents who have agitated to 
rid the law of the indeterminate sentencing structure and its con
tamimlting pretensions. Now that Mainer' California,. and In
diana have discarded the old system, with several other, states 
evidently intending to legislate to the same effect, it is not too 
much to hope that the indeterminate sentence will soon be as ex
tinct as it should be. Change is in the air, but it is pie~cemeal 
'change, not a revolution in criminaljustice, or even in the admin
istration of corrections. A free society thrives on high hopes. and 
great expectations, but a statutory adjustment should notbe seen ' 
as the fruition of either. The aspirations of Americans should be 
directed at the less tangible and more important objectives of 
virtue and compa$sion in ajust and orderly society. To the ex
tent that the indeterminate sentence was an obstacle in oueeffort . 
to reach these goals, the victory is significant. It is also a victory ')' 
which can be turned into a new loss for the cause of justice in a 
free society. 

Many bright pages in the history of criminal justice ~eform . 
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have"been blotted by the ill-consideted application of sound con
cepts. The new determinate sentence structtite may be faithfully 
carried'out while the condition of justice deteriorates in every 
other respect. For ,if there is one lesson which our society should 
learn ft9m the sorry annals of penology, it is that those who 
manage' prisons must never be left to their own devices. Good 
intentions will mask oppression. Indol~\~ce will suffocate effort, 
and meanness will suppress decency in tb.e name of "realism." At 
this juncture, when changes for the bett~ir can be made, we must 
bear in mind that it is far from certain (hat they will be made. 

In a consideration of the potential impact of the flat term on 
a, correctional system inured to indeteri;ninacy, it is proper to 
begin with a definition of what We wish the prison to be like in 
the late 20th Century. This exercise has been in abeyance for the 
last decade. The neo-classical ciiminologists'rpo have been writ
ing with such assurance oflate, argue that tHere should be more 
prisons with more felons in them, but they are generally 
indifferent to the.specificatiqn of the desirable characteristics of 
the prison. With no less assurance, a school of revolutionary 
criminology holds that prisons are cruel futilities which should 
be abolished. In this disquisition I shall adhere to my opinion 
that American society will continue'to use prisons as elements in 
the administration of retributive justice. In spite of vociferous 
arguments to the contrary by radical critics of the system, Icon-, 
tinue to believe that prisons can be much improved in order, 
safety, and decency. I shall try to indicate how these improve
ments can be madei;,under the conditions imposed by the flat
term sentence structure. Most of the considerations I shall ad
vance are obvious to the point of truism. I shall labor them for a 
moment or two in the interest of getting on record the nature of 
a decent prison. To get what we want, we must know what we 
want. I shall specify here what is desirable in the least desirable, 
the least perfectible of human institutions. . 

First, the prison must be safe. Eventually the American 
mega-pris}lt must go the way of the indeterminate sentence. No 
prison cmtt.l'e safe when it is built to house men or women like 
ants in an ant hill. Ants tlirive in such conditions; for human be
iQ,gs the tensions imposed by living in large crowds are sufficient 
to generate disorders in which neither guards nor prisoners can 
bt'! safe. Let us not over-simplify this simple principle. It is not 
enough for a prison to be small to assure safety. Conflict is in
evitable in the necessarily oppressive regime of incarceration. 
Where there are no forces to resolve it, conflict must become se-
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vere, even in a small prison. Incentives to order and good be
havior must exist. It is not eribugh to rely on the self·interest of 
those concerned to prevent disorder. It is for this reason that all 
"the proposals for determinate sentencing provide for remission 
of a part of the term to be serVed in return for compliance with 
the requirements of prison discipline. I shall return presently to 
a consideration of this perplexing topic. 

The second desideratum is that prisoners should work for 
their living. Long ago, when I was a fledgling parole officer, I 
was instructed on the ontological status of hard labor in prison 
by a young man who had done a lot of time at San Quentin. I 
wanted to know w hat h~~ prison employment had prepared him 
to do. He flatly asselted that in spite of entdes on his record to 
the contrary, neither he nor anyone else really worked while in 
prison. I soon found that he was right and that this state of af
fairs constituted a great deal of what was wrong with the Ameri· 
can prison. The idle gang, by whatever euphemism it is known, is 
a menace to the order of cellblock and yard and to the security of 
the society to which ptls'bners are eventually released. Onlr the 
working prisoner can be expected to becorfie a workihg citizen 
when incarceration ends. Under the indeterminate sentence, 
some unobservant administrators have fancied that the pr~$pect 
of earlier release for the industrious might induce pris()ners to 
work productively. That never happened, The notion persists 
that the indeterminate sentence might motivate prisoners to 
work hard, and the question is raised as to how they will be in
spired to any effort at all in the absence of possible rewards in 
the coinage of time. One answer might be money, of course, but 
pr~~on reformers have made little progress in campaigning for 
realistic wages for prisoners. There may be other answers, again 
using the coinage of time, bu~ relying on <l,system less capricious 
than the judgment of a parole board. Further attention must be 
given to this problem, and I shall address it in this paper." 

Third, prisoners must see around them a range of q;edi9~e 
opportunities to better themselves. The public has heard so 
much about the futility of coerced rehabilitation that tlle belief 
prevails that it is not possible for the prisoner to do more with his 
incarceration than merely to accept his punishment. Clearly this 
is untrUe. Self-improvement depends on initiative, but initiative 
depends on opportunity. Advocates of the determinate sentence 
have rightly c;ierided the charade of cOl:rectional rehabilitation, 
but no one should suppose that the despair which would result if 
education and trgining were to be denied the prisoner would be 
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in any way beneficial. Few pe~ple would be educated if the 
" necessary exertion were not inspired by the belief that education 

leads to better life. Like citizens outside the walls, prisoners will 
respond to incentives, which must.1Je provided for those who se
riously engage in purposeful self-improvement. 

Fourth and last, the prison, must be a part of the outside 
community to the greatest extent possible. Everyone has heard, 
that prisoners need to be visited and that family ties should be 
maintained even in the face of the enormous strains of enforced 
separation. Deploring the ugly process and consequences of 
"prisonization," reformers wish to encourage prisoners to adopt 
the' conventional life of the working citizen as desirable and 
natural. That requires the discipline of interaction among 
people of all kinds working together and learning together. If 
prisoners are to accept this discipline they must emerge from 
confinement to work and study in the community at' the same 
time that representatives of the community, members of prison- , 
ers' families, and friends and neighbors make their way into 
prisons to keep the social bond between prisoner and citizen 
strong and positive. 

All citizens ex:pect to be safe, to work constructively, to enjoy 
opportunities to improve themselves, and to playa meaningful 
part in the lives of their families, friends, neighbors, work~mates 
and strangers. When prisoners are needlessly denied these ex
pectations they are unjustly and unwisely treated. To replace the 
indete1;;minate sentence with the flat term is to remove an arti
ficial source of injustice against which both prisoners and prison 
reformers have long inveighed. It will be a bitter irony if in legis
lating an end to the pointless parole system the state allows con
ditions to be created which reduce a prisoner's ability to func~ion 
as a person living under the constraints of limited citizenship. 
There is the potentiality of just 'that outcome in the flat-term 
legislation. Lawyers and administrators must take careful 

'F. 0 thought to prevent this ironic defeat of the best intentions. In the 
interest of preserving a modest victory I shall now proceed to a 
consideration of what must be done if the determinate sentenc
ing model is not to become a mere exercise for academicians and 
legislators, without meaning for the city streets, the crowded 
courtrooms, or the prison yards. 

" eil 
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not be relieved by the adoption of the determinate, sentence. 
With good reason, most administrators fear that legi11ation to 
remove the ft~xibility offered by the indeterminate sentence will 
make a dangerous situ~tion much worse. It is not apparent that 
,the ~chedules of sentences usually proposed have been designed 
to fit the capacity of oUr prisons.'I:J;le neat progressi011 of penal~ 
ties in the new California law) from'one year for the lesser fel* 
onies to fiv~,,~ six or seven years to the more serious, and life with" 
out possibility of parole fot murder is logical and symmetrical. It 
is beyond my scope to calculate the numerical impact of these 
sentences on the California prison population, but my initial im .. 
pression is that probably the new sentences will not exceed those 
formerly imposed by the Adult Authority, At the distance at 
which my impressions are formed, it seems apparent that the 

. long and exhaustive statistical experience of the Department of 
Corrections has been used to assure that no foreseeable popula
tion explosion will occur. This isa precaution which California is 
almost uniquely'capabie of taking because of its long and 
meticulous maintenance of a system of criminal statistics. It ~ill 
be difficult for most other}~tates to make the projections which 
will assure that the number of prisoners will not eventually ex" 
ceed the available space for confining them. <::" " 

It is anomalous to design a sentencing structure in terms of 
the space available for incarceration. To the theorist of justice, 
such a consideration must seem irrelevant. Penalties should be 
established to match the seriousness of the crimes for which 
punishm(;!nt is to be imposed. In this matter,'however, legislators 
must be pragmatic. By the most austere standards, the costs of 
prisoner upkeep and prison construction are now so high that in 
most states future accretions of capacity are likely to be small. 
The restraint to be discel-ned in the California schedule of 
penalties is an example to be followed bY'other states . 

... This pragmatic adulteration of justice' h,.as impressive prece
dent in the behavior of the Adult Authority, and, I suspect, most 
other parole boards. I do not like to credit the parole system with 
many accomplishments, but I do concede that it allows adequate 
flexibility to reduce population by reducing time in prison. No 
one can feel that such adjusunents have much to"do with the 
ends of justice, but administrators must honor the considerations 
of' expediency. From the beginning they have been attracted to 
the indeterminate sentence because of its great value in the 
maintenance of control. In his account of the development of 
control mechanisms in the California prisons, Professor Mes-

" 
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singer has impressively shown that from the first all concerned 
were aware that the sanctions in the hands of the Adult Author
ity were by fat the most effective means of assuring compliance 
with the requirements of prison order.lTo prolong a term as a 
penalty for infractions of the rules has always been a necessary 
adjustment to the sentence of the court. I do not think that ob
jections to this practice have been frequent. 

Although I maintain that the flat term is more just than the 
indeterminate alternative, it cannot be equitably modified to 
provide relief fro~ the injustice of the congested cellblock. It will 
be an obvious absurdity if the legislature reduces (~entences to 
balance the prison population with available cells whenever 
overcrowding threatens the system with loss of control. Clearly 
the reduction of sentences is not indicated when crime is increas
ing. Nor can the legislature lightly increase sentence.s for a class 
of crime about which there is mounting public alarm. A decision 
to add to the deterrent or incapacitating effect of the law for any 
of the major crime categories can only serve to add to the popu-,; 
lation. For these reasons the legislature must adopt a self
denying policy. Only for the most compelling reasons should the 
arithmetic of penology be modified to increase the numbers of 
those confined and then only when means are provided to add to 
the available space.'~ 

GOOD TIME 
/' ,'/ 

Instead of the parole board's power to adjust sentences to 
meet the requirements of discipline the prison will now have to 
rely on the device of good time. To those who can remember the 
days when good time wacs in effect, the reinstatement of this de
vice causes some uneasiness. In California good time accumu
lated at different rates for different lengths of term. It was a 
complex wstem requiring numerous inmate clerks in those days 
before the advent of the computer. lfew inmates really under
stood its operation; its functions were redundant in a system in 
which the parole board had the power to fix terms and grant 
paroles as well as to rescind its actions. Quite properly the 
mechanism of good time was abolished as an unnecessary com
plexity. 

Its revival is an essential element of the new dispensation. 
Various models have been proposed. The California legislation 
recognizes the aeed for scrupulous fairness and simplicity. Mis
trusting the ability of the system to achieve these goals without 
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prescriptive guidance, it requires that every inmate must be 
dearly informed as to how good time is administered and the 
terms by which it can be lost. Once the period for which a remis .. 
sion is accumulated has been completed, it is vested and cannot 
be cancelled.:! Bu,~ \v4en an inmate's conduct calls for its loss, this «( , 

action must be taken as a result of a hearing in which provisiQtls 
for due pl'ocess have been made. An appeal't:6 a review pr()~e .. 
dure is provided and if the outcome of t1;lat appeal is ncgativcl a 
further appeal may be addressed to·, Ll-te Community Release 
Board. These elaborate procedures Will require the creation of a 
new bureaucracy for their adminisfration. They are so complex, 
th~t some may argue that they will fall of their own weight. The 
volume of documentation, stenographic transcripts, and'lritten 
decisiJns may be too expensive a commitment to penological due·· 
process. Nevertheless, in a system in which caprice and prejudice 
may prevail so easily, thest:;, precautions are understandable and 
praiseworthy evidence of the legislature's intention t.o be fair .. 

A prisoner who serves eight months without misbehavior will 
earn three months which are to. be deducted from the sentence 
of the court. Min~ful that inGentives are required to spur the 
be~t of ';ls to volunt~ry, 7ffort,the author,~ of Senat~ ,Bill 42 have ~ 
WrItten mto the legIslation an allowance of an addItional monthr 
of good time for particip~tio'h in "work, educatiqnaI, vocational, 
therapeutic or other prison activities." (Sec. ,293,1 (c)) The De
p~ntment is required to inform the prisoner in writing of the op
pOltunities available at the prison at which he is confined, and a; 
prisoner so recalcitrant as to refuse to participate would forfeit 
this good time. It is hard to see how he could lose it for any other 
reason; fail:\lre to succeed in the program"and isolation because 
6f choice or because of "behavior problems" specifically do not 
constitl,lte cause for denial of credit. 

Certainly provision should be mage for incentives to partici
pate in the programs the prison has to offer, but the language of 
this subsection transforms the incentive which seems, to have .. 
been intended into insignificance. For some years the American 
Correctional Association and various other leaders in this field 
have experimented with Mutual Agreement Programming, a 
concept which introduces the idea of a contract In which specific 
performance by the prisoner results in a reward by the system in 
the form of early release or time of 0 I see no reason why such a 
plan could not be incorporated in this legislation and "many 
reasons why it should.4 The s~~iety to which RI~~OlJ,ers must re- 0 

turn is animated by incentives; indeed, most Americans can be 
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seen, as inor~ or les~ successful particip~nts in a vast behavior 
modification system which is at least supposed to reward us for 
,effort by money, promotion, and h<;mors. Sometimes these re':' 
wards are fairly and purposefully administered for the benefit 
not only of the recipient but also of the system in which his ef
forts take place; sometimes corruption and inequity occur and 
rewards, go to th.e undeserving. Our system is designed to pro- ~ 
mote equity and to discourage its violation. It should be rep-

, "'1 " licated so far as possible.in the prison. A prisoneqvhn is going to 
get a month off his sentence for participation sh"b'iHd sweat for it, 
at least metaphorically. On this issue, the legislature should have 

c),' encouraged the Department to experiment, and I hope that the 
law will be amended to provide for innovation. 

Such an innovation might provide for the drafting of a con
tract in which satisfactory c6'mpletion by the prisoner would re
quire positive effort on his pirt. That might be the conipletion of 
course work in school with a passing grade, the qualification in 
sp'ecific units of vocational training, or a minimum number of 
hours "worked at a regular work assignment. Fairly objective 
measures can be developed for each of these kinds of participa
tion, and provision should be made for ombudsman review of 
denjal of credits on account of unsatisfactory participation. I 
would even go so far as to suggest a trial at the award of extra 
good time credits for those who exceed the minimum require-
ments for satisfactory completion of a contract. C~ 

Surely the principle on which a plaQ. like this would be based 
cannot be objectionable except to those suffering from complete 
paranoia about the inability of prison employees to be fair about 
anything. However, I concede that there1are ~!Dmems in appli
c,ation of the principle which may not be apparent to those who 
have not been engaged in the administration of prison affairs. 
First, there are seldom enough assignments to go around. Shall 
we award a month of good time to a man whose effm:t has un;;lV
oidably been limited to assignment as a "cell4ender," in which he 
st~etches 'One h<;>_¥r of lig~~ mopping and sweeping to cover erght 
hours of nominal work? I think not. Such a man may not be to 
blame for his idleness, but he should be aware that a fairly ad
ministered waiting list will get him into a more profitable assign 
ment in due course. Prison officials in turn will be motivated to 
use a combination of initiative and ingenuity t~<:rea:te genuine 
work aSs1gnments which can qualify for cop6t programming. 

The second problem has to "do with iarticipation in thera
peutic activities. Here ingenuity f"ilters. mr~ng myself been re-
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sponsible in years past for the conduct of group thera?)', lam 
I~'i not willing to concede - as some of my contemporaries are only 
\-, too happy to do ~ that such activities are ,,without value. I am 

quite certain. that for some they are crucially beneficial. How
ever, I have never thought that I could verify the benefits at the 
time they were administered. I would not wish to be in the posi~ 
tion of reporting to anyone that such and suclf a prisoner had 
derived some level of minimum benefits from treatment which I 
had conducted, or, an even more unattractive option, from 
treatment administered by some other therapist. Here is a case 
where psychological improvement must be its 1>wn reward. We 
cannot,in good conscience, after all these years of derision of 
parole board psychotherapy, settle on another system of reward
ing prisoners for successful treatment. Ingenuity must address 
itself to the rear issue. Some prisoners can indeed benefit fro~ 
tre~tment, and it is the professional therapist's task to demon
strate the value of what he has to offer for its own sake, not for 
the sake of a month or two remitted from the original s~ntence. 
In the outside society, people who decide they need treatment 
have to pay for it; possibly some kind of voucher system can be 
devised whereby this choice can be made by the prisoner as a 
modest charge against his own resources; Under no circum
stances should he be rewarded for attendance or, even worse, for 
haVIng persuaded someone to report that he has become the bet
ter for the therapy he has received. 

The third problem has tb do with those whose peculiar prob
lems"r~quire them to be segregated from the rest 9f the prison 
for their own 'safety or for tne safety of others. The numbeFs of 
prisoners requiring such seRaration from the genhal population 
of the prison has risen sharply in recent years. The reasons ate 
too many and too diverse to be within the scope of this discus
sion, but it is incorrect to assume that the segregation of violent 
prisoners is to be attributed to the prejudice, incompetence, or 
wrong-headedness of prison officials. It may not be the fault of a 
prisoner that he is sometimes a murderous thug when not under 
constant supervision in segregated housing, b¥t it certainly i¥;not 

"~J the fault of the prison officials, either. Such a man will have little 
\, or no opportunity to participate in programs, and he should not 

be treated as though he were the helpless victim' of some mys
terious disease. Determinism cannot be carried so far in a society 
which is to make any sense at all. The thug will never help him
self unless he rece~ves pqwerful incentives; one such incentive is 
the opportunity to reduce his sentence if he complies with the 
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minimum requirements of life in the unrestricted general popu
lation. I must argue for a rule that no good time can be allowed 
to the prisoner who is segregated on account of his demon
strated propensity for violence. Again, we should rely on an in
dependent grievance system to assure that there is no abuse of 
the· power of the prison authorities to segregate prisoners on ac-
count of violence: . 

Thert;! is a somewhat different problem to be faced with re-
o spect to'the prisoner who asks for protective custody because of 
real or fancied fears that persons known or unknown to him may 
do him harm. Such fears have to be honored. I have no patience 
with the prison official who gra,ndly insists that it is up to the 
prisoner to solve his own problems and a disservice to him to re
move him from the setting in which his problems become man
ifest. Too often the solution turns out to be some horrifying act 
of violence committed by stealth and cowardice, and with im
punity because of the sanctions of the prisoners' code. The spe
cial difficulty with protective custody is that under the terms of 
its Gl,dministration the need for it does not have to be proved. 
Sometimes, it becbmes a haven for the indolent, and also for 
those who simply prefer nqt to mix with common criminals. The 
number of prisoners who for reasons valid or invalid ask for pro
tective custody is now so great as to constitute a serious problem 
in penal management. Last month in a visit to several Illinois 
prisons I discovered that at Stateville, in a population of a little 
over 2,700, over 400 were segregated, most of them at their own 
request. These large numbers of men in solitary confinement are 
becoming common iJ;l the large prisons in the industrial states. 
The situation is without precedent in the history of our prisons, 
but there is no indication that the trend will abate. Prisoners 
come from a more violent society, and they bring with them the 
habits and customs of the streets where they were reared. When 
they are confined, their violence can only be controlled by isolat
ing t.hem. Their potential victims can only be protected in the 
same way, by allowing them cells from which they need not 
emerge. 

It defeats the purpose of good time to award it\;'to anyone who 
does not make the effort for which it is supposed to be an incen
tive. Worse, it gives the prisoner with a choice no reason not to 
,hoose protective custody. Prison officials must, be sufficiently 
inventive to devise realistic programming for the segregated 
prisoner. A correspondence course is a practical program for 
most. Many can be induced to attend classes and they should 
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have incentives for doing SO.5 For those ~hose need for protec~ 
tive custody is the spurious product of indolence there should be 
no incentive at aU to enjoy the total inertia of round-the-clock cell 
time. 

r have dwelt on the problem of good time as a! inducement 
for program participation at such length for two reasons. First, 
this is one provision of the otherwise admirable California legis
lation which is seriously wrong and should be corrected. Second, 
this increasingly difficult problem of segregation should be rec
ognized for what it is, an immobilizing debasement of the pris
oners caught in it: Their identities are reduced to aggressor and 
victim; other attributes are stripped fmm them. It is probably 
not possible to avoid some segregation for these purposes, the 
human material having been so grievously damaged before ar
rival at the prisop gate. We can and must limit the cdamage. 
When 15 or 20 per cent of the residents of the prison community 
must be separated from the rest, the unnatural experience of in
carceration becomes 'even more unnatural. Those who emerge 
from it are peculiarly unfitted for survival in the free communi
ty. At least the old indeterminate sentenee provided some moti
vation for. avoiding segregation if it was possible to do so. The 
new system should and can do the same, but not if good time is 
awarded to those who choose to re~ain in their cells. 

FLEXIBLE INCARCERATION 

By this point, it should be evident that I regard the compe
teIlt administratiog of a prison as the consequence of foresighted 

, planning and. tlfe provision of realistic incentives to good 
'''J citizenship, These are old-fashioned, perhaps platitudinous 

foundations on which to organize and build, but we have been 
led into trouble by tUe more sophisticated notions on which ~ve 
have attempted to reform the correctional apparatus. I have in 
mind some exceedingly simple precepts for managing the sys· 
tern. If they are understood by those who ,must play a part in 
their application, we should be ~bout to enter an era of ~elative 
tranquility in penal administration. If the»:"are violated, the 
difficulties in store for the ul.lfortunate people{ on the firing line 
will be dangerous and unmanageable. 

Planning requires the administrator of a prison system to 
balance popUlation and capacities both now and in the medium 
range of the future. I contend that preoccupation with a master 
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plan for the distant future of corrections is an invitation to irrel
evant conjecture, but it is essential that administrators accustom 
themselves to ~he exercise of forecasting the immediate future 
.:..- the week ahead, the month ahead, the year ahead. At'five 
years ahead the crystal baH will be seriously clouded, but the' 
planner should be able to forecast the contingencies which will 
produce the worst possible imbalance between population and 
capacity. 

Most speculation about the future of corrections inclines 
toward an optimism nurtured by demography. An aging popu
lation is likely to produce fewer criminals and therefore it is 
reasonable to expect that prison populations will diminish. It is a 
pleasant prospect, and I hope it is confirmed by events. Never;
theless, I am haunted by a plausible but much less encouraging 
forecast. As our population ages, structural poverty will become 
more 'rigid. The formidable sector of the population from which 
our street criminals are recruited will be even more immobilized 
in the cruelly llJimited range of choices allowed to the American 
underc1ass. Dope, booze, casual labor, the hopeless stringencies 
of welfare, and the opportunities afforded by criminal activity 
constitute an unattractive horizon, so unattractive that the choice 
of a criminal career seems almost a healthy response to the sur
round.ing miseries. It is not fanciful to foresee that underclass 
youth five years hence will be numerous enough to fill our. exist
ing prisons and more. If we allow the system to be constrained by 
the flat sentence, we shall be in trouble from which we cannot 
easily extricate ourselves. . 

But th~ year 1982 may find the country rather comfortable 
about its criminal justice system. There may be empty cells, 
empty cellblocks, and perhaps the demolition of some of our 
fatally obsolete facilities. The Worst case, by contrast, will find the 
system still struggling with overcrowded prisons and jails. If that 
prospect becomes a reality, the situation may well be worsened 
by demands for harsh treatment by a public which will be fed up 
with the chronicity of the crime problem ~nd the absence of any 
solution. Whichever the case may be, the plan I have in mind will 
be appropriate and necessary. 

What is needed is a re-definition of the prison tern;).. We think 
of the pri,son term, as a unit of time spent in a total institution at 
'the order of the court. A prisoner; enters the prison, and his time 
begins. It ends on the day when he trudges out to the streets. 
Necessity has already mothered a number of improvements in 
this pa!t~rn. Several states have fiddled with the rigidity of the 
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idea of incarceration. For at least 60 years, California prisons 
have mitigated their rigors by sending men to forest and road 
camps. The halfway house has been seized on by hopeful in-

, novators as an. instrum~n~ of r~socialization .. Work-release. J?ro
grams have eIlJoyed a sImIlar flush of enthusIasm. If experIence 
in corrections has taught me nothing else, it has at least ,com
pelled me to assume a sceptical stance with respect to the re
habilitative qualities of any kind of c;orrectional program. ,How
ever that may be, (and I do not deny that men sormetimes leave 
prison the better for the experience), the evidence we have 
suggests that the new community-based programs are not less 
successful than'incarceration in the control of crime. Good man
agement principles call for much hQlder use of this kind of pro
gramming. Aprisoner entering San Quentin will know that with 
good behavior and applic~tion to available self-improvement 
programs his three-year term can be reduced to two. Be might 
also have in prospect a future transfer, maybe at the end of his 
first year, to a community facility in which he would still suffer 0 

the indignities of official control but from which :h~ could 
emerge at stated times to work in a factory, study at ft college, or 
attend a vocational training school. Such a facility might well 
provide for furloughs to his home or visits by his wife in his quar-[} 
ters. Passage through it should be the normal order of events for 
all but the most disturbed prisoners. Even these severely dam
agedpeople can be successfully housed in such conditions with 
the direction of a well-trained and versatile staff. 

'Phe foundation was laid in California with the enactment of 
the Rrobation Subsidy law in 1965. The state is n~w accustomed 
to subventions to the counties for the support of special 
caseloads for the supervision of felon probationers who WQuld 
otherwise be committed to prison. There are doubts in' many G 

quarters about the consequences of this system, and I am well 
aware of the argument that its benefits have been greatly exag
gerated. I am also impressed with the formidable difficulties to 
be encountered in extending the idea of the halfway house. But 
the probation subsidy idea can be effectively administered to les
sen the rigors of conventional incarceration. Imaginative admin
istration can also facilitate community acceptance of t1:}ese hostels 
which must initially be received with foreboding and anxiety in 
any conventional neighborhood. 

It is unnecessary to prescri~ here the administrative model 
for financing and managing facilities for reduced correctional 
control. ,Although r lean to local, management ~ithin a 
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framework of state standards and in'~pectionJ it may well be that 
the system will function more efficiently if kept under state op
eration. But I am stubbotnly in favor of extending the probation 
subsidy model to provide that the state will remunerate the 
counties for taking prisoners off its hands and into county
operated facilities, just as the state pays the counties not to send 
offenders to the state prisons in the first place. The correction of 
offenders should be a municipal function. It should be managed 
in the cities and counties where the police make arrests and the 
judges pronounce sentences. In the rare caSes where the offense 
is such that the convict must be banished for most of the rest of 
his life, it is proper to keep him at a distance from thecommu-

Q nity in which his crime was committed. But where the criminal 
must be restored to citizenship, it is foolish to exile him and 

. necessary to keep him as close to the community as the require
ments of custody will allow. In California and in most other 
states in which the "mega-prison prevails, at least some of the 
term of incarceration will have to be spent in the obsolescent 
cellblocks that are all that is now available. Eventually, I hope, 
most staies will gradually follow the plans which have been de
veloped in Washington State for small community-based prisons. 
That will take time and a demonstration that this attractive con
cept is as effective in practice as it looks on the drawing boards. 

To sum up the idea of flexible incarceration, I argue that to 
keep the correctional system from choking on its intake under 
the provisions of flat-term legi~lation, allowance must be ?lade 
for radically increased use of community-based corrections as a 
humane and hopeful phase of incarceration. The facilities in 
which community programs are administered should be man
aged by the cities or counties under provisions somewhat like the 
present probation subsidy laws. Programs of this kind cannot be 
relied on to rehabilitate anyone, but they can be powerful. 
incentives to compliance with the requirements of the prison re
gime while the offender is in dose custody. During the phase of 
his term when he is assigned to diminished control he is more 
lik~ly to. ex~erien~e the ~vents an.d relati.onships with oth.ers 
WhlCh wIll make cldzenslup more lIkely. Fmally, the probation 
subsidy law should be seen as a further'limit on the flow of hu
manity into the prisons. To the extent that it makes possible a 
more 'credible degree of social control of the offender it can ef- . 
fectively reduce the numbers of me~ and women who must ex-: 
perience the ultimate indignity which American society can 
inflict on a citizen: his relegation to the routines of cellblocks, 
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corridors, and prison yards. 

TRANSITION 

Flat-term legislation constitutes a fundamental upheaval in a 
major sector of government. It is a different kind of upheaval 
from those to which Americans are accustomed. We have a lot of 
experience in the design and orgal)ization of new go~ernmental 
structures to cope with new problems. I do not know of a com- ,
parable case of-an agency of government which has been di.s~ 
mantled and reconstructed to the extent that we are contemplat
ing for the correctional 'apparatus. Th~ administrative an9. 
human costs will be considerable, and it.is r~]onable to.supp~\se 0 

that we cannot foresee all of them. In thIS phaJe of my dlScussibn 
I want to identify some of these losses and ways in which they can 
be minimized. .. - C 

The new California law abolishes the Adult Authority. Surely 
no one can regret the demise of the euphemism, if that is what it 
was in the first place. The locution seemed to hint the authority 
of adults over non-adults, which was not the function of the 
parole board, and suggested that there was something discredit
able about the parole process which could be rectified by a loftier 
designation. In the place of the Adult Authority, California will 
now have a Community Release Board which will have three 
functions under the new law. It will fix terms and grant paroles 
for all prisoners serving time under the old law, in this way carry
ing out the fpnctions of the Adult Authority. It will administer a 
curtailed version of parole, limited to a year for most prisoners 
except for lifers, which wi!l include the possibility of revo'cation 
of parole for violation of the condition~, on which itwas granted. 
Finally, it will serve as the last appellate review of administr-ative 
decisions on the loss of good time. 

, My first reaction on encountering this reincarnation of the 
Adult Authority was one of regretful ambivalence. Surely, I 
thought, a clean break with an uninspiring past should have 
been possible. Even though the severe limitations imposed on 
the °Board by the nature of the flat-term sentence will make inlM 
possible the pretensions of its predecessor, any Board with any 
discretion over the lives of men and women under its control will 
find ways of inflating its importance to justify its existence and 
increase its prestige. I still think this is the case, but I am willing 
t? concede the necessity of the Comm,unity Release Board as a 
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necessary ''device for the period of transition. The unfinished 
. business of the Adult Authority had to be settled in an orderly 

fashion. Evidently. the legislature was not ready to abolish the 
supervision of released prisoners by parole agents, in spite of 
fairly convincing arguments that this kind of control is not very 
productive. And certainly some agency independent of the De
partment is needed to assure that abuses of the good time system 
do not creep into acceptance. 

My doubts about the value of parole supervision are central 
to my view that the Community Release Board should be seen as 
an agency of transition from the old system which was so heavily 
encrusted with useless, if not oppressive controls, to a new cor
rections which is directed at the goal 0 f reducing incarceration to 
a minimum while at the same time maintaining the confidence of 
the community. If the Board and its legislative patrons can keep 
their vision fixed on this transition, the upheaval of the flat-term 
may become much more exciting than painful. Let me sketch 
here a strategy which will get corrections frol1l;a dreary here to a 
much brighter there. . , 

First, the finishing of the Adult Authority'S business should 
he expedited. Once all the terms are set and the paroles granted 
as required under the old system, a victory should be declared. I 0 

see no good reason why this occasion should not take place some 
time in 1977. Everyone involved in the system and the general 
public should be put on notice that the old system has been 
finally liquidated j and henceforth the Community Release;J3oard 
is fixing its attention on the equities of parole under the nt;!W sys
tem and on the assurance that good time provisions of the law 
are fairly administered. I'" 

That assurance should contain explicit plans to come! r~\ a 
reasoned judgment on the value of the new parole system: ~·he 
Community Release Board should take the public position that 
the p~role system is now an experiment in which quantitative 
evaluation of results will play an important part in deciding its 
eventual fat~. The California correctional services are in an ad
'lnirable situation to conduct such an experiment. Data of great 
variety and complexity have been collected and evaluated over 
the last 30 years. A full-scale study of the new system can draw 
not only on the experience and skill of statisticians and research
ers who are intimately familiar with all phases of correctional op
erations, but such a study can'''also be related to the statistic~. of 
the past. My opinion is that this study will reveal that the parole 
system will have an e;!{pe'edingly modest impact on its subjects by 
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any scale that we can devise, but that's an opinion which cannot 
be confirmed until s<:!veral years of evidence ate in. 

While this work IS under way, the Community Release Board 
will have responsibilities for developing and making. decisions 
about the various extramural prdgrams '~hich are embraced in 
the idea of flexible incarceration. Some a~ency has to make. the 
decisions about which prisoners are transferred to such facilities 
under what policies and for how long: These are decisions which 
the Community Release Board is admirably fitted to make and 
for which it s'110uld be held accountable. No one should need to 
be reminded about the damage which a stupid decision can do to 
a good program. In Ohio we still suffer from the damage done 
to the excellent program of "shock parolel! by someone's decision 
to release under these lenient" terms a large scale and wealthy 
narcotics dealer who was technically eligible for the program but 
whose unsuitability should have been evident to the rawest tyro 
at correctional decision-making. Where a program must at the 
same time be liberal in policy but conservative in management, 
those who administer it must he people of imagination but ca
pable of Intelligent attention to detail. The risks are great, but 
the potential gains ar,e greater. 

I have not concealed my prediction that it will probably be 
found that the parole supervision concept will be finally proved 
"redundant. If I am correct, no one should be sorry to see the 
present parole operations discontinued for good. It is appropri
ate to be concerned about the future of men and women whose 
careers have been predicated on the assumption that parole is a 
lasting and necessary public service. Some will be transferrable to 
probation, which may well be needed for a few. decades more. 
pthers are natural police officers and should go into,a service to 
which their talents are better adapted. But for mOst parole 

ii' agents a significant futttre lies in the administration of flexible 
incarceration. The administration of any prison, espec~ally the 
large prisons in California, requires the maintenance 6f rigid 
routines of control and security by the prison guard~ whose 
difficult role should not be obscured by the standard euphemi~1i; 
of "correctional officer.» But any routine bears unevenlion itS 
subjects, especially the coercive routine of prison. For this 
reason, the prison counselor is a necessity, partly to make the 
judgments necessary for advance from one phase to the next, 
partly to assure that unnecessary hardships are relieved by jus
tified exceptions to the routine, and partly to interpret the re
gime to the prisoner and the prisoner to the decision-makers. 
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The California correctional system has always recognized the 
necessity of this role, and generally it has been well-conceived 
but carried out by a numerically inadequate staff. The existing 
structUre of correctional counseling will 'be strained by the 
necessities imposed by the management of community correc
tional facilities. We can be confident that if the existing practice 
of parole must be folded up, there will be more than enough 
work for parole officers to do in managing these small but essen
tial facilities. 

Returning ~o the Community Release Board, I will advocate 
that its powers and scope should be extended once the transition 
is complete. There are two important areas in which it could as
sume additional responsibilities. First j the Department of Cor
rections should integrate a full-scale'inmate grievance procedure 
with the administration of good time. The present hearing 
officers of the Adult Authority enjoy the-prestige and experience 
which would make it possible for them to become institutional 
inspectors-general, or "ombudsmen," to use a word I would 
rather not naturalize. Their adjudications of inmate complaints 
and grievances should be reviewable by the Community Release 
Board, including the review of actions taken by disciplinary 
committees relative to rule infractions. 

The second new responsibility I would like to wish onto the 
Community Release Board is the setting and maintenance of 
standards for all incarcerative facilities in the statt. The Board of 
Corrections has had a nominal, '~aw-bone" responsibility for jail 
insp,ection for many years. The time has surely arrived when this 
kind of permissiveness should be replaced by authoritative stan~ 
dards maintained by rigorous inspection. Both state and county 
facilities should be included under this rule, and the Board 
should be explicitly empowered to close facilities which it finds to 
be in violation of its standards. 

When this transition is complete, the Community Release 
Board should be entitled to a more dignified and comprehensive 
designation. It will be a Commission of Corrections responsible 
to the people for the firm and fair administration'of sentences to 
incarceration under conditions which do ~~~\t::,mean the indi
vidual offender beyond nec~ssity, nor degrade"i:be state by main
taining public squalor in its prisons and jails. 

KEEPING PROMISES 

In a letter to Harold Laski, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
- I; 
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came very close to defining the basic:, responsibility of the correc-
tional system: .. 

" ... the law establishes certain minima of sodal con
duct that a man must conform to at his peril. Of course 
... it bears most hardly on those least prepared for it, 
but that is what it is for. I am entirely impatient of any 
but broad distinctions. Otherwise we are lost in a maze 
of determinism. If I were 'having a philosophical talk, 
with a man I was going to have hanged ... I should 
say, I don't ~oubt that your act was inevitable for you 
but to make it more avoidable by others we propose to 
sacrifice you for the common good. You may consider 

.,' yourself a soldier dying for your country if you like. 
But the law must keep it~ promises."6 

Holmes was a tough-minded judge," and in these tiJllcs we arC 
not sure that the law must promise a hanging to anyone. But 
mutatis mutandis, the principle holds good. The law must keep its 
promises. The promise that the state will punish wrong-doers is 
an essential clause in the social contract: Over the centuries we 
have modified the variables of punishment and wrong-doing. It 
is and should be the responsibility of the correctional apparatus 
to make known "to the public the consequences of retributive jus
tice and the conditions under which this awful responsibility can 
be administered consistently with the standards of the prevailing 
civilization. The convict in his cell is no longer a soldier dying for 
his country, nor is he a civil cadaver who has suffereg civil death. 
He is a citizen to be restrained under the broad distinctions for 
which the law provid~s and to be restored to full citizenship 
when the punishment is complete. These are the terms of a 
promise to the public complemented by a prQmise to the pris
oner. The new California law relieves the criminal justice sy.stem 
of the burden of unrealistic promises and substitutes principles 
of rationality and simplicity. The test is experience which, as 
Justice Holmes said elsewhere, is the life of the law. 

DISCUSSION 
(; 

One member of the audience contested Professor Conrad's 
advocacy of contract agreements between prisoners and parole 
authorities. Such contracts, he said, were between inherently un
equal parties, and thus were not fair.~i 

A participant pointed out that conditions of confinement can 
make a sentence more or less severe. Perhaps;' another partici-
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pant said, sentences in overcrowded prisons should be shorter 
than those in less unpleasant conditions. A judge in the audi
ence, however;' said this was not ajust basis for sentencing. 

In reference to prison overcrowding, University of Chicago 
Law School Dean Norval Morris warned: "Don't underestimate 
the capacity of~ll of us to not be moved by the suffering of 
others." Parole boards, he went on to say, often do not-respond 
to overcrowded conditions by. increasing releases. 

A participant from California said that that state was on the 
brink of returning to work as the principal activity for prisoners. 
This could be coupled with an increased emphasis on restitution, 
he said. And if work could be placed on a sound economic foot
ing, perhaps prisoners could be eligible for unemployment ben
efits upon release, he added. 

A corrections offici~J from another state responded that it 
was very difficult to find industries suitable for prisoners that 
were economically viable. . 

A paradox was posed by one member of rpe group. Why is it, 
he asked, that "coerced rehabilitation" is considered to be im
moral, while "recognizing individual effort" is generally viewed 

" as a kind and humane thing to do? 0 

o ,,' 
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ISSUES IN THE STUDY OF CRI~NAL 
CODE REVISION 

AN ANALYSIS OF REFORM IN MAINE AND 
CALIFORNIA" 

by Frederick A. Hussey and John H. Kram~r 

Hussey is AssistantProfessor of Administration of Justice at the P ennsyl
vania State University. Kramer is AssistantProfessor of Criminal Justice 
at the Pennsylvania State University. 

INTRODUCTION! 
() 

In the early part of this century the movement to abandon 
the ancient practices of retributive justice in favor of scientific 
penology based on the rehabilitative ideal was hailed as on~ of 
the great humanitarian advances of modern civilization.2 The 
burgeoning social sciences, mimicking the methods and assump
tions of the established disciplines (such. as biology and physics) 
in which empiricism and positivism were combining to unravel 
ancient mvsteries of the universe,~ advertised. that human be
-hayior co~ld also be scientifically examined -. and controlled.4 

Therapeutic justice was the darling of a sizable and influential 
group of intellectual, humanitarian, philanthropic, social
activist, utopian reformers5 who crusaded against vengeance apd 
retribution. Between 1899 and 1925, courts and administrative 
agencies in cevery state w~[e'vested' with broad" discretionary 
powers so that sentences could be tailored to fit the needs, of each 
offender.6 As recently as 19621 the American Law Institute's 
prestigious Model Penal Code reflected an unambivalent commit
ment to individualized sentences and the rehabilitative ideaJ.7 

Now, rather suddenly, tl1fSi'great advances of modern crimi
nology are being reconsidered. A new\f~eneration of reformers 
has arrived on the scene and they are cy'hical about the possibility 
that rehabilitation programs can ever succeed,!) and are angry 
about the inequities which individu~lization has generated.9 

Until mid-1976,. the influence of these ''justice~model'' propo
nents was limited"to advisory commissions,tO and to the realm of 
professional and scholarly literature which has been all but in
undated with studies concluding that treatment,does not work,H 
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an!i by treatises calling- for more equitable forms of justice. 
Against this backdrop of debate over issues that affect a sig

'nificant portion of the criminal justice system, Maine and 
C;:tlifornia have forged new criminal codes· that are of interest .. 
both locally and nationally. The. efforts in these two pioneer 
states are comprehensive in scope, but the sentencing options'of 
each are attracting the lion's share of attention nationally. Sev-. 
eral Qt:!ter states are presently considering legislatively changing 
their criminal codes and they will be able to benefit from the 
evaluative efforts underway in Maine and California. From a re
search andplanriing perspective, it is particularly fortuitous that 
Maine has chosen a definite sentencing scheme which is con
trolled by the judiciary and California has chosen a presumptive 
scheme structured by the legislature and implemented by 
judges. Evaluation of sentencing in these two states provides the 

. unusual opportunity of seeing two quite different models in ac-
tion 'at the same time. 0 

Since the decade of the 1960s, we have wltness~d an in
creased emphasis on evaluating the impact of large scale social 
programs asa way of determining effectiveness. Given a wide 
variety of social problems to be ameliorated as well as a wide va
riety of approaches to problem solution, evaluation was seen as a 
rational approach to making informed choices among alterna
tives which competed "for common reSQurces. 

At about the same time in our history, the institutions of the 
law and the courts were increasingly relied upon as agents of so
cial change. The law and the courts have played a significant role 
in- the civil rights arena involving the rights of minorities includ
ing blacks, women; and the aged; right-to-life questions involv
ing abortiot;l as well as questions about the right to die; andjn 
advanciii'g the condition of the institutionalized, i.ncluding the 
mentally ill as well as juvenile and adult offenders. 

Given the preeminence of the role of the law and courts as a 
solution to society'S problems, ,\nd an interest in assessing and 
evaluating the impact of all socittl policies, it is only natural that 
we find an interest in the application of social science techniques 
to studying the impact of new sentencing codes. It is also ex
pected that an organization such as the Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration (LEAA) with its broad, national -focus. 
would be interested in assessing the impact of new criminal codes 
so that other~ may benefit from the knowledge gained from 
these endeavors. Howeyer, the application of social science 
methodology to the study- of law, with its emphasis on theory, 
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hypotheses, measurement, and the quantitative analysis of data, 
is something different from the traditional approach to the study 
of law which stresses the researching of cases and the principle of 
precedence,.The fact that social scientists adopt a particular ap
proach to a-esearch, and that lawyers also adopt a particular, and 
quite different approach to research~ may lead to confusion 
when they undertake to work collaborativel~( to examine change 
in the law, 
. Thsanalysis of the criminal code revision in Maine involves 
both legal and behavioral science approaches and our intent in 
the present paper is to share several concerns which will enhance 
the efficacy of similar efforts, More specifically, theogoals of the 
paper are: 

(1) To artieulate some of the fundamental problems likely to 
be encountered when approaching the study of law 
through the application of social science methods. 

(2) ::fo summarize the changes in the Maine criminal code 
and specify the ways in which we are examining it from a 
social science research perspective. 

(3) To discuss the application of evaluative research ., 
methodology to several components of the California .~ 
code. . 

'I 

EVALUATIVE RESEARCH ISSUES 

One of the most important problems with research on the 
implementation of criminal fodes is that it is likely to be difficult 
to pin down exactly what i/~(1 be investigated. Research in gen
eral is not conducted unless there is a clear and objectifiable un~ 
derstanding of what is to be examined. As one thinks about as-

;, sessing criminal codes per se, it becomes clear that it is very 
difficult to specify exactly what is under investigation. The 
difficulty arises because the law as specified in a body of code 
may be quite different than the law as it is implemehted by those 
in the criminal justice system. Discussions of the sociology of 
jurisprudence have recognized that a body of statutes do not 
adequately define law because as law is implemented, it becomes 
altered by practice. Therefore, when one assesses the implemen
tation of criminal codes, it is not the code per se that will be eval': 
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uated, but rather, the code plus whatever changes accrue to it as 
it is put into practice. 

In addition to the frustraHoncaused by the interaction oflhe 
criminal code as written and the criminal law as practiced, the 
philosophy that guided the construction of the code is frequently 
not: 'specified. Hence, it is possible that two codes which are simi- cj 

lar in structure could have beel;! written from different ' 
philosophical perspectives. Perhaps one of the reasons that one 
does not find a statement of philosophy is that the political legis
lativ~, process which involves negotiation and compromis~ can
not tolerate a high degree of specificity. At a recent session that 
was devoted to discussing a sentencing bill in Pennsylvania, the 
chief architect of the bill declined to put into the proposed legis
lation a statement of purpose because doing ~o would render it 
less politicqlly acceptable. Unless there is"a statement of purpose 
or the philosophy/ideology behind a bUI, researchers are at a dis
advantage in developing benchmarks against which legislation 
can be assessed. This is a serious problem because researchers 
must be concerhed about the utility of their results. It is quite 
possible for rese,arch to be methodologically elegant, valid, and 
so forth and to still not be as useful as it could be if there were 
indications of the purpose or intent of legislation., 

A second issue we want to mention is of particular relevance 
to social scientists as they conduct funded research in the crimi
nal justice system. With agency-sponsored research, it is impor
tant to focus on the role of paradigms and the ways they can 
influence the theory sele,ction phase of a research project. Our 
usage of paradigm is like that of H. W. S!llith, who says that, 
"Paradigms are the assumptions or'Gonceptualizations - either 
explicit or implicit - underlying any data, theory, or method."12 
Paradigm preferences influence most-social science endeavors. 
For instance, paradigm preferences,:~:nay lead criminologists to 
focus attention on rehabilitation l'atJ:\~},~"than incapacitation or 
deterrence, economists to view ptoblerris: with a Marxian rather 
than a capitalist perspective, or psychologists to focus on be
havior modification rather than clinical strategies. The problem 

"may be particl,llarly acute with research funded by' a feperal or 
state agency if one must accept the agencies' interpretation of the 
nature of a problem. Paradigms are also important in the theory 
selection phase of research. Once a general area of study has 
been identified, scientists usually search for theories which" help 
to explain tRe phenomena, or which. lead them to ask certain 
questions in the course o~ their investigation. Theories essen-
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, tially serve the social scientist as an organizing concept around 

which the scientist can formulate his activities. For example, 
Glaser, a luminary in criminal justice research; recently reiter
ated that " ... research that neglects theory has little long-run 
impact.,,13 Paradigms are important because criminal codes are ",' ( 
not inherently theoretical. One who attempts to interpret a code;", 
will do so from a particular paradigmatic stance, which in turnG 
influences which theories are selected to serve as organizing con- "'" 
cepts. 

Since the beginning of this century, a general intyrpretation 
of the criminal law hasheen that the correctional response was to 
focus on individualization of treatment. and reh,\bilitation~ This 
has in turn led to research focqsed on questions that were reflec- . 
tive of the rehabilitative ideal. The rehabilitative ideal has acted ·0 

as a paradigm, and perhaps has come close to operating as a 
" theory in determining, ~he direction of criminal justice research. 

There are several notions ftfiidamental to tlle rehabilitative ideal 0 

and perhaps the most"basic is that behavior is the product of an-
tecedent causes. Furthermore, the role of the scientist is to dis- D 

CQver thel'e causes using the scientific methrd. Having assessed 
the causes, the scientific control of human behavior was seen as 
appropriate, .particularly ~ince the theasures designed to treat" 
the offender were to be therapeutic in nature. If in fact, we can Ii '. 
perceive the system, a,PJl mQre particularl:y.t.hlj>" sentenrirlg.J'unc~"=,,, 
'tion, as having adopted the rehabilitative ideal as itsorganizihg 
theory or paradigm, then like any other theory, the rehabilitative 
ideal would guide and ditect researctters to ask certaIn questions 
and to ignore others. The influenceCgf the' rehabilitative ideal 
was highlighted by Francis Allen;who asserted. that " .. , the rise 
of the rehabilitative ideal has dictated what questions are too;;-be ' 
investigated, with the result that many matters of equal ,impor
tance'have been ignored or cursorily examined."14 

Are we to conclude that the criminal justice system has oper
ated under the rehabilitative ideal~ would hold that prisons 
are organized along the stream of action concept in which". , . 
the criminals, like raw material, pass through the organization 
and have various rehabilitative operations performed on them, 
each according to his needs."ls The ground swell of concern in 
,the crhninaljustice system generated by Martinson's work which 
concluded that "nothing works" clearly and unequivocally was 
based on the assumption that reha'bilitation was the business 
(theory) of the criminal justice system. However, neither Martin
son's research nor the reactions to it can be taken as clear and 
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cdhclusive evidence that the criminal justice system has operated 
under the theory of individualized justice or rehabilitation. 

Wrestling with rehabilitation as an organizing paradigm or 
theory has at least two implications for us as we contemplate the 
asse,ssment of new criminal codes. The first, and perhaps less 

. ·import~nt. concern, is that there seems to be a tendency to in,di
cate that the judicial model adopted in Maine and the, legislative 
(presumptive) model adopted in California represents a shift 
from the rehabilitative ideal to a punitive approach to sent(3mc
ing •. We do not believe that such conclusions are warranted and 
urge that this kind of judgment not be uncritically accepted. Sec
ondly, whatever paradigm one utilizes in understanding codes, it 
is going to guide the development of questions thought to be ap
propriate to a research project. It is important that those who 
conduct the research recognize their own world 'View and the 
implications it·has for defining the research question, developing 
a research methodology, and analyzing empirical data. The need 
to determine which paradigms and theories are operative is 
heightened by tJJ.e realization that the same research area, such 
as the assessment of criminal code legislation, can be approached 
in several ways which are not always consistent. 

II 
u 

THE SUBSTANCE OF REFORM IN MAINE 

The centrality of the judiciary is perhaps the most unique 
characteristic of the sentencing scheme established by Maine's 
new code. In jurisdictions with traditional indeterminate sen
tencing, judges have great discretion in imposing punishments. 
In such jurisdictions, time served is controlled to a considerable 
extent by administrative agencies such as a parole board, or an 
adult authority.1s In states where the abolition of indeterminate 
sentencing has been seriously proposed, (such as Illinois, In
diana, California, and Minnesota) attention has focused on a 
legislative model in which the code prescribes specific sentences 
for each offense.17 Maine is unique in that its judges are empow
ered to impose fixed sentences limited only by statutory maxima 
with no external review. The code establishes six categories'of 'J 

crime and prescribes the upper limits of the criminal sanction for, 
each.Is Class A crimes for example, can result in a fixed period of 
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imprisonrneht not to exceed 20 years; in a Class B crime, the 
penalty is to be fixed at a period not to exceed 10 years; Class C 
crimes can result in imprisonment for a fixed period not to ex
ceed five years; Class D crimes call for a definite period of less 
than one year; and Class E crimes call for a definite period not to 
exceed six months. Prior to the revision, there were more than 
60 sentencing provIsions representingad hoc judgments " .. , ex.., 
pressing the mood of the legislature at the time."19 Other salient 
changes brought about by ~he new code include: 0 

(1) Minimum, unsuspendable sentences are established only 
for Class, A-D crimes against the person involving the use 
of a firearm.2o Under any sentence in excess of six 
months, good time can be earned at the rate of ten days 
per month and gain time at two days per month.21 

(2) Probation may be granted for any classified crime, unle$s 
one or more of the conditions limiting granting of 
pr9bation obtains in the instant case.22 Eligible offenders 
shall be sentenced to probation if they are in need of 
supervision, guidance, assistance or direction that prbba~ . 
tion can provide.23 

(3) Sentences in excess of one year are deemed to be tenta
tive and the Bureau ofCon-ections can ask that an inmate 
be resentenced as a result of(,l:he Hdepartment's evalua
tion of such person's progress:toward~allQncriminalway 
of lite."24 In sucll cases, the department must be H ••• 

satisfied that the sente~e of the court may have been 
based upon a misappre'h<~msion as to the history, charac
ter or physical or mentaLconditions of the offender, or as 
to the amount of time that would be necessar.y to provide 
for protection of the public from such offenders. "25 

(4) Persons receiving probation may serve any portion of 
their probation in a designated institution, except if the 
offender is sent to the Maine State Prison for an initial 
period, it can only be for 90 days. (Also referred to as a 
"split sentence.")26 " 

(5) The code eliJ)1inates the parole board as well as parole 
supervision.27 

(6) Persons sentenced to more than 20 years, or to life, may 
() petition to be released after serving four-fifths of the sen-
tence.28 ' 

The concepts of certainty of punishment and disparity in 
sentencing are central to most discussions on new sentencing 
schemes. In the context of the Maine system, certitude of 
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punishment seems assured only in flle sense that once sentence is 
pronounced, an offender knows how long he or she will spend in 
ail institution and that the time spent will be lessened only by 
good time considerations. Clearly, the Maine system increases 
certitude when a sentence is rendered, but it does little to lessen 
disparity incsentencing. In fact, the nature of the sentencing sys-' 
tern invites disparity, which, of course, is counter to most current 
proposals calling for flat-time or presumptive seIltencing. Fur
thermore, it is important to point out that there seems to be little 
or n~t discussion' taking place in Maine about "informaJ 
presumptive sentencing" or of the concomitant notions of ag~ 
gravating and mitigating factors in criminal cases. At this point, 
there seems to be little concern around the issue of equity in sen
tencing. The lack of attention to the issue of disparity, coupled 
with the investment of all sentencing power to judges and the 
abolition of the parole board which may have acted to sQmewhat 
equalize disparate Sente11ces, leads one to hypothesize that dis
parity iIi sentences may be a considerable probl~m. 

" 

The Context for Evaluation 

I 

j 

The Maine code is bold and innovative, and one cannot hope ~ 
to understand all its ramifications for the system without specify-
ing the context of, and the environment for, major legislative.,,--~, 
change. Fde' example', the'tepOfcof the~state's Task 'Force on ~ 

~orrections submitted to Governor Curtis on August 16, 1974, 
called for a flat-sentencing system with a maximum sentence of 
five years, except in the case of murder, and in three other cases: 

(~ 

\ 

The revised code is congruent with the Task Force's suggestion 
to institut,e a flat-sentencing structure, but the penalties estab
lished allow for more severe sanctions than those suggested in 

,\ the \"ommission's report. A focus of our ev~luative effort will be 
to dc:!iermine the condition5 that fostered change; to delineate 
goals, objectives and types of changes suggested; and to deter
mine the congruence of the resultant code and earHer delibera-

",tions. The historical context of reform will be ascertained by ex-
amining documents, reviewing Revision Commission notes, and 
interviewing those who have been instrument~l in reshaping the 
'criminal code, and implementing it (judges). 

The historical analysis is analogous to that of Messinger and 
Johnson'l> ~ffort in California with the important difference that. 
pur analysis is retrospective in nature and theirs is prospective.29 

Thatis, our analysis follows code implementation by 11 monThs, 
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whereas Messinger and Johnson have been able to initiate their 
analysis several months before the code goes into effect. Because 
of the timing, oUr analysis is subject to the sharpening and level
ling of recall that accompanies the passage of time. 

Design Considerations 

In assessing the impact of the new code, we must examine 
data from several levels (i.e., state, region, and county) which cut 
across various components of the system such as prisons, 
probation/parole, courts, and others. The data quality, quantity, 
and utility vary from level to level and Junction to function. They 
also vary, over time. Several people who are directly involved in 
data-gathering efforts have indicated that there is little or no 
sense in attempting to go back more than five years because 
record-keeping systems sHnply are inadequate beyond such time. 

Whenever possible, we have adopted a quasi "time series de
sign," with no control group, to enable us to determine if there 
are changes in sentencing or correctional practkes. Morespe
cifically, we are gathering data for the fifth year, (May 1970, 
April 1971) and for the third year before code implementation 
(May 1972, April 1973), and at least one year following code im
plementation. The design is"portrayecl schematically below. 

03 

1970 1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan. Jaq. Jan. May 

Conceptually i what we are doing is to compare post-code data 
with other data gathered at two points prior to code implemen
tation. The length of time for which we gather post-code data!l 
will not always be the same due to the nature of the data. For;;".: 
instance) it is more difficult to gather, code, and mount data re
lated to sentence length than it is to do the same with data repre
senting execUtive commutations and pardons. Some data is 
being collected for 18 months post .. code, and other data will be 
collected for shorter or longer periods. Ideally, we should collect 
data 'Over equal periods of time both pre-and post- the new code; 
however~ the exigencies of research in an ongoing setting as well 
as the limited duration of the project make this impossible. 
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Although we win. generally gather data according to the 
above design, we are limiting some data collection to four repre
sentative counties. Data which must be manually and laboriously 
collected (such as the data on split sentences), will be gathered 
for four counties while other data (such as that on sentence 
l~pgth) will be collected for all prison inmates covering the years 
specified.' Since jails, the court structure (both Superior and Dis
trict Coprts), and probation offices are organized along county 
lines; i~>.is logical that we select representative counties for the 
study· of court and probation records. We have selected two. 
counties that are urbi;l.n in character (relative to Maine) and two 
that represent rural Maine. In, selecting the counties, we consid
ered the number of court cases at both District Court l:,md 
Superior Court, as well as their political and rural-urban repre
sentativeness. We have also limited the range of offenses for 
which we are collecting data. 

Since we are primarily concerned with judicial use 'of sentenc
ing alt,ernatives, and length of incarceration sentences given and 
time served for these sentences, we have limited our collection 
efforts to Class A, B, and C offenses (felony offenses in the tra
ditional conceptualization). In order to assess sentencing prac
tices for these offenses, data are being collected from Superior 
Court, probation, and institutional files. Superior Court records 
are being searched in the sample counties for all cases tried in 
the two pre-code tiqle ftames and the post-code time period. 
From these files we are able to obtain data on the verdict of the 
court, and if guilt is affirm~d we record the disposition of the 
case. 

In ad9ition to traditional sentencing alternatives, the court 
files include the information on sentences involving restitution 
and split sentences. However, this record does not ipdicate 
socio-economic variables which are of some interest to this re
search project. Therefore, the second phase of the data search 
involves searching probation files for socio-economic charac
teristics such as age, race, sex, and occupation for cases which 
have been placed on probation or for whom a presentence ip
vestigation has been c'onducted. 

The third phase of data collection for sentencing involves col
lecting an array of information from individual files at each of 
the two adult correctional institutions (there are only approxi
mately 10 women housed in adult institutions and they are at the 
Maine Correctional Center which is one of the two institutions 
noted above). ~hrough the cour.t, probation, and correctional 
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institution data we will be in a position to assess how Maine's sen~ 
tencing provisions will affect the use of split sentences and res~ 
titution," and ~he disparity of sentences given, and time served 
within offense categories. 

However, because of the far reaching impact of sentencing, 
our dat~ collection efforts cover numerous other areas oEpossi
ble significance. For example, it is possible that-the sentences 
under the .new code may be amelioratec;l by the governor'~liuse of 
commutatIons and pardons. Therefore, we are developIng ex
tensive data on all applications for commutation or pardon, the . 
response to the application, and other: relevant pieces of infor
mation for each year beginning in 1965. 

Other. areas of concern relate directly to the institutions. It 
has been hypothesized that determinate and flat~sentencing sYIi
tems such as that implemented in Maine will reduc~ the mQtiva-: 
tion (pressure) for inmates to participate in prison programs. 
Furthermore, increased use of restitution may pressure institu-" 
tions to provide broader access to work release where the of
fender can more readily payoff his restitution order. In other 
words, both prison prograrnming and program participation 
may playa key role to adjustments within the justice system to a 
new sentencing ~ystem. In order to examine this possibility, we 
are observing the proceedings of the work release board, and we 
are collecting inform~tion on. participation in wotland edu,,-
'cationalrelease, both pre- and post-code. (\ 

Other issues that may be of concern to those in other states 
considering similar sentencing legislation are potential impacts 
on personnel, including hiring, firing, or chalJ.ge in occupational 
classification. We are watching this area in Maine, however; it 
must be noted that Maine only had six funtime parole officers 
who now apparently are going to be absorbed into,. the probation 
system. It is also of some concern to our project that we 
scrutinize closely attitudes toward, and problems with, the new 
code. Consequently, we have administered a questionnaire to a 
large sample of Supreme, Superior and District Court judges, 
prose(:utors, and others, including a few police officers, correc
tional officials and defense attorneys. In addition, we have ad
ministered a sentencing decision simulation to prosecutors to test 
for their understanding of the new code and the factors that they 
use in arriving at a particular sentencing recommendation. Fur~ 
thermore, we are conducting ongoing interviews with judgest 

prosecutors, and correctional officials to keep up on policy for
mulation as it emerges under th~ new code alld to keep abreast 
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of difficulties with the'code. Final1y~ we keep in touch with new 
and proposed developments in the .code by maintaining contact 
with the legislature and in particular the Judiciary Committee, a 
joint committee of the House and Senate that considers pro
posed legislation pertain:ing to the criminal code. 

III 

EVALUATING THE CALIFORNIA EXP,ERIENCE 

Examination of the provisions of the Maine code and those of 
California leads one to the conclusion that the two codes are very" 
different in the role they prescribe for the judiciary and in the 
ways they delimit the discretion of the judiciary. In Maine, the 
judge, at the time of sentencing, has complete discretion to sen
tence an offender to anything up to the maximum specified for 
the particular class of crime within which the criminal act is 
found. Therefore,' in the case of a Class B crime, sttch as 
burglary of a dwelling place, tIJe judge, may choose any crimin~l 
penalty up to sel'itendng the offender to an institution for a 
maximum often years. In essence, the judge has a band offlexi
bility which is ten years wide. In Californ!a, on the contrary, 

.. ~ JUdges are limited in the discretion they may exercise, arid their 
band of flexibility is generally only three years wide, and the 
usage of the upper and lower limits of sentencing for a crime 
must be justified by ajudge in writing. The most obvious differ
ence, then, is that judges in Maine seem to have lost little if any 
discretion while judges in California have well-defined discre-
tion. . 

Provisions oj the California Code 

In prepm"ation for specifying what we feel to be issues that can 
and should be evaluated, we will offer a list of themes that we see 
within the neW California code. 

122 

(1) The aim of imprisonment is not ambiguous, even 
though it may be a little difficult to define. Essentially, 
the purpose of imprisonment is punishment or, 
perhaps mope specifically, the purpose of imprisonment 
is the denial of freedom and the reduction of choices 
that individuals can make. 
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(2) Prison §entences are to be dealt out equitably, with i,J;l
dividuals who are charged with similar offenses and 
who have similar offense histories .. receivingessentially 
similar sentences. 

(3) Prison sentences will be determinate in nature and dealt 
out on the basis of seriousl1,eSS of the offense. A 
presumed sentence is to be given in e~ch case unless the 
judge decides to lower 01' raise the presumed sentence 
and he must justify a sentence deviating from the 
presumptive sentence in writing. 

(4) Disparity in sentencing is to be eliminated and a resen- .. 
teneing option is supplied which is t<?Junction to reduce 
disparity and induce sentence equity. 

(5) Aggravating and mitigating circumstances may be ex
amined by ajudge at the time of sentencing. A deviation 
from the presumed sentence may be made on the basis 
of these. Aggravating and mitigating circumstances are 
not defined in the code and await definition py the Jud
icial Council. 

(6) Parole supervision is retained·althougp the case review 
function, but not the decision function, of a parole 
board has beeI?-):ur~ed over to the Community Release" 
Board. Offendet's WIll be "on parole" for one year after . 
their sentences have expired. .. ... . t. ~ .... ~.c .• 

(7) Provisiotls for en1'lancing sentences are made in cases in 
wn'ich there is a prior felony history for which prison 
time has been. served within the recent past as defined in 
the code. Sentences can also be' enhanced for being 
armed with a deadly weapon, usii{g a firearm, or steal-
ing large amounts of money. ~ G 

(8) The Jaw views harshly certain viohmt crimes committed 
against tne per,son. F?r instance, Section 1170.16,states 
in fixing terms for those sentenced before the new code 
that the Community Release Board shall be guided by 
the " ... necessit.y to protect the "public fro111 repetition "\1. 

of such extraqrdinary crimes of violence ~gainst the 
person ... " as a paramount consideration. ~ 

(9) One of every four months of good time will be granted 
on th,~ basis of work, educational, vocational, tnerapeu- cP 

tic, or other prison activities. 
(10) The degree to which t.be law addresses violent crimes 

against the person is emphasized in the provision that " 
allows a three year add-on in cases whef,e committing a 
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crime resulted in great bodily injury. 
(11) The new code attests to a belief in due process rights in 

the manner in which it specifies procedures to be used 
in settling disputes. Q 

Assessr:ent Possibilities in th:Galijorr:ia Legislation ' (( 

The cali,' £, ornia code includes several vrovj.~ions that can b~,f!;J 
assessed, and creates certain areas of research'-that will be most 
fascinating to investigate,:: In the first category, the degree to ' 
which sentencing disparity is reduced by the new code is quite 
readily measurable., Although the statistical analysis of disparity 
is relatively easily completed, the whole disparity issue is ~pn
founded by the legislative ,attempt to define judicial discretiop in 
California. The California code has conscioilsly attempted to 
circumscribe discretion as exercised by judges, but has perhaps 
unconsciously failed to attend to the discretion that can be e}{er
cised by others even before the judge becomes involved 'with an 
offeIt~er. t:'or instance, even though the code may limit judicial 
discretion, it ha~ not attempted to limit police or prosecutorial 
discretion. The determination of whether or not to look into 
prosecutorial behavior as 'Part of an analysis of cririHnal codes is 
one that must be made on the basis of cost, ease of conducting 
the research, and perhaps most importantly on the value-laden 
~guestion of whether or not it is of sufficient concern to 'Yarrant 
'attention. Examining the behavior of prosecutors before and 
after a code change is one of,the fascinating areas of research 
that should be part of the entire process. 

A second area that is ripe for research in light of S.B. 42 is the 
implementation of the good time provisions. The good time 
provisions in both Maine and California have special conditions 
or provisions attached which may have an interesting impact on 
their implementation. The unique provision attached to the· 
California code is that one of each four months' good time is eto 
be awarded for participation in what are deemed to be re
habilitative programs. UndoUbtedly, the legislature intended to 
provide an incentive to those who were predis'posed to want to 
improv~themselves,30 but it may have unintended and undesir-" 
able effects on prison management. The problem may entail de
terminingwho is participating in work, educational or vocational 
programs and determining over what period of time one would 
be considered in assessing participation. Because 25 per cent of 
the good time is to be allocated,pl\ this basis, one may expect a 
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certain segment pf the prison population to engage marginally in 
programs in order to acquire extra good time. 

A third area that will be interesting to observe is the spec
ification of aggravating and mitigating circumstances, In ad,di
tion to assessing their development, their use by the judiciary Js a 
central, researchable question. Although sets of aggravating and 
mitigating drcumst ,pees already have been developed by 
Dershowitz;31 how the ll may be operationalized has been less well 
developed. Discussion \ thus far have not indicated who will as
sess the case at hand 0 determine what factors will be used to 0 

aggravate or mitig,ate I'b.e/e_ntence. It w~uld seem reasonable to 
assume that the pros~}:utmg attorney ,),\1111 want to set forth ag~ 
gravating circumstances while the -defense attorney may want to 
establish mitigating factors. If such an arrangement were 
adopted, however, one could predict court challenges to the evi· 
denc~' presented f.or agf?iravation ?r mitiga~. ~~ ~~ative 
solutIon, and one on whIch there IS alread}:,1cl()rr!f.:d<'C, .. tpnst:nsus, 
will be that of having probation officers develop aggr{~'ating and 
mitigating circumstances in a presentence investiga~tton report, 
along with a recommendation. for dimunition or enhancement .of 
the presumptive sentence, Since California is the first state to 
pass a presumptive sentencing law, others will be'jnterested in 
knowing how this provision is implemented and with what suc
cess. 

Another res~archable ql,lestion in regard to the aggrava
tion/mitigation issye is the degree to which judges are willing to 
impose a sentence which differs from the presumptive sentence . 

. ;}' The code generally requires aju,~ge to record reasons for giving 
a lesser or more severe penalty than called for, and to do so 
whenever he or she chooses not to enhance a sentence for such 
things as possession or use of weapons. 

Given that. we have no experience with the need for judges to 
state their reasons for "deviant" actions l we have no basis for de-

, veloping expected judicial behavior. It will be interesting to note 
the percentage of cases in which sentenceaggrava.tion is re
quested and granted, compared to the percentage of'times miti
gation is requested and granted. If the California code were WritM 
ten in response to public pressure to become harsher~ then, one 
might expect a greater percentage of the requests for aggrava
tion to be granted~ and over time for an informal norm to deM 

velop acting to reduce the number of requests for mitigation. In 
relation to thedisc~ssion above on the role of the prosecutor and' 
the charging functioJl~ if district attorneys perceive judges as 

. ~ 
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granting mitigation teq-ycsts too frequently, one might find dis
tricNlttorneys fur less inclined to charge less severely or to accept 
guilty pleas in exch~!l1ge for a lesser charge. 

IV c!J 

,PARADIGMS/THEORIES AND S.B. 42 
~~~ 

~ r,/": - < 

,As we ~tated in the beginning of this paper, the institution of 
individualized justice and the theory of rehabilitation are cur
rently under, serious scrutiny. The hopeful fervor of past 
reformers with their faith that science can help to understand 
and control human behavior seems to have been replaced by 
~o\'lbts about the validity of these concepts, and in some .quarters 
one senses an outright mockery of them. It is our judgment that 
the reforms in Maine, and more recently in California, have 
been seen by some as evidence that a new day is dawning in not 
only sentencing' but also in the orientation and purpose of the 
criminal justice system. . 

As cady as 1975, Corrections Maga,zine indicated that Maine 
had ", .. discarded two concepts that once had been considered 
great reforms of the penal system. A new criminal code ... 
abolished the indeterminate sentence ana parole ... judges must 
sentence offenders to flat sentences."32 The great penal reforms· 
(parole and the indeterminate sentence) that Maine ostensibly 
rejected were supporting bedrock for individualized justice, 
which, of course, was operationalized through indeterminate 
sentences and the rehabilitative ideal. Achievement of rehabili
t{ltion was judged through parole board review. 

In essence, prior to code revision in Maine, individualized 
justice and the rehabilitative ideal provided the paradigm with 
which social scientists and others could analyze the past and 
preditt the future. If social scientists or legal scholars are con-
vinced that Maine has abandoned the rehabilitative ideal and 
individualized justice, (and we have offered no evidence that jet
tisoning the parole board and abandoning indeterminate sen
tences are sufficient cause to' believe that a fundamental 
paradigm shift has occurred), it is incumbent on them not to as
sume that a new paradigm has been enthroned. 

If we cannot conclude that a new paradigm or theory is jus
tified in understanding what has happened in Maine, is there 
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reason to be more optimistic in looking to California? Because 
weare so geographically and psychologically distant from the 
changes in California, we cannot, of course, respond with au
thority to this question. However, while the evidence is some
what less ambiguous in California, it too is not conclusive. The 
emphasis in California seems to be on limiting sentencing dis
paritYI' assuring sentencing equity, and defining judicial discre
tion. Furthermore, absent undefined aggravating and mitigating 
circumstances, the instant offense plus a variety of enhancing 
factors (past offense/incarceration history, the use of a firearm, 
possession of a dangerous weapon, theft of large amounts of 
money, and ipfliction of great bodily harm) are to determine the 
sentence length. 

One could argue, perhaps very effectively, that the emphasis 
on sentence equity based on offense and incarceration historY, 
and absent offender related characteristics, is clear evidence of 
the rejection of the rehabilitative ideal. And so it may bel But, if 
the old paradigm is an anachronism) what new paradigm or 
theory can we look to? For instance, is rehabilitation out, and de
terrence and incapacitation in? Again, while the evidence in 
California seems more clear, the. conclusions that can be drawn 
by analyzing the evidence are not so clear. For those who would 
argue that retributive punishment. provides the new .paradigm, 
we'm.ust, however, tenuously point out that one of every four 
months (25 per cent) good time is allocated On the basis of re
habilitative efforts. As we grapple with predicting the future,it is 
vestiges such as these that cause concern. Again, the mere fact of 
organizational inertia argues against the idea that the re
habiIitat~rs have packed their bags ano. gone in search of new 
challenges. " 

SUMMARY 

This paper has offered the major changes that have taken 
place in Maine, and an attempt has been made to indicate re
search strategies that can be useful in assessing the impact of 
change. Our goal was to impart a sense of evaluadon strategy 
and therefore, we have not attempted to share the findings as 
they are evolving in the research project. Such results will be set 
forth in other appropriate forums, but it is important to indicate 
that at this point the preliminary findings support; our assertion 
that one must be cautious in c~aracterizing actual change with-

~ 
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out a data base to support such claims. 
Another issue that has been raised in the present paper is the 

c:t'o]e of theory and paradigms as they operate to influence the re
search process. The level of analysis at which a theory is most 
applicable gives us special problems. The problem of deciding 
what level is appropriate for theory testing and development has 
led sociologists fr9:.rn thinking in terms of "grand theories" to 
explain phenomena, to talking in terms of grounded theory or 
theories of the middle range which are designed to be relevant at 
a loi~er level and rexplain perhaps modest portions or segments 
of a phenomena. At issue is the contribution of paradigms and 
theories - grand theories in reality - to the conduct of criminal 

" code research, The difficulty in defining a criminal code and the 
interaction of code definition and paradigms have been iden-
tified as particularly problematical to code research. II 

The last area we have tried to develop was establishing 
reasonable and appropriate research goals for those interested 
in the California code. Our app~ to this task has been to dis
COver what is of particular significance in the code and to indicate 
some strategie.s that can be used in evaluating the significant is
sues. The items we have identified may.,or may not be particu
larly useful, but we believe they are representative of what an 
outsider mighf deem appropriate for research. In addition to 
those discussed, we thought of other areas, but concluded we 
had too little information to develop them as thoroughly as they 
must be if they are to be assessed. Without doubt, people within 
the system who have a variety of agency perspectives and con-

o cerns will identify other areas that deserve research attention. 
We look forward to seeing how those who will examine the code 
define the research situation. We also hope they can benefit from 
our observations. 

DISCUSSION 

. In response to a comment from the audience, Professor Hus
sey said that in most cases he disagreed with the proposition that 
probation can be considered a true "punishment." 

A participant observed that perhaps discretion was being 
shifted to the prosecutor because that agency often had the best 
information - much of which was not admissible in court. This 
drew a rebuttal from another participant, who called' that prop
osition11bizarre." Whatever information the prose.cution had 
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should be available to the judge and the parole board, along with 
reports from other sources, he said. "At least the parole board 
has the advantage of knowing whether he did it or not," he (Zon-
eluded. "0------ -" 'j~ , 
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DECEPTIVE DETERMINATE SENTENCING 

by Caleb Foote 

Foote is Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley. 

If there is one implication which runs through the discus" 
sions of this conference, it is that sentenci11g is not amenable to 
piecemeal reform, that we are dealing with a problem, or rather 
a series of tightly interrelated problems, in which tinkering,pr 
half-baked reform is the enemy of comprehensive reform. ~ 

I have found myself here thinking of the fable of Medusa, 
when, according to Gre~k mythology, Perseus sought to destroy 
her evil force by beheading her, only to find that the decapitated 
head retained its petrifying power and that Pegasus and 
Chryasor sprang full grown from her blood. 

That is likely to be the fate of reform movements under even 
the best of circumstances, and there is nothing favorable about 
the circumstances under which the current rash of mislabeled 
determinate sentencing bills are being enacted. I happen to be in 
favor of determinate sentencing by rule; I was the principal au
thor of the American Friends Service Committee's report, 
Strugglefor Justice, which was one of the first statements advocat
ing this policy. But present legislation, propos~ or recently U 

enacted, . bears almost no resemblance to the position we ad
vanced.· Some of the legislation, Jlik~ tbat of Maine, \.lnder no 
stretch of the imagination can be called c\eterminate sentencing; 
all of it ignores or glosses over critical problems which must be. 
faced befol"e determinate sentencing can be fair or eVen feasible.' . 

The one hint of significant change which runs through the 
current proposals is the elimination or downgrading of parole. " 0 

But much of our discussion has confused the two quite separate 
functions. allegedly served by parole~ discretionary release and 
supervision of paroled inmates.·.J. agree with Norval Morris and 
many others Who regard the parole system's supervision of con
ditionally released inmates as ineffective and a waste of money. 
This aspect of parole, however, is'not relevant to the subject mat-
ter of this conference. It is parole aSj a discretionary release 0 i 

mechanism which is being eliminated or severely restrided by 
the so-called determinate sentencing legislation. 
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" To eliminate discretionary release without doing anything 
significant about discretionary intake is likely to produce more in
Justice, not less. I am no friend of parole, with its arbitrary and 
capricious decision-making masked by the myth of parole readi
ness, and the slow Chinese torture of indeterminacy which is its 
concomitan t. In 1971-72 I observed hundreds of hearings of the 
California Adult Authority"and for weeks at a time virtually lived 
with its 'decision-makers. It was an appalling experience in many 
waXs, but the Authority had' at least some redeeming virtues. 

The Authority's more obvious abuses, moreover, and the 
only onesc.'that California's S.B. 42 may partially correct, could 
have been easily corrected by simple legislation. The Authority 
had ,the power, which it exercised in a small p~,rcentage of the 
caseS coming before it, to hold prisoners ahnost indefinitely; this 0 

could have been cured by the simple expedient of establishing 
reasonable maximum,terms. Another source of much discontent 
with the Authority was its habit of indefinite postpon~p1ent in 
making the dl!cision of when to release; this could have been 
eliminated by a one paragraph directive requiring prompt hear
ing and determination of the inmate's release date. 

ItQhecame obvious during my study that if disparity, capri
ciousness and arbitrariness were the enemies, the paroling func
tion was only one cog in the machinery that produced them. 
MOi'cqver, what has been ov<!·rlooked in the decisions to elimi
nate discretionary rclehse is that parole boards, fer all their 
shortcomings, are able to mitigate some of the abuses of dis
cretionary,sentencing. T\\te Authority was at least dimly aware of 
the gross disparities whi,(;h cl~aracterized the initial sentencing 
decisions made by judg~$ and prosecutors. They knew, for 
example, that in some counties less than five percent of convicted 
felons were sent to state plrison, while in others that figure was six 
times larger. These figures understate the disparity, for they are 
simply county averages and the range of disparity between incli
vidual Judges is probnblyi:greater. When, for example, an Au
thority member noticed tljlat a particular case came from Stanis
laus or ,some other county known for its high rate of commit
ment, or from a judge whose disproportionate severity was 
known to him, he would tend to cushion the disparity, recogniz
ing that it W(l.S highly probable that the inmate would not have 
been S(~nt to state prisC/11 at all had his case been processed in Los 
Angek!s or Alameda counties. Not infrequently one would hear 
a mcmbei' oht decisi(m-making panel say things like, "This case 
doesn't belong in state prison," or, "What could have possessed 
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Judge X to send this guy to San Quentin?" The members also 
probed behind the curtain of plea bargaining, where there is 
likewise gI'eat disparity between counties, and made some at- .~ 
tempt to equalize treatment on the basis of actual facts of each 
case rather than the fiction of the offense category to which a 
plea had been entered. 0 

I don't want to e~aggerate. This process of rectification of 
abuse was itself capricious and uncertain. Whether a particular 
inmate who was a victim of a grossly disparate commitment 0 

would obtain any relief dependedo~ a host of other variables: 
e.g., the identity of the particular d~dsion-maker drawn by lot to 
hear his case; the factors th~tt a pal~ticula1" panel happened to be 
emphasizing at the moment it hf:ard his casej the state of the 
political climate at the time; or whether the panel members had 
recently been burned by a release decision that backfired. But 
many corrections to reduce disparity were made;;'moreover, an 
inmate passed over one year could hope for .better luck in next" 
year's lottery when his case would almost certainly be heard 
under different circumstances by a different panel. 

The problem of initial disp€!rity is not only of importance to 
academic purists who are old tlshioned enough to believe tllat 
equal treatment of similar offenders is an important ~e1n a 
system allegedly concerned about equaljustice underdaw. It has 
more immediate practical impact for penal administrators, who 
find their il1mates sometimes,gtrangely restive when a man serv~ 
ing ten years finds that his cellmate with a similar record but 
from a different judge or jurisdiction is carrying only two years. 
The autobiographical reminiseences of ex-wardens are fuJI of 
discussions of this problem, and it was a persistent theme in the 
speeches of James V. Bennett and inthe reports of the Bureau 
of Prisons under his direction. It is said that Bennett had two col
lections of judicial sentencing horror stories, trLose perpetrated" 
by Easternjudges, which he used to illustrate his speeches on th,e 
\Vest Coast, and vice versa. It is clear that he viewed parole as at 
least one means of dealing with the problem. 

Restriction or .abolition of parole discretion~~ ~elease, th~t'e
fore, removes thIS avenue for redress from mlt1~l sentencmg 
disparity, and the new [California] legislation does not ptovid~ 
qUy viable substitute remedy. The method,§,whkh the new legi~
ladon utilizes to control this initial disparitY are certain to be in-' 
effective. As we have already seen earlier in the to,nference; the 
disparity abuses assodJated with plea bargaining .. are going to be 
aggr'avated. The new legislation wQuld channeL, and equalizeJu-
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dicial discretion by the promulgation of administrative standards 
which the judge is supposed to apply. But the standards are 
vague and unworkable; in both the California and proposed 
federal legislation Ithe underlying theory behind many of the 
standards is th~\~~ihe rehabilitative and in capacitative rationale 
which a hundred 'years of parole board experience has proved to 
be unworkable. Parole release has been discredited because the 
standards of rehabilitation and prediction of future dangerous
ness required determinations which a,-~e impossible to make with 
present or forseeable knowledge. Tne new legislation does not 
abolish reliance upon these treacherous uncertainties; it merely 
transfers their administration from parole boards to prosecutors 
andjudges. There is every reason to believe that disparity abuse 
will be still greater .:with decentralized discretionary sentencing 
than it was under parole administration, and by the restriction or 
elimination of parole the possibility of post-sentence correction 
has been virtually eliminated. 

Given t!le state of current sentencil1g law, with its grossly 
inflated penalty schedule, popUlation control is another essential 

c function perfortnedpy a releasing agency with broad discretion
al)' power. I was amazed to hear Norval Morris downgrade this 
function as not a significant factor in deciding whether or not to 
retain parole. All the historical evidence is to the contrary. Con
cern over prison overcrowding dominates Nineteenth Century 
American penal literature and provided major impetus for the 
development and rapid expansion of parole. As for current 
pra<;:tice, the only firsthand data I have is for California, which I 
cann.ot believe is wholly atypical. The Adult Authority seldom 
talked directly about prison popUlation but the questiondomi
nated much of their thinking. They wexe cajoled, manipulated, 
begged by the Department of Corrections, one of whose central 
concerns, of course, is to have enough prisoners but not too 

. many. 'rold to cut prison popUlation by the governor's office, the 
Authority complied. Told to reverse the process, they complied 
again. The members eagerly perused the monthly statistical 
projections with which they werefirovided, which extrapolated 
from their current practice what the prison popUlation was pre
dicted to be onc, thl'ee, or five years hence. They spent most of 
their working hours in penal institutions, absorbing the values of 
the co'rrectional world - and those values center on population 
control. Indeed, it could be argued that they had been effectively 
captured by Corrections, for 13 of the 18 decision-makers whom 
I observed when I was doing my research were f;()rmrer correcg 
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tiollal officials. 
As a release' mechanism parole is absolutely critical if one de ... 

spairs of reforming and regUlarizing the work of prosecutorS 
and judges. It is parole release discretion that makes tolerable 
from a management standpoint, if not from a moml or princi
pled perspective, the uncontrolled discretion of prosecutors and 
judges. If this safety-valve is abolished or severely restricted; I 
would predict rocky times ahead until the system develops new 
devices which can regulate supply to demand or, much more 
likely, until discretionary release is reestablished in another 
swing of the policy pendulum. 

The concern over prison popUlation is one facet of underly
ing economic realities affecting sentencing Foliey which is almost 
entirely masked in current discussions of sentencin'g. These' eco
nomic constraints are products of an imbalance between supply, 

. and demand. Institutional capacity to impose punishment is se-,' 
verely limited, but legislative proscription of, conduct that is 
punishable is prodigal. Legislatures constantly tend to meet 
public crisis or private complaint by enacting new criminal laws 
or by increasing the severity of puqishmerlt fo:r existing ones. 
This typical legislative response to ady social malaise has built-in 
attractions for politicians. Tpe enactment of criminal legislation 
creates the illusion of decisive political action at mihimal risk of 
provoking organized q~' eff(!)ct~l'/~ opposition and, as implemen
tation by budget appropriatior);i~~,not required, with no political 
cost in higher' taxes. 

Contrasting sharply with this fi'exible expansionism are police 
and court structu~es which can only process so many cases and 
penal establishments whose inelasticity is literally defined by <;,on
crete and steel. While there is some flexibility in prison capacity, 
it is strictly limited. Of course the number of prisoners in cells 
can be doubled up, or corridors, workshops or day fooms can be 
conver~d into dormitories. - until at some point~ series of 0 

Attica-like riots remind us that even human degradaliion has its 
limits. In many states, although not yet in California, these limits 
are. being I<!,pproached. Typically all sectors Qf the enforc,!!ment 
and correctional machinery operate at full capacity) wi~h 
crowded jails, courts that are perpetually understaffed and be ... 
hind in their dockets, and professional workers crushed under 
heavy case loads. " () 
. Any significant increase in the n\lmher of available punjsh~ 
ment slots ~n a correctional system is likely to take a minimum of 
ten years jn politick~ng, planning ~nd construction ~nd, for each 0 
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new inmate bcd, to cost at least $30,000 in capital outlay and 
thereafter $2,000 .or up in annual upkeep. To talk, therefore, 
about substantial increases in both the prqportion"of criminals 
sent to (Jtison and in the severity of terms is to engage in fantasy. 
One could do one or the other; ohe could send more felons to 
prison for shorter terms, or fewer felons for longer tertus, but 

~l1e cannot do both. 
'f!3 In California, only ten to ~E.-percent, varying somewhat from 

year to year, of felons convlC(ed 1n Superior Courts are sen~ 
tenced to state prison. Only about 20 percent of robbery convie-

d, tions end up with a prison sentence. Both figures understate the 
actual disparity, for many felons, including many robbers, are 
plea"bargained to lesser offenses. If these proportions were in~ 

II" creased by mOire than a feyv percentage points, and there was no 
discretionary :release mechanism, oVer"a period 9f a few years 
something approachhw chaos would be occurring in the correc
tional world. Unless t\(:companied by massive increases in the 
correctional budget, political measures which would have the ef~ 
feet of sharply increasing prison populations are divorced from 
reality. " 

If the masks of individualization and rehabilitation are' 
stripped away, the basic function of discretion in paroling and 
sentencing practice is revealed: to adjust an impos~~ble penal 
code to the reality of sev(!re limitations in punishment resources. 
By un impossible penal code I refer to the fact that, given eco~ 
nomic constraints, full or equal enforcement is totally Out of the 

C question. By necessity, from the masses of convicted persoriS 
legislatively declared to be eligible for imprisonment, most must 
be diverted and only a ,small proportion winnowed out for 'actual " 
imprisonment. What we have evolved is a system of symbolic 
punishment in which)~ach San Quentin inmate s!~nds for half a l' 

dozen or a dozenfother convicted felons whofre by any stan~ 
daros equally eligible to be there but for wl\qm there are no 
beds. This system 1s efficientdn couh adminfutration, for the 

'" threat 9f being the symbol keeps the guilty pleas flowing 
s,l'llQothly. It is economical by cost~benefit standards, for it prob~ 
ably nuudmizes the return in general deterence for dollars ex~ 
pended. It is politically expedient, at least i~l the shor~, run, be~ 
c~mse it dupes and passifies an otherwise potentially rebellious 
public. It is also, in my opinion, profoundly immoral, violates the 
spirit of due process and cqQn.l protection, turns our criminal 
C01.u:ts into sausage factories and breeds disrespect for law in 
ll1()st of those whom it touches. But I'm not going to pursue these 
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factors, both because,~J don't have the time and because I think 
the points are obvious. d 

Faced with these economic realities we have three alternative 
courses of action. The first is to multiply by five or ten times the 
size of correctional budgets to make possible implementation of 
the draconion thirst for punishment which characterizes the 
majority of the public and which is so popular in the legislatures. 
However, once the public got a taste of what this alternative 
would do to their. tax bills, I assume it would not be pursued. 

Second would be a comprehensive atttrempt to introduce 
equal justice to sentencing by adjusting penalties to the limited 
supply of punishment resources. This would involve control of 
prosecutors&erhaps using German cHmiqal procedure as a 
model to start from; sentencing by rule and precedent; massive 
decriminalization spurred by a recognition that imprisonment. 
was a costly resource to be used only in extreme circumstances; 
and extensive and" imaginative use of'non-incarcerative punish
ments. The keyJactor would be rUles which sharply limited the 
criteria which could be taken into account in determining the 
seriousness of an offender's punishment.The seriousness of the 
offense category, the seriousness of the circumstan,ces of the 
Rarticu'lar offense, and the exte~t of thebffender's prior convic
tion record are criteria that are both relevant to the offender's 
just deserts and that, being objective, could be adminstered fairly 
and evenly. The myriad of,pther criteria which cominate past 
and present practice are rel~?ant only to improper or unachiev
able goals, e.g., the discredited concept of rehabilitation, dis
criminatory class or race bias, or the capricious game of guessing 
about an offender's future dangerousness in the absence of any 
sicnetific or validated basis for such predictions . 

... Such an approach could achieve determinate sentencing in· 
reality rather than only in fiction, It would require, however, a 
substantial reduction of our present level df severity in order to 
bring punishment resources into tiIle with the output of the 
criminal courts. The fact that real determinate sentencing consis
tent with the principle of equal Justice has zero political chance of 
adoption or serious attention gives emphasis to the principal ob
stacles to meaningful reform of criminal law and its administra
tion: (1) the unrealizable expectations and ignorance of the pub-· 
lie, aggravated by (2) the biased and deliberately misleading're
porting of a media concerned with reaping profits from sen
sationalism; (3) the entrenched power of self-interested pressure 
groups able to block almost any change (a problem by no means 
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unique to criminal law but one for which a democratic polity ap
pears to have no solution);' (4) irreponsible legislators who 
exploit public fear of crime'for narrow political benefits and 
whose cheap tricks (e.g., creating new crimes at increasing' 
penalties for existing crimes without budgeting funds necessary 
Jor any implementation) merely aggravate our sorry state of af- . 
fairs; and (5) a society not unlike ancient Rome which uses the 
politics of cri91c as its Colosseum spectacle to divert attention 
from more fundamental and pressing problems; e 

Given the political impossibility of treating all like offenders 
with either equal severity or equal moderation, this leaves the 
third alterllative as the likely outcome: to continue as at present 
with symbolic punispment, combining excessively severe prison 
sentences for the few with excessively lenient dispositions for the 
manYI using broad grants of discretionary power at all levels as 
the mechanism to keep the system in balance. Given this direc
tioll, one'would not be far off the mark by predicting that, from 
an historical perspective, the current flurry of 50-called ej,etermi
nate sendm~r;l.t will turn out to have been a fad, a minor Cl,nd 
temporary irritant to a system whose politics irrevocably wed it to 
discretion. 

DISCUSSION 

While he agreed' with most of the criticisms that had been 
made of cuncnt parole board practicelh one participant said, 
perhaps a strong argument could still be made for retaining the 
pamle board purely as an agency to set precise release dates. 
Professor Foote responded that, indeed, he thought it "abolutely\ 
essential" to retain parole boards if Un trammelled discretion 

, cominucd to be exercised by various agencies at the initial stages 
of tl1e"criminaljustice process. 

In response, to a comment about the advantages of the 0 ,,-;::7 

"guideline" approach of the proposed federal criminal code, 
Professor Foote said that studies Ot decision-making show that 
only a very few variables - three, four or five - can be consid-
ered at one time. Proposals for guidelines he had seen, he said, 
contained too.,many variables. Professor Foote went on to ob-
serve that while as a lawyer he was trained to find extreme cases 
and point out how they were improperly treated under simple 
guidelines, perhaps this was not the best basisd'or formulating 
pUblic poli,cy. ~ " 
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A member of the audience contended that most guidelines 
he had seen in the criminaljustice system - such as those used to .' 
determine "release on recognizance" - "have buried in them 
inherently discriminatory factors based on racial and economic 
differences." Professor Foote replied that the guidelines he was 
proposing should concern only the characteristics of the offense 
and the prior record of the offender - not circumstances such 
as employment or roots in the community. While it might be true 
that ghetto residents would fare disproportionately worse under 
guidelines considering prior record, Professor Feote noted that 
"one should not expect the sentencing system to rectify social in
equality." 

A juvenile corrections administrator asked whether the 
points made in favor of determinate sentencing had the same 
validity for juveniles as for adults. Professor Foote responde.a 
with an unqualified "yes." 0 
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